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Occult deposition is the direct uptake of cloudwater by vegetation that comes into

physical contact with wind-driven cloud droplets. This can be a significant pathway for

hydrological and chemical fluxes from the atmosphere to some forests. Methods for

estimating cloudwater fluxes to forests are reviewed. Previous studies have neglected

the fact that cloudwater is not a conservative atmospheric quantity. This invalidates

traditional micrometeorological approaches for estimation of cloudwater fluxes to forests.

A theory is developed to predict the change in the cloudwater flux with height due to

condensation in the updrafts of orographic cloud, allowing estimation of surface uptake

via eddy correlation measurements while accounting for condensation.

The performances of three microphysical instruments are examined. From collo-

cated measurements, errors in cloud liquid water content are determined for a Particulate

Volume Monitor (PVM) and a Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe (FSSP) to be less

than 0.01 g m3 and 0.035 g m3 respectively. Similarly, the error bounds for surface-

normal cloud liquid water fluxes are found to be 2 mg m2 s for the PVM and 3.5 mg

m2 s1 for the FSSP. Smaller errors are found to be associated with the uncertainty in the
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direction of the flux relevant to surface uptake. The FSSP is seen to have larger errors

when droplet concentrations exceed 600 cm3.

A vertical divergence is detected in the cloudwater flux; the downward flux

decreases with increasing distance from the surface, usually changing sign by 15 m above

ground. Five candidate processes are identified as possible explanations for this measured

flux divergence. A scale analysis shows that the liquid water source (condensation due

to pseudoadiabatic ascent) is largely responsible for the change in flux with height.

Accounting for the change in flux with height results in a near doubling of the estimated

surface flux relative to the flux measured at a height of 10 m in the surface layer for

this silver fir forest. This factor applies to chemical as well as liquid water fluxes. This

source of liquid water also is seen to be important in developing a simple model for

cloudwater deposition.
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Occult Cloudwater Deposition to a Forest in
Complex Terrain: Measurement and Interpretation

Chapter 1 Occult Deposition

1.1: Motivation

1.1.1 Introduction

The direct interception of cloud droplets by vegetation has been termed "occult

deposition" (or sometimes, occult precipitation) because it represents a forest hydrological

input hidden from rain gauges. This phenomenon frequently is in evidence along foggy,

windy coastlines or wherever clouds touch the surface of elevated terrain. Locations

where moist air is lifted by topography, frequently forcing orographic cloud, are popular

for investigations of occult deposition.

In terms of physics, occult deposition is accomplished by an inertial impaction

process; when cloudy air undergoes the micro-scale accelerations to avoid a tree needle

(or any thin element of vegetation), a droplet with sufficient momentum continues along a

trajectory leading to a collision with the needle. Accumulated cloudwater can eventually

overload the canopy storage capacity, leading to throughfall (dripping from the canopy)

and stemfiow (dripping down the canopy/stems) which transport water to the soil/root

system.

The forest canopy acts as a "sink" for cloud droplets. Removal by impaction is one

of many droplet size-dependent processes that affect the droplet distribution in depositing

cloud. The impaction process is droplet size-dependent because the "stop distance",

defining a droplet's ability to move independent of the airstream, is a strong function of

droplet diameter (Fuchs, 1964). Removal of droplets by this sink favors establishment

of a droplet concentration gradient in the surface-normal direction; turbulent diffusive
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processes can then act to transport droplets from regions of higher concentration (above)

to the forest sink.

Sedimentation, the settling of droplets due to the force of gravity, can also play an

important role in droplet transport; all cloud droplets fall vertically at their size-dependent

Stokes settling velocity, relative to the air motion. Droplets residing in the molecular

sublayer very near the surface (within a few millimeters; Stull, 1988) also can deposit

via gravitational effects.

The situation is complicated by the fact that evaporation and/or condensation can

take place simultaneously with deposition and droplet transport, depending upon the

thermal structure of the canopy and atmospheric boundary layer and the strength of

the updraft that drives orographic cloud. In the context of warm cloud microphysics,

phase change between vapor and liquid forms is also a droplet size-dependent process

(Rogers and Yau, 1989). The effects of phase change due to adiabatic ascent largely

have been neglected in previous analyses of surface layer cloudwater fluxes; it will be

seen that condensation due to orographic lifting has an important effect on interpretation

of measurements of these phenomena.

A final process which acts on the droplet population, again resulting in size

dependence, is radiation. The most important effects of solar radiation are on the

vegetated surface and will be treated below in an analysis of daytime versus nighttime

cloud. Longwave (terrestrial) radiation in a cloud is important for droplets near cloud

top where entrainment of extra-cloud air can dominate other effects on the droplet

distribution via mixing and evaporation. In this treatment of surface deposition the effects

of entrainment will be minimized by preferentially selecting "steady cloud" periods for

analysis; this effectively will screen out the effects of longwave radiation.



This dissertation will identify the physical and thermodynamic processes that

govern surface layer fluxes of cloudwater and will introduce a technique for estimation

of occult deposition to a canopy surface while accounting for the effects of these

processes. Analyses of measurements made in atmospheric surface layer turbulence

will be presented. Fortunately, for these measurements it can be assumed that all cloud

droplets are able to "follow" the turbulent eddies (Section 1.2.1); in other words, the

ability of cloud droplets to move with the air in the turbulent eddies above the vegetation

does not depend on droplet size. Nonetheless, it will be seen that competing droplet size-

dependent processes can establish droplet concentration gradients that are size-dependent

and hence turbulent transport can be in different directions for droplets of different sizes.

1.1.2 Importance

Despite its compelling moniker, occult deposition is hardly a newly recognized

hydrological process, nor can it be considered completely esoteric. As scientific phe-

nomena, the hydrological effects of occult processes were first described in print by

Marloth (1903). Humans have long inhabited regions where these effects are evident to

the untrained observer; throughfall in a dripping forest, particularly when it obviously is

not related to rainfall, exemplifies this. Cloud-forest interaction is consistently observable

at the Monteverde Cloud Forest Preserve in Costa Rica which grosses nearly a million

dollars annually as an ecotourism attraction (Honey, 1994). Residents of Cgungungo in

an arid region of Chile now rely on collected cloudwater for their drinking water supply

via a passive inertial collection system (itself a crude model of a forest; Pearce, 1993);

settlers there also have cultivated eucalyptus trees which, after a few years of water-

ing, have thrived for nearly half a century on their ability to collect cloudwater in an

environment where rainfall averages less than 20 cm annually (Schemenauer et al., 1988).



Occult deposition can be a significant pathway for transport of pollution to the bio-

sphere; this represents a societal concern that is not yet broadly appreciated (particularly

in comparison with acid rain). Sulfur dioxide gas, a common product of combustion

processes, is a major factor in atmospheric acidification. The atmosphere oxidizes this

gaseous species to form sulfate particles which are effective nuclei onto which conden-

sation can occur. These nuclei, termed cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), dissolve in

cloudwater to form sulfuric acid. Aqueous phase growth of these suspended atmospheric

particles dramatically increases their probability of deposition onto foliage.

For a given cloud liquid water content (LWC), an increase in belowcloud CCN

mass leads directly to an increase in the solute concentration of the cloudwater. Cloudwa-

ter is chemically potent; solute concentrations are nearly an order of magnitude greater

than those for rainwater (Fowler et al., 1988; Vong et al., 1991; Vong et al., 1996).

Consequently, for sites where occult deposition is a frequent phenomenon, the associ-

ated chemical flux to forests has been estimated to be comparable in magnitude to the

chemical flux from acid rain (Vong et al., 1991; Lovett and Kinsman, 1990). Since forest

canopy evaporation can operate concurrently with droplet deposition, the solute concen-

trations to which leaves are exposed may be enhanced compared to those measured in

the atmosphere (Unsworth, 1984).

The National Acidic Precipitation Assessment Program (NAPAP, 1993) determined

that occult deposition represents an important chemical and hydrological input for coastal

and montane ecosystems. In a report to Congress on analysis of acid rain across the

US, NAPAP found that the total "deposition of pollutants (is) highest at high elevation

locations above 1400 m in the Appalachian" mountains (NAPAP, 1993) where occult

deposition processes occur (Vong et al., 1991). The ecological consequences of this

cloudwater chemical input include effects on foliage via "increased susceptibility to
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winter injury for trees" and effects on soils through "enhanced mobilization of aluminum"

(NAPAP, 1993). NAPAP (1993) concluded that the additional chemical input due to

clouds resulted in "visible decline, or death, of red spruce trees" in northeastern U.S.

mountain forests. Schulze (1989) found that canopy uptake of atmospheric nitrogen (as

nitric acid, an oxidized form of NOx combustion products found in cloudwater) led to

an imbalance in nutrient uptake for a spruce forest in Germany and resulted in symptoms

of forest decline.

The Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) Mountain Cloud Chemistry Project

(MCCP) was implemented in the 1980's to address the potential for forest injury

via occult deposition of pollutants. MCCP involved the measurement of cloudwater

solute concentrations and LWC at five sites (Mt. Mitchell, NC, Mt. Moosilauke,

NH, Whiteface Mountain, NY, Shennandoah, VA, and Whitetop Mountain, VA) in

the Appalachian Mountains. These measurements, along with a smaller data set from

research sponsored by the Electric Power Research Institute, constituted the basis for

NAPAP' s conclusions regarding the importance of cloud chemical inputs to high-elevation

ecosystems. However, MCCP never actually measured the chemical flux associated with

cloudwater interception (Vong et al., 1991; Sisterson et al., 1991) but rather inferred

it from solute and LWC measurements and deposition models that were based on

assumed values for key parameters such as droplet eddy diffusivity or deposition velocity.

Evidence of direct damage to vegetation by acid cloud (Cape, 1993) suggests that this

pathway for chemical transport deserves further investigation.

Determination of a chemical flux due to cloudwater deposition can be achieved

via the product of two independent measurements: the cloudwater flux and the chemical

concentration of the cloudwater (Unsworth and Wilshaw, 1989). This dissertation will

focus on accurate estimation of the former which is indeed a considerable challenge.



The first direct measurements of chemical fluxes for some important species also will be

presented and compared to the estimates of chemical deposition from other investigations.

The remainder of this chapter will review the existing literature on occult deposi-

tion and identify shortcomings in the three most frequently utilized methods of estimating

cloudwater fluxes: throughfall measurements, models based on momentum deposition,

and flux-gradient techniques. In contrast to these methods, the eddy correlation (EC)

technique allows direct measurements of cloudwater fluxes. It will be shown that estima-

tion of surface fluxes is more involved for this application of EC than for typical studies

which estimate the exchange of conservative atmospheric scalars with homogeneous ter-

rain. In the context of the budget equation for cloud LWC in the atmospheric surface

layer, it will be demonstrated that whereas turbulent surface layer fluxes of conservative

scalars typically are assumed to be height invariant, turbulent LW fluxes are predicted

to change with height due to a number of factors including condensation in the mean

updrafts which drive orographic cloud. Accurate estimation of forest uptake therefore

depends on both the flux measured above the forest and its vertical evolution. The effects

of the LW source due to condensation, neglected in previous investigations of occult de-

position, have important consequences for the interpretation of EC fluxes of cloudwater

and, hence, the estimation of the deposition velocity (i.e., the flux scaled by the mean

LWC) that is favored by modelers for describing droplet transport in the surface layer.

1.2: Studies of Cloudwater Fluxes

Much has been written about occult deposition and its effects on ecosystems.

Several review papers characterized the state of this science as of five years ago (Unsworth

and Wilshaw, 1989; Lovett and Kinsman, 1990; Vong et al., 1991). Most published

estimates of cloudwater chemical fluxes to forests are based on non-validated models
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(Lovett, 1984; Hill et al., 1986; Hill et al., 1987; Mueller and Weatherford, 1988;

Gallagher and Choularton, 1989; Mueller, 1991; Mueller et al., 1991; Coe et al.,

1991; Lindberg and Lovett, 1992; Miller et al., 1993; Elias et al., 1995) or inferential

measurements, via throughfall (Mueller and Imhoff, 1989; Joslin and Wolfe, 1992)

andlor stemliow (Olson et al., 1981; Lindberg and Lovett, 1992; Asbury et al., 1994).

Occasionally, fluxes have been inferred from measurements of cloudwater gradients

(Dollard and Unsworth, 1983; Dollard et al., 1983; Gallagher et al., 1988). Fowler

et al. (1990) compared measurements from the gradient technique to those made with a

weighing lysimeter containing a small section of turf.

Published studies on cloud droplet deposition have focussed on estimation of mag-

nitudes for the deposition velocity. In this construct the (downward) flux of the scalar

is normalized by the scalar mean concentration to yield a velocity scale (Chamberlain,

1967). Some authors prefer to use the resistance to deposition as reciprocal of the deposi-

tion velocity (Shuttleworth, 1977; Fowler et al., 1989). The physical distinction between

these two quantities is trivial; however, the resistance approach may be mathematically

preferable since it allows summation of individual resistances from individual sources (in

this case, inefficiencies of turbulent transport and impaction) to form the total resistance

to deposition.

For cloud droplets, the droplet size-dependence of various processes often are of

interest; the deposition velocity allows characterization of droplet transport for a variety of

droplet sizes with vastly different portions of the total droplet number or LW distribution.

Under a variety of assumptions, the deposition velocity also is useful as a means of

estimating surface fluxes from more basic measurements of scalar mean quantities in the

surface layer. It will be shown later that these assumptions are violated in the presence of

mean condensation as a source for LWC. Thus, the deposition velocity may be useful in



terms of describing droplet transport at the measurement height but may not necessarily

describe fluxes relevant to the surface.

1.2.1 The Momentum Analogy

Models for droplet transport by turbulence are based on an assumption of similarity

to the transport of momentum (Slinn, 1982). In support of this analogy, Lewellyn (1985)

determined that even the largest cloud droplets could faithfully follow turbulent eddies as

long as the droplets were more than a few centimeters from a surface boundary. However,

Vong and Kowalski (1995) pointed out that in complex terrain the physical nature of the

surface sink is quite different for momentum and droplets; momentum is most effectively

absorbed at the surface by large ("bluff body") elements of the canopy and topography

via form drag (Thom, 1975) while droplets are more efficiently collected by the smaller

elements such as needles (Langmuir, 1961; Mohnen and Kadlecek, 1989). Differences

in the strengths of these surface sinks should be reflected in the atmospheric fluxes of

momentum and cloudwater.

Thus far, the science of micrometeorology has failed to satisfactorily describe the

exchange of momentum in and above forest canopies. Difficulties abound in establishing

the zero-plane displacement (i.e., the mean level of momentum absorption; Thom, 1971)

such that published roughness lengths for canopies have demonstrated quite a lot of

variability relative to expectations (Wieringa, 1993; Raupach, 1994). Characterizing

momentum transport is even more difficult in complex terrain, where occult processes

are most likely to occur. Since momentum exchange over canopies is difficult to describe,

there is little advantage in using the droplet-momentum analogy to model the deposition

of cloudwater to ecosystems.



Momentum is not conserved in the presence of pressure gradients such as those

which develop on hills and mountains in association with "mountain drag" (Smith, 1978).

This is particularly likely to be important at the hill summit, between the upstream

and downstream pressure extremes. Finnegan (1985) noted that gradient diffusion of

momentum by turbulence should not be expected for canopies on hills since it is uncertain

whether turbulent diffusion describes the primary mechanism for momentum transport.

Wieringa (1993) also concluded that using only surface roughness (i.e., similarity theory)

to characterize momentum structure over canopies on hills was probably too simplistic.

Studies of flow over hills (discussed in detail in Chapter 6) have demonstrated non-

equilibrium boundary layer features such as low-level jets and extreme "speed-ups"

(increases in wind speed near the ground at hilltop), evidence for the likely importance

of small- to meso-scale pressure gradient forces on momentum structure.

It is difficult to support the adherence of some investigators to the momentum

transport analogy for describing droplet deposition to forests in complex terrain; the

analogy is not supported by much of the available direct evidence. In reporting direct

measurements of cloudwater fluxes via EC, Beswick et al. (1991) reported that "the

deposition velocity for liquid water was markedly less than for momentum." Differences

between the relationships of gradients to fluxes of momentum and liquid water have

been observed; Gallagher et al. (1992b) reported that "Despite the apparently good

agreement between profile and eddy correlation values of (momentum flux), flux gradient

measurements of the average cloud-water deposition velocity ... showed a marked

discrepancy." In a report from the largest data set yet published on direct measurement

of cloudwater fluxes to forest, Vong and Kowalski (1995) found "inconclusive results"

when they attempted to relate droplet and momentum transport above a fir canopy. Even

if this was due to difficulties in describing momentum deposition above a canopy in
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complex terrain, it argues against reliance on knowledge of momentum transport to

describe droplet deposition.

In a study of cloudwater fluxes derived from gradients over an elevated moorland,

Gallagher et al. (1988) reported that "deposition velocities for cloud liquid water

were close to those for momentum". However, the assumptions used in deriving flux-

gradient relationships are inappropriate for applications to cloudwater fluxes (this will

be addressed in detail in Section 1.2.2). Furthermore, these authors used the friction

velocity (u*) to scale both quantities. Specifically, the droplet deposition velocity (vd;

note: sign convention is opposite to the one adopted in the remainder of this dissertation)

was calculated from the vertical gradient in LWC (denoted as L in equations, overbars

denote temporal averaging) as

ôlnL
VdIt(Z)

az
(1.1)

(neglecting sedimentation), with an eddy diffusivity defined as K(z) = ku(z d), where

k is von Karman's constant and d is the zero-plane displacement. The momentum

deposition velocity (Vm) was calculated as

ku
Vm =

ln(z d)
(1.2)

Clearly, u* was a critical scaling variable in their computation of each deposition velocity,

and may be responsible for the perceived similarity between droplet and momentum

transport. This is an example of the "self-correlation" pitfall in micrometeorology (Smith

et al., 1992) where two quantities are forced to behave similarly through the basic scaling

variables from which they are derived.

Recently, a group of researchers found a strong correlation of the turbulent de-

position velocity with friction velocity during "fog events" over lowland forest in the

Netherlands (reported in Gallagher et al., 1996). Estimation of momentum deposition
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via the friction velocity (u*) is appropriate, if difficult, for measurements above canopies

in flat terrain. On hillsides, it is probably more appropriate to interpret u* as a velocity

scale for surface layer turbulence rather than as a direct measure of momentum deposi-

tion. In other words, the friction velocity may be a relevant velocity scale for cloudwater

deposition, but not necessarily for momentum deposition on a hillside where the effects

of pressure perturbations are likely to be important.

1.2.2 Inferential Flux Estimates

Throughfall and stemfiow represent only a fraction of the total water deposited

to a forest because they neglect canopy storage and deposited water which may have

evaporated (leaving behind its solute load). For a forest exposed to intermittent cloud,

the net flux to the ground might be zero during certain periods when the canopy receives

significant acidification. Furthermore, these methods only measure the flux to the soil for

a very limited area. This methodological limitation also affects the direct measurements

made by Fowler et al. (1990) with a weighing lysimeter which characterized LW

uptake over a small section of turf. While these methods of observation may allow

qualitative appreciation of occult processes, they may not provide accurate estimates

of flux magnitudes representative of a broad area. Micrometeorological techniques are

superior in the sense that area-averaging is accomplished by the turbulence.

The so-called "flux-gradient" technique of inferring scalar fluxes in the atmosphere

from gradients is based on the assumed similarity between "random" turbulent and

molecular motions for effecting atmospheric diffusion. In this technique, an eddy

diffusivity (K) is defined to describe an analogy to Fick's law for diffusion of a scalar:

FL K (1.3)
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where the vertical flux (FL) is assumed to be equal to the strength of the vertical scalar

gradient multiplied by the eddy diffusivity. The flux is defined positive-upward; in this

convention, a negative flux represents transport toward the canopy.

The use of flux-gradient techniques (also called K-theory) to determine cloudwater

fluxes in complex terrain requires careful consideration. The weak physical basis for

these methods has long been well known (Wilson et al., 1981). The very first assumption

in the derivation of a flux-gradient relationship, often left implicit in discussions of scalar

transport, is that a conservative atmospheric variable is being described (Corrsin, 1974).

Legg and Monteith (1975) argued against the validity of a flux-gradient model in

a layer where sources could significantly alter the concentration of a scalar. Raupach

(1987) showed that, in the presence of a scalar source, the eddy diffusivity, K, depends

strongly on the strength of that source. Finnegan (1985) noted that while transport from

a single point source may be described by a linear diffusion equation, this linearity

does not extend to the integrated effects of many sources; in the case of condensational

droplet growth, each droplet may be thought of as an individual source of LW. The

direct application of flux-gradient techniques is inappropriate for estimating fluxes of

non-conservative quantities.

The scalar LWC is not conserved; it has an atmospheric source via condensation

(or sink due to evaporation). In a unit volume of non-precipitating, warm cloud, water

vapor typically outweighs liquid water by an order of magnitude and the sum of the two

(total water density) is a conserved quantity. Therefore, relatively small changes in water

vapor content due to phase change can reflect large fractional variations in LWC. In the

approach presented in this dissertation, phase change is treated as a source/sink for LWC

since accurate measurements of in-cloud water vapor are not currently feasible.
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Vertical velocities in orographic cloud of hundreds of centimeters per second are

comparable to those found in free convection (Blyth et aL, 1980). Even stratiform clouds

have embedded convective motions, a fact which suggests that nonlocal mixing (i.e., a

condition for countergradient fluxes; Raupach and Thom, 1981) may be important and

casts further doubt on the credibility of flux-gradient relationships (Tjernstrom, 1993).

The air immediately above a rough surface (such as a canopy) is characterized

as having two distinct regions: (1) a "roughness sublayer" just above the canopy top

where horizontal inhomogeneity and wake diffusion associated with individual trees

break down flux-gradient relationships, and (2) an "inertial sublayer" higher up where

traditional surface layer similarity and scaling laws apply (Fazu and Schwerdtfeger, 1989).

This principle has been demonstrated both in wind-tunnel studies of flow over rough

surfaces (Raupach and Legg, 1984) and in measurements above canopies (Denmead and

Bradley, 1985). Application of flux-gradient techniques should therefore be limited to

measurements made exclusively in the inertial sublayer. Estimating the height of the

roughness sublayer (above which these measurements ought to be) requires accurate

knowledge of roughness parameters for the canopy; it has been demonstrated previously

(Section 1.2.1) that this is particularly challenging in complex terrain. Furthermore,

the idea of an eddy diffusivity is only applicable when the turbulence is close to local

equilibrium, which may not be so for flow over hills except in the case of the smallest

eddies (Raupach et al., 1992).

In the only published comparison of LW fluxes measured directly via eddy cor-

relation versus those inferred from K-theory, Gallagher et al. (l992b) found marked

differences between the two techniques.

A number of studies have been published on the so-called "reactive K-theory", a

model for gradient diffusion of species whose concentration can be changed by chemical
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reactions. For the purpose of examining cloudwater fluxes, the thermodynamic phase

change between vaporous and liquid water may be considered analogous to a chemical

reaction. Corrsin (1974) described a necessary condition for application of flux-gradient

models to transport of scalars whose concentrations change by chemical transformations,

requiring that the time scale for turbulent transport be much smaller than the time

scale for the transformation. Vong and Kowalski (1995) discussed time scales for

droplet evaporation (or condensation) using an assumption about in-cloud subsaturation

(supersaturation) and found that this criterion was not satisfied; in fact, for small cloud

droplets the time scale for phase change was found to be smaller than the time scale

for turbulent transport. Duyzer and Fowler (1994) have noted that the effects of such

transformations can influence even the apparent direction of the vertical flux of a scalar

inferred from flux-gradient techniques.

A context for describing diffusion of scalars that do not obey the condition of

relative time scales was first discussed by Lamb (1973) and formally extended by

Vila-Guerau de Arellano et al. (1995). This context would be of use were accurate

measurements of in-cloud water vapor density feasible. However, this would also allow

the use of micrometeorological techniques to determine the flux of (conservative) total

water to the canopy, which would go far toward solving the problem of determining

occult flux magnitudes.

Given the evidence and the complications discussed above, it hardly seems ap-

propriate that flux-gradient models (or K-theory) can be applied to the deposition of

cloudwater. A more direct method of measuring the flux is needed.
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1.2.3 True Flux Measurements - Eddy Correlation

Eddy correlation is a statistical, micrometeorological method that allows direct

interpretation of covariances of winds and scalar quantities as fluxes (McMillen, 1988;

Dabberdt et a]., 1993). It is most often used in the atmospheric surface layer to determine

the exchange of mass, heat, or momentum between the air and the underlying surface. If

a sink (source) of the scalar exists at the surface, then updrafts will statistically contain

a deficit (surplus) of the scalar quantity relative to the mean. Meanwhile, downdrafts

will replenish (diminish) the scalar by small-scale advection from above. In this case,

the covariance between the surface-normal velocity component and the scalar is negative

(positive) and represents a downward (upward) flux of the scalar quantity.

In order for EC to be effective, instrument sampling rates must be sufficiently rapid

to resolve the eddies which accomplish the transport (a Nyquist criterion; Businger and

Delany, 1990) and the averaging interval must be long enough to sample the largest eddies

which transport the scalar. With the recent development of fast-response instrumentation

for measuring cloud LWC (Knollenberg, 1981; Gerber, 1991) and data analysis techniques

for addressing uncertainties associated with non-ideal terrain (McMillen, 1988; Vong and

Kowalski, 1995), the application of EC has permitted the direct measurement of water

and chemical fluxes associated with occult processes and, thus, the direct determination

of a droplet deposition velocity. Only recently has such a measured flux been published

(Beswick et al., 1991; Gallagher et al., 1992a,b; Vong and Kowalski, 1995).

The recent publications by a group from the University of Manchester Institute

of Science and Technology (UMIST) represent the standard for modern work on occult

deposition (Hill et al., 1986; Hill et al. 1987; Gallagher et al., 1988; Gallagher and

Choularton, 1989; Fowler et al., 1990; Beswick et al., 1991; Coe et al., 1991; Gallagher
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et al., 1992a,b); the analyses in this dissertation will build upon the work of these

investigators. Beswick et al. (1991) quantified the cloudwater flux for a relatively

small number of case studies with thin surface cloud (LWC < 0.2 g m3) in terms of

a deposition velocity. The measurements were made over a forest canopy at Dunslair

Heights in south Scotland. The authors compared the deposition velocity of cloudwater to

the momentum deposition velocity, directly testing the model developed by Slinn (1982).

They found that the Slinn model overestimated droplet deposition velocities by a factor

of about four and concluded that this was likely due to particularly low wind speeds and

small droplet sizes for their case studies.

Vong and Kowaiski (1995) reported a consistent signature for droplet deposition

velocity during steady and continuous cloud (defined by low relative variability in LWC)

at Cheeka Peak, Washington. These investigators observed downward fluxes of droplets

with diameters greater than 8 itm concurrent with upward fluxes of smaller droplets.

The upward flux of small droplets was attributed to the effects of phase change. Cloud

events with more variability in LWC were somewhat similar to the steady events but

with upward droplet fluxes extending to larger droplet diameters. These authors reported

difficulties in measuring the momentum flux over complex terrain; their EC estimates of

momentum flux (as u*) showed only fair agreement (R2 = 0.61, slope = 0.38) with those

derived from wind speed profiles. Attempts to relate either the eddy-correlation or the

profile-derived momentum flux to droplet deposition yielded inconclusive results.

The observed transport of droplets of different sizes in different directions serves as

a reminder that neither cloud droplets nor LWC are conservative atmospheric variables;

their transport can be determined by competing processes which may include deposition,

phase change, sedimentation, and redistribution by turbu1ence Consequently, single point

measurements of LW fluxes may not adequately describe the exchange of liquid water
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between the atmosphere and the underlying surface. An upward flux of small droplets

during deposition of larger droplets has been observed in a number of studies (Beswick

et al., 1991; Gallagher et al., 1992a,b) and is not likely to be an artifact of the particular

Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe (FSSP) used or an effect specific to the site.

13: Determining the Surface Flux

Eddy correlation (EC) studies typically are performed for mass exchange of con-

servative scalars between the atmosphere and an underlying surface that is both level

and horizontally homogeneous. Under these conditions, fluxes are assumed to be height

invariant within the surface layer (Dyer and Hicks, 1972) and the flux measured at 10 m

is presumed to represent the surface flux over a broad area. In this context, the surface

is the sole source or sink of the scalar quantity whose transport is determined by the

surface-normal gradient and turbulence intensity.

A number of complications can obfuscate the interpretation of surface-layer EC

fluxes. Some of these are described below as they pertain to interpretation of liquid

water fluxes in the surface layer. The influence of complex terrain, habitat for occult

processes, must be considered when describing cloudwater fluxes to a forest.

1.3.1 Footprints

Applications to complex terrain tax the limits of interpretation for the EC technique.

The "representativeness" of a measured point flux in complex terrain is not necessarily

a given; individual flow situations at particular sites may require multiple, spatially

separated flux measurements to characterize interaction between the atmosphere and a

surface over a broad area. The variable nature of the ground surface has lead to the

development of a "footprint" theory. In this context, a weighting function is hypothesized



for the influence of portions of the upwind terrain on the flux measured at a particular

height in the boundary layer (Leclerc and Thurtell, 1989; Schuepp et al., 1990; Wilson

and Swaters, 1991; Horst and Weil, 1992; Schmid, 1994; Lloyd, 1995). Intuitively,

the surface footprint affecting the flux moves further upwind as the height of the flux

measurement is increased.

The footprint theory was developed to deal with sudden changes in surface condi-

tions but is also a useful construct to examine fluxes of a scalar whose mean concentration

changes in the streamwise direction. Cloud LWC is just such a scalar; in the case of

orographic cloud, the LWC measured along a hillside is a strong function of elevation

(indeed, it is identically zero below cloud base). Even if the surface were homogeneous,

this footprint concept would be necessary because of the streamwise gradient in the

scalar. Despite the arguments in Section 1.2.1 against reliance on surface roughness pa-

rameters (for characterizing momentum transport), estimates of these parameters will be

required to incorporate footprint prediction into the interpretation of LW fluxes measured

at different heights (Schuepp et al., 1990).

1.3.2 LWC: A Non-Conservative Scalar

Thermodynamic effects on the flux The influence of phase change suggests a further

need to make multiple EC measurements with spatial separation in order to characterize

cloudwater fluxes to the surface. An atmospheric source or sink of the EC scalar (such as

LWC) would lead to expectations of a changing flux with distance from the surface under

the ordinarily adopted assumptions of steady state conditions and streamwise homogeneity

(Businger, 1986; Stull, 1988; Kramm and Dlugi, 1994; Duyzer and Fowler, 1994). For

such a situation, a "constant flux layer" near the surface would not be expected; the
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atmospheric flux measured via EC could then be significantly different from the surface

flux.

For measurements of cloud LWC in an updraft, there is a ubiquitous source via

moist adiabatic ascent and condensation of water vapor. To see the importance of this, it

is helpful to isolate the process and examine its effect on surface-layer fluxes independent

of boundary conditions. In the following discussion, it is assumed that interactions of

water vapor with the canopy (via deposition or transpiration) are not important relative

to the deposition of droplets. This may be an oversimplification. However, it will be

shown later that the vertical evolution of the LW flux is consistent through night and

day. Conversely, water vapor interaction with the surface undergoes a diurnal variation:

water vapor is emitted from the surface when the canopy is heated by solar radiation,

but may be deposited onto the surface when net radiative cooling dominates at night.

Water vapor interactions with the surface cannot significantly affect conclusions about the

vertical evolution of LW fluxes; direct surface interactions with water vapor (including

transpiration, deposition, and emission) will be neglected in this treatment of droplet

fluxes.

Consider a saturated boundary layer advecting up an imaginary, thermally neutral,

smoothly sloping surface with no capacity for exchange of water substance with the

atmosphere. Further, disregard the effects of droplet sedimentation. In this simplified

hypothetical case, the surface flux of LW is identically zero. Production of liquid water

by condensation due to lifting of the boundary layer ought, in this case, to be balanced by

LW advection. From a total water point of view, there would be no surface interaction

and therefore no net flux. Also, there would be no streamwise gradient, and therefore no

advection of total water (i.e., advection of LW would be equal and opposite to advection

of water vapor). This simplified case allows the prediction that liquid water production
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is exactly equal to water vapor advection

_a _9Y
SL = -U-- = u (1.4)

cix c'x

where SL is the source of liquid water, is the mean water vapor density, and i is the

mean wind speed in the x-direction.

This is a useful result. Water vapor advection ought not to be affected by the

impaction process which removes cloud droplets from the surface layer. If LW production

is a direct function of water vapor advection, then it can be predicted from pseudoadiabatic

theory and is no different than for the simplified case. Further, since it is known that

some of the LW (and hence total water substance) is being retained by the forest,

LW advection must be smaller than it was for the hypothetical, non-depositing case

(f < ).t9x
dep X hyp

In the hypothetical case described above, liquid water production balances water

vapor advection and the total water flux is zero. However, except at the surface, this

does not require that individual fluxes of LW and water vapor be zero, only that they

balance each other. Thus, one should expect a divergence of LW flux away from its

condensational source balanced by an equal convergence of water vapor flux toward its

sink.

With the introduction of droplet removal by the surface, the situation becomes

complicated, even in the simplified case of neutral flow. Consider the situation near cloud

base on a hillside. Upwind (downhill), the balance would be just as described above;

with all of the water in vapor form and neglecting transpiration and vapor deposition

there would be no exchange between the surface and the atmosphere. Downwind (above

cloud base), droplets would be removed by impaction processes. Hence, the streamwise

gradient in LWC is being weakened due to the removal of droplets at the hillside. In
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this case, the processes of advection and production of LW are not in balance since some

of the liquid water is being retained by the surface. As noted previously, advection of

liquid water is smaller than it was in the imaginary case; production, however, remains

similar but not quite identical due to the removal of droplets from the surface layer.

Given these two deductions, the LW flux divergence should be smaller than in the

hypothetical case (with no surface sink) but could still be appreciable depending on the

relative importance of the two processes which drive the atmospheric flux: production

of LW by condensation and removal of LW at the surface. What is now needed is

a quantitative description of this situation. In order to assess removal of LW at the

surface relative to measured atmospheric fluxes, one needs information on the rate of

LW production. Fortunately, pseudoadiabatic theory allows estimation of the production

term given knowledge of the temperature and updraft velocity. As is often the case in

cloud microphysical studies, an assumption must be made regarding supersaturation: for

pseudoadiabatic conditions, the supersaturation is assumed to be constant.

Quantifying the LW Budget The above discussion can be quantified in the form of the

budget equation for LWC in an atmospheric layer, adopted from Businger (1986):

DL 8 02L
+ uL = D - v9L + SL

(15)Dt 8x2 Dx;

+11 =III+IV +v
In this equation, D is a molecular diffusivity and vg a gravitational settling velocity. The

first term describes the change in the amount of LWC in the layer (a storage term). Term

II represents the divergence of advective (mean and turbulent) fluxes out of the layer.

Terms ifi and IV are the convergences of the diffusive molecular and sedimentation fluxes

into the layer (note: for consistency with Businger (1986), the settling velocity, Vg, S

defined positive-upward). Finally, the influence of phase change is accounted for as a
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thermodynamic source/sink in term V; this "body source" term refers to production of

LWC by condensation, or destruction by evaporation when negative. The atmospheric

layer under consideration is assumed to have no canopy elements within it so that phase

change processes are the only sources and sinks of LWC. Reynolds averaging of this

equation then yields

a7 a £171 a27 a - a -+ L + = D-- çL - v,L' + SL (1.6)
at a a ôz az

where the advective flux terms have been broken into mean and turbulent components.

Here, overbars denote the time average (usually a half-hour is used as the averaging

period; this will be justified in Chapter 3) and primes denote deviations from the mean

for individual 10Hz measurements. Businger (1986) went on to simplify this equation

in order to describe transport of particles in the surface layer but it will be left as is

until simplifying assumptions can be justified using scale analysis and real measurements

(Chapter 6).
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1.3.3 Entrainment

Entrainment is defined as the incorporation of dry air from above the capping

inversion into the boundary layer and is particularly relevant to flow of clouds over hills.

This problem may be exacerbated near coasts where the marine boundary layer starts

to evolve under the influence of a continental land mass (Lieman and Alpert, 1993).

Businger (1986) noted that growth of the mixed layer by entrainment can dominate

surface influences on the atmospheric flux, even for flux measurements made very near

the surface.

This is yet another process that potentially could drive a change in the flux

with height. Lifting of the saturated boundary layer as it flows over topography leads

to enhanced LWC and latent heating, destabilizing the cloud-top interfacial layer and

promoting entrainment. The artificial stratification of cloud events by the "steady cloud"

criterion (Vong and Kowalski, 1995) represents an attempt to minimize the effects of

entrainment, but as these authors mentioned, there is no guarantee that this removes

the influence of entrainment completely. The observed upward fluxes of small droplets

during deposition were shown to be consistent with the effects of evaporative, penetrating

downdrafts from cloud top entrainment processes (Vong and Kowalski, 1995).

In the absence of entrainment, an adiabatic liquid water profile should exhibit a

quasi-linear increase in LWC with height above cloud base; however, in many cases

measured LWC profiles don't follow this prediction at all, particularly for orographically

lifted cloud (Tjernstrom, 1993). Tjernstrom (1993) suggests drizzle, entrainment, and

differential radiative heating as possible explanations for such deviations.

If entrainment has significant effects on LW flux measurements made from a 15rn

tower, it may yet be difficult to identify and interpret these effects. Consider two length
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scales relevant to such measurements:

1. z 10 m above ground level (agi), the height of measurement above the depositing

surface;

2. z, defined as the cloud-top height or the height of the capping inversion, also

referenced to ground level.

If cloud top is nearby, z ' z2 and the measurements are made in the vicinity of a

stable layer flowing over a hilltop. These conditions are favorable to the development

of waves whose influence on surface fluxes are difficult to predict without knowledge

of their structure (which would require larger-scale measurements). If, on the other

hand, z << ;, entrainment would again be a large-scale phenomenon (exerting its

influence over a depth of z, assuming it has any influence at all). Its effects might be

intermittent although this seems unlikely at hilltop, since lifting over the hill destabilizes

the interfacial layer between cloud top and the inversion.

For a mixed layer growing by entrainment, Businger (1986) hypothesized a linear

change in flux with height in the surface layer. Without better knowledge of the influence

of entrainment (or lack thereof) on the measurements described herein, this assumption

will be employed.

1.3.4 Webb Corrections

One simplifying feature of surface cloud for applications to EC is that the effects of

stability on turbulent diffusion can be neglected since the flow is thermally neutral. Vong

and Kowalski (1995) demonstrated this and it will be verified in Chapter 6. This obviates

the need for corrections due to density variations between updrafts and downdrafts (Webb

et al., 1980). Both Beswick et al. (1991) and this author determined from independent

data that the so-called Webb corrections were negligible for measurements in a saturated
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boundary layer. This is intuitive since heat fluxes and radiative flux divergences are

small under incloud conditions.

1.4: Summary

The substance of this introduction is that the only reliable way to determine cloud

liquid water fluxes to a forest canopy is by direct measurement via EC. Furthermore, given

the effects of a varying footprint with measurement height and an expectation of changing

flux with height when phase change and/or entrainment affect the scalar being measured,

a single atmospheric flux measurement may not be sufficient to characterize the flux at

the surface. The primary objective of this dissertation is to establish the credibility of the

measurement system and document the existence and importance of a vertical divergence

of liquid water flux above the forest canopy at Cheeka Peak, Washington. The magnitude

of this flux divergence is such that it significantly affects conclusions about cloudwater

uptake by the forest and must be accounted for in future estimates of occult deposition,

both from measurement and modelling.

Chapter 2 will introduce the Cloud and Aerosol Chemistry Experiment (CACHE),

and the data set amassed for this investigation of cloudwater fluxes. Chapter 3 contains

an explanation of the statistical, micrometeorological, and thermodynamic methods used

in the analysis. The results of this study are presented in Chapters 4 and 5; the former

lays the groundwork for primary results contained in the latter, expressly: cloud LW

fluxes and related variables presented as time series for individual cloud events. Chapter

6 discusses these results and their implications for estimates of occult deposition; this

includes both cloudwater fluxes and the first direct measurements of cloudwater chemical

fluxes to an ecosystem. A simple model for occult deposition is presented and evaluated



against measured fluxes in Chapter 7. Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes this work and

presents overall conclusions for this investigation of occult deposition.
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Chapter 2 The Cloud and Aerosol Chemistry Experiment

The Cloud and Aerosol Chemistry Experiment (CACHE) was conducted with three

intensive field measurement campaigns during the spring of 1993 and the spring and late

summer of 1994. The primary objectives of the experiment were:

1. to make direct measurements, via eddy correlation (EC), of cloudwater turbulent

fluxes and to characterize turbulent deposition of droplets to the forest canopy as a

function of droplet size and controlling meteorological variables;

2. to make measurements of cloudwater chemical concentrations for major ions includ-

ing sulfate (S042), nitrate (NO3), sodium (Na), ammonium (N1L), hydrogen

(H) and other aqueous-phase constituents;

3. to determine the relationship, if any, between cloud droplet number concentration

and the concentration of precursor and/or interstitial aerosol (CCN);

4. to measure the exchange of carbon dioxide between the air and the canopy, a process

driven by photosynthetic and respiratory processes of the vegetation and soil.

This dissertation is largely concerned with the first objective but will also include some

results from the second in a presentation of chemical fluxes associated with occult

deposition.

This chapter on the experimental design introduces the site including the forest,

topography, and location of various sampling towers. The EC instruments are described,

including measurement principles, data interpretation, and calibration test procedures;

instruments which made supporting measurements are also described, including the

cloudwater chemical sampler and an array of standard meteorological instruments.



2.1: Cheeka Peak, Washington

2.1.1 The ridge-top station
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Figure 2.1 Map of the Olympic Peninsula of Washington. Cheeka Peak is located

near Cape Flattery on the Northwest tip of the peninsula (48 18'N,
124 37'W, the boxed region). Reproduced from Vong et al.
(1988). The Quillayute NWS station is just a few kilometers
Northwest of the town of Forks (marked on this map).

The Cheeka Peak atmospheric observation station (CPO), maintained by the Uni-

versity of Washington (UW), sits at 460 m elevation on a ridge ca. 4 km from the Pacific

coast on Washington's Olympic Peninsula (48 18'N, 124 37'W, Figures 1-3). The site

has been used for intensive experiments since 1984 under a lease agreement between the

Makah Nation and the UW. The forest frequently is engulfed in stratiform marine cloud;

aerosol, cloud, and rainwater chemistry in this region are characteristic of the remote

marine atmosphere (Vong et al., 1988; Mclnnes et al., 1994; Vong et al., 1996).
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Figure 2.2 Topographic map of the Cape Flattery vicinity, including the Pacific
coast, the Straight of Juan de Fuca (North of Neah Bay), and
Cheeka Peak in the Southeast. This map is an enlargement of
the boxed region in Figure 1. Contour interval is 50 m.
Adapted from USGS Map No. 48 124C6--TF-024.
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Figure 2.3 Topographic close-up map of Cheeka Peak and the "upwind" terrain
(for typical wind directions in cloud episodes). Contour interval is
12.2 m. Adapted from USGS Map No. 48123A4PM-100.

When the team from Oregon State University (OSU) first arrived at Cheeka Peak,

the walkup tower ("Walk") was the lone sampling tower extant at the site, used by UW to

sample aerosol and basic meteorological variables at 9 m above ground level (agi). Site

facilities included 1 1OV and 220V power (single and three-phase), two telephone lines,

a chemical lab, and a separate pump house with filtered exhaust (downwind of sample

inlets). Two shipping containers ("seatainers") housed standard lab interiors including

benches, electrical service, ports for electrical and air connections, and sampling inlets.

In June of 1992, a second tower was erected 6 m to the NNW of Walk, along

the ridge top. During CACHE-i and 2, this tower was used by OSU for wind profile
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measurements. The tower was used to mount psychrometers during CACHE-3 and will

henceforth be referred to as "Psyc". Walk and Psyc represent the only "permanent"

sampling towers at the site.

In late July of 1994, a team from the National Center for Atmospheric Research

(NCAR) erected two temporary 15rn towers along the ridge. This was part of the

deployment of the Atmospheric Surface Turbulent Exchange Research (ASTER; Dabberdt

et al., 1993) facility which complemented OSU instrumentation during CACHE-3. The

use of hinged base plates allowed each of these towers to be assembled on the ground

prior to raising. These towers, dismantled at the end of CACHE-3 (late September, 1994),

were "Prop" (for propeller anemometer mounts) located 9 m to the NNW of Walk, and

"Flux" (for EC instrumentation; this is the "triangular tower" discussed by Kowaiski et

al., 1996) 29 m to the NNW (meteorological direction of 329°) of Walk. A radiation

stand ("Darkhorse") was set up within the canopy on the southern slope of the ridge,

about 20 m from Walk. The full CACHE-3 plan-view of sampling structures is depicted

in Figure 2.4.

Since the towers had slightly different base elevations, all of the instrument

mounting heights (below) are referenced to the base of the Psyc tower. Relative to

the Psyc tower, the tower base elevations were:

1. Walk: + 1.25 m

2. Prop: + 0.47 m

3. Flux: 0.90 m

The Forest During CACHE-i, in the spring of 1993, the fir forest at CPO was

characterized as having an even-aged, nearly closed canopy of 6 m in height above

the surface (Vong and Kowalski, 1995). The forest was examined in more detail from
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Figure 2.4 Schematic of the various sampling structures atop Cheeka Peak during
CACHE-3. Drawing is not to scale but is meant to show the relative
positions of the towers. The contour line depicted is notional; it is
intended to show the general orientation of the ridge.

1-3 August, 1994. Measurements of the canopy characteristics are included here for

possible future comparison with other sites, to derive surface roughness characteristics

(Chapter 3), and for use in the cloudwater deposition model (Chapter 7). A transect in

the direction of 2400 from the ridge summit (at the Psyc tower, refer to Figure 2.4) was

demarcated with ten contiguous plots of (10 m)2 in succession down the slope. Fractional

cover of the understory growth forms was estimated. The slope was measured with a

clinometer; trees were tallied by species, height (estimated), and diameter at breast height

(dbh, measured with a tape). Saplings were defined as trees with 0 < dbh 4 cm; trees

not reaching breast height (about 1.5 m) were not counted. The leaf area index (LAI) was

measured via diffuse light penetration (on an overcast day) from several different zenith
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measurements were made per plot, two above and two below the understory shrub layer.

All of the trees in the transect were coniferous; sporadic groves of alder also populate

the lower slopes of Cheeka Peak, particularly in the vicinity of logging roads.

The mean slope of the transect was measured to be 15.1°. There were 43 saplings

in the transect, dominated by Pacific Silver Fir (Abies amabilis, 60%). The 202 trees

in transect also were dominated by Pacific Silver Fir, which accounted for 72% of the

number count, or about 78% of canopy biomass (estimated from basal area, via dbh,

and height); the fraction of Western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla) was 26% by number

or 20% by biomass; a few Western red cedars (Thuja Plicata) rounded out the species

represented. Typical canopy height (not counting the saplings) was estimated to be 6.75

m and the LAI averaged 7.0 for the ten plots. Ericaceous shrubs mostly salal (Gaulteria

Shallon) dominated the understory; if these plants are included, then a mean LAI of

9.0 describes the canopy.

A representative sprig of Pacific Silver Fir was selected and the typical needle

dimensions were measured to be (2 cm) x (1.5 mm) x (0.2 mm).

The walkup Tower The 6 m rectangular walkup tower of standard construction scaffold

design was mounted on top of a 6rn long, 3rn high shipping container ("seatainer");

thus, the top of the tower railing reached a height of 9 m agl. The corner posts and the

1.5 m by 3 m area on top of the tower provided for mounting of instruments.

The northwest corner of the walkup tower supported a 3rn boom, rotatable about

the vertical axis. Extension of the boom over downward-sloping terrain meant that the

instrument mounts were higher above ground than the tower railing; these mounting

locations will be referred to as nominally 10 rn agl. A cross-member on the end
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of the boom had mounts for a sonic anemometer, a Forward Scattering Spectrometer

Probe (FSSP), and a Particulate Volume Monitor (PVM, see instrument descriptions

below). During CACHE-3, a platinum resistance temperature (PRT) probe (Atmospheric

Instrumentation Research, Inc.) was collocated with the sonic anemometer. The main axis

of the FSSP was oriented at 12° below horizontal, tilted into the mean wind for the site,

which comes up the slope during cloud conditions. The FSSP and PVM mounts were each

60 cm from the centrally-positioned anemometer. The FSSP was fitted with a custom-

designed, cylindrical inlet, tapered to isokinetically match the instrument's aspiration

velocity to typical winds of 8 m at the site. Periodic rotations kept the boom pointing

into the mean wind during cloud episodes, usually to within ±50 (azimuthal angle); a

boom direction indicator tracked the orientation of the boom.

The Psyc Tower The Psyc tower (Rohn model 25 g) was a low-profile tower, nominally

10 m in height (agi). NCAR hygrothermometers measured temperature and humidity

profiles at heights of 2.5, 5, 7.5, and 10 m agl. A NCAR barometric pressure sensor

was installed at 2.5 rn. A Vaisala DRD-1 1A rain detector was operated at the top of the

tower (ca. 12 m), with a digital output monitored for precipitation status.

The Prop Tower The Prop tower, manufactured by Aluma Tower Company, was a low-

profile, aluminum triangular tower with 24 cm center-to-center vertical members. Each

of three 6.1 m sections were supported by guy wires at the top. NCAR prop-vanes were

installed on booms at even intervals from 2.5 m to 15 m agl to measure horizontal wind

speed and wind direction. Frequent replacement (with spares) and interchange of the

various prop-vanes were effected over the course of CACHE-3. The 12.5rn and 15rn

levels were supplemented with NCAR hygrothermometers (above the height attainable

on the Psyc tower).
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The Flux Tower The Flux tower was of the same design as the Prop tower. Upon

raising, the tower was found to be insufficiently rigid for EC applications; installation

of 3rn cross-booms, with ends guyed to the ground, stabilized the tower. This tower

supported booms for mounting sonic anemometers and PVMs, one of each at 10 and

15 m agi. A fast-response PRT probe was collocated with each sonic anemometer. The

PVMs were mounted on separate booms. All of these instruments faced the SSW.

Darkhorse Radiation Stand The Darkhorse was designed around a workman's

sawhorse. The structure consisted of four adjustable aluminum legs attached to a 5

cm by 10 cm aluminum beam with a length of 4.6 m. The legs had an adjustment range

of approximately 1.5 m to 4.3 m. This allowed deployment of the Darkhorse on the

slope to the South of CPO (in complex terrain) with the mounting beam level to within

a few of degrees in each direction. All parts of the structure were anodized black to

eliminate reflection.

Access to the Darkhorse was obtained by cutting a 15rn long trail down the

southern slope of the ridge top. The cross beam of the stand was oriented E-W,

approximately 1 m above the 3rn deep vegetation which consisted mainly of salal shrubs

and Pacific silver fir trees/saplings. Radiation measurements included net radiation with

a Micromet Systems Net Radiometer Q5, two stream (up and downward) short wave

radiation with two Epply Precision Spectral Pyranometers, and longwave radiation (also

up and downward) with two Eppley Precision Infrared (IR) Pyranometers.

2.1.2 Remote Site

In addition to measurements made at the ridge top site (CPO), instruments were

deployed for measurement of below-cloud meteorological conditions. The remote site

was on a lower slope of Cheeka Peak, within reasonable walking distance of the CPO
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access road at an elevation of 200 m. A Campbell Data Logger recorded five-minute

means of temperature and RH (Campbell Scientific, Inc. model HMP35C temperature

and relative humidity probe), wind speed and direction (R.M. Young wind monitor model

05103), and net radiation (REBS; refer to section 2.3.5).

2.1.3 Auxiliary Data from Quillayute

The National Weather Service (NWS) has a class-one station at Quillayute, some

40 km South of Cheeka Peak. Twice daily, rawindsondes were launched from this station

to measure vertical profiles of temperature, dewpoint, pressure, and winds. These data

were used to characterize the marine boundary layer in which the measurements at CPO

were made. NWS 500mb analyses also were examined for the synoptic context of the

measurement campaign and individual cloud events.

2.2: The CACHE Measurement Campaigns

Although CACHE took place over three intensive field measurement periods, this

dissertation is largely concerned with the results of CACHE-3. It will be shown that

the strong dependence of the cloudwater flux on height above ground implies that the

change in the flux with height must be known in order to accurately predict the flux to

the canopy from EC fluxes measured above the canopy (e.g., at 10 m agl). Data from

CACHE-i and CACHE-2 do not include measurement of the dependence of the flux on

height. The CACHE-i data set and previously reported results will be described, but the

CACHE-3 data set will be used to examine factors which relate to the change in flux

with height and therefore to make predictions of the flux to the surface.
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2.2.1 CACHE-i: Initial Measurements at CPO

CACHE-i took place from 10 April to 25 May 1993 and was devoted largely to the

measurement of cloudwater fluxes and cloudwater chemistry at CPO. Eddy con elation

instruments were deployed on the 3rn rotatable boom on Walk at 10 m agi. The

instruments included one sonic anemometer, the FSSP and one PVM. The Psyc tower

was fitted with propeller anemometers at levels of 8.2, 10.4, 11.6, and 12.8 m agi.

The measurement design and results from this experiment were reported by Vong and

Kowalski (1995). A summary of the these findings is included in Chapter 4.

2.2.2 CACHE-3: ASTER

CACHE-3 took place from 8 August to 23 September in 1994. A number of

sampling configurations were deployed during this campaign, featuring EC instrument

intercomparisons as well as measurements with spatial separation. These configurations

are described in Table 1. All of the CACHE-3 cloud events presented and discusses in

Chapters 4-6 refer to data from the "default configuration", rather than intercomparison

periods.



Pd. Dates N Mounting Configuration Fluxes? Comments
(1994)

A 7/27 39 PVMs strapped to "Walk" No Ideal configuration
7/29 handrails, normal orientation for LWC

(1800 to each other, 90° to comparison
mean winds)

B 7/29 13 Same as A, but GSI PVM No Anomalous results,
7/31 rotated 90 degrees with laser see text

pointing into the mean wind

C 8/2 - 110 PVMs on "Flux", OSU at Yes' 'OSU PVM: 75cm
8/4 10.75m, GSI at lOm vertical separation

from sonic

D 8/4 - 44 PVMs on "Flux", OSU at lOm, Yes2 2 GSI PVM: 75cm
8/6 GSI at 10.75m vertical separation

from sonic

- 8/6 119 "Default" configuration: OSU Yes

8/15 PVM at lOm, GSI PVM at
1 5m

E 8/15 79 OSU PVM/FSSP on "Walk". Yes Ideal configuration
8/19 Same as CACHE-1 for FSSPIPVM

configuration (Vong and comparison
Kowaiski, 1995)

F 8/19 124 PVMs at 12.5m on cross arm No Good
8/23 of "Flux ", with 2m transverse LWC comparison

separation configuration;
3High VMD cases
excluded

- 8/23 350 "Default" configuration Yes
9/17

G 9/17 - 68 PVMs on lOm "Flux" boom, Yes Notable
9/23 series configuration; 0.3m disagreement in

separation in streamwise LWC, presumed
direction; (180° to each other, due to
90° to mean winds) configuration; see

text

Table 1 CACHE-3 Mounting Configurations. Intercomparison periods are
labelled A-G along with the two periods in the "default configuration"
(for measuring spatially separated fluxes; CACHE-3 cloud
events refer to default configuration data). N is the number of
in-cloud, 30-minute averaging intervals for each period.
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The "default" configuration for instrument deployment during CACHE-3 placed an

FSSP on the walkup tower boom and two PVMs at 10 m and 15 m on the tritngular

tower. Each of three stations thus was equipped for LW flux measurement, with lateral

and vertical separation between stations.

2.3: Instrumentation

2.3.1 Eddy Correlation Instruments

Sonic Anemometers The principle errors associated with sonic anemometry are due

to the effects of flow distortion (Foken and Wichura, 1996). The sonic anemometers

utilized in this study are orthogonal, threeaxis instruments (ATI models SWS-2H-3K

and SWS-211-3K). Kaimal et al. (1990) showed that this instrument design (including

internal software) has reduced probe-induced flow distortion errors (Wyngaard, 1981)

and transducer shadowing effects (Wyngaard et al., 1985) to negligible levels. Sonic

measurements at 100 Hz were averaged to 10 Hz in order to compute covariances (fluxes)

with the instruments for scalar measurement.

The sonic anemometer measures 3D (u, v, w) wind components and virtual

temperature (Tv) associated with the w-component. Measurements are made of transit

times of sonic pulses in opposite directions along the relevant axis; these transit times

are affected by the axial wind component. Applied Technologies (1992) provides the

relationship between transit time and wind speed as

(2.1)c+u

= (2.2)
C U

where c is the (temperature-dependent) speed of sound, 1 the distance travelled by the

pulse, and u the wind component in the direction of the pulse. The transit time for a



pulse against the wind component (L) and that for the pulse with the wind (t) allow

determination of the axial wind speed and virtual temperature according to

i/i ic=(+) (2.3)2\t t_j

(2.4)
1/i 1)
2\t t_

c2 C,
= (2.5)CR'

where C is the specific heat at constant volume, Cp is the specific heat at constant

pressure, and R' is the individual gas constant (values of 718 J kg' K' , 1005 J kg'

K', and 287 J kg' K-1 respectively for dry air).

Microphysical Instruments The microphysical instruments were two PVM-100's (Ger-

ber, 1991) and an FSSP-i00-ER (Baumgardner 1983). Each of these instruments operates

on the principle of laser refraction. Heintzenberg (1992) reported that of the four methods

of measuring LWC examined by the Po Valley team (Arends et al., 1992), the PVM was

the preferred instrument for measuring LW mass (or volume) while the FSSP was most

useful for examining size-dependent processes.

During CACHE-i and 2, a single PVM was deployed. For CACHE-3, Gerber

Scientific Inc. loaned another PVM to the project. This PVM was termed the GSI

PVM; the other was dubbed the OSU PVM. GSI delivered their PVM with the caveat

that its calibration differed from that of the OSU PVM by a factor of over twenty

percent, based on four minutes of wind tunnel comparisons. In this study, the OSU PVM

consistently has been treated as the accurate LWC measurement because during CACHE-

1 it showed excellent agreement with the FSSP for LWC and LW fluxes, except for small

flux deviations which were identified as being due to "wind ramming" of the FSSP at

high wind speeds (Vong and Kowalski, 1995). Field intercomparison data were used
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(below) to determine a factor of 1.28 by which the GSI PVM was corrected in order to

achieve agreement with the OSU PVM. Software routinely deducted the clear-air offset

and applied the linear calibration slope to the output of each instrument. The 20 Hz

PVM data were averaged to 10 Hz for computing covariances with the 10 Hz sonic wind

outputs via the EC technique (Businger and Delany, 1990).

Proper operation of an FSSP requires considerable attention; a variety of prob-

lems such as failure to determine the sampled air volume, optical misalignment, poor

calibration, inlet losses and droplet coincidence (Baumgardner et al., 1985) can lead to

large errors in the reported LWC. For example, Valente et al. (1989) reported a factor of

four error in LWC due to misalignment errors. The procedure detailed below for oper-

ation of a ground-based FSSP and processing LWC and LW flux data yielded excellent

agreement with the OSU PVM.

An 80386/387 PC with an installed FSSP interface card (1D Probe Adaptor

Module, PMS 1058B) and a PCI A/D board interrogated the FSSP according to a BASIC

program. An 8MHz clock generator and 32bit counter of the A/D board timed the read

intervals. At the end of a nominal 100 ms interval, the PC read the accumulated FSSP

counts from the interface card and transferred a data block to the ASTER Automated

Data Acquisition Module (ADAIVI) via a serial line at 9600 baud. This data block

included a synchronization tag, the PC time of day, the read time interval length (0.1 ms

accuracy), the FSSP size range, raw droplet counts for 15 diameter intervals, and three

FSSP "housekeeping variables" (valid strobes, probe activity, and total strobes).

Although the nominal sample interval was 100 ms, for precision a more exact

measure of the FSSP accumulation interval was recorded. The probe was optimized for

ground-based operation with a flow rate of 23.85 m s by increasing the laser beam area

to 0.807 mm2 (both values were determined from laboratory measurements immediately
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prior to CACHE-3). The product of the accumulation interval, laser beam area, and flow

rate determined the total volume of air sampled for each measurement time interval. The

FSSP functioned in one of two droplet diameter ranges during CACHE-3; predominantly,

range 2 was used to measure droplet spectra (2 pm dia 32 pm for 2 pm intervals),

but range 1 was used during one cloud event with unusually large droplets (2 pm dia

47 pm droplets for 3 pm intervals). The sample air volume was corrected for the

fraction of rejected droplets (those which passed through the edge of the beam) using the

ratio of valid to total strobes (the so-called velocity acceptance ratio defined by Dye and

Baumgardner, 1984). The 15 values of raw counts (one for each diameter interval) were

corrected for probe activity to account for the fraction of time (during electronic reset)

that no sampling occurred and for droplet coincidence errors (Baumgardner, 1983). Probe

"activity" was determined as a percentage of actual count rate to a maximum rate of 1000

Corrected counts (Ne) were then computed from raw counts (Nr) according to

= N/(1 O.00TA) (2.6)

where A is the activity in percent. Activity was also used to interpret data; when

the activity became too high (defined in Chapter 4), errors may have occurred due to

coincidence of more than one droplet in the sensing volume and the data were flagged.

None of the intercomparison data for the FSSP (presented in Chapter 4) were flagged for

high activity but some data from the default configuration were flagged (see Section 4.2.1).

The 15 interval droplet number concentrations were multiplied by interval-average droplet

volumes and the density of LW to obtain interval LWCs for the sampled air volume;

summation over all 15 droplet size intervals determined the integrated FSSP LWC.

PRT Sensors The fast-response temperature sensor consisted of a 127 pm platinum

wire coiled around a spiral bobbin. The approximately linear dependence of platinum's
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electrical resistance on temperature allowed fast detection of temperature (7) based on

the equation

R(T) = Ro[1 + A(T - To)] (2.7)

where R(T) was determined from the voltage drop and supply current, R0 is the resistance

at a reference temperature of T0, and A is a calibration constant. The output signal of

the transducer was incorporated in a resistive bridge network interfaced to a differential

amplifier. Since the transducer was susceptible to breakage, calibration was done in the

field. A thermal enclosure with a reference transducer was placed over the transducer.

Gain and offset potentiometers along with a gain switch were used to calibrate the sensor.

2.3.2 Calibration of Sensors for LW Flux Measurement

At the beginning of the experiment, the sonic anemometers were calibrated on site

using "zero-air chambers" to establish the sonic wave transit time (between transducers)

at zero wind velocity for each axis at the station pressure and temperature. Additional cal-

ibrations were performed on individual instruments as needed throughout the experiment

and at the end of CACHIE-3 (a total of five times).

To test the hypothesis that the LWC calibrations of the two PVMs did not change

over the course CACHE-3, regular calibration checks were performed on each instrument.

An optical disk established the standard for scattering of the direct laser beam into

the receiver optics. The calibration check procedure involved, for each instrument, 1)

blocking the receiver aperture to determine the electronic offset, 2) leaving it free to

note the clear-air signal, and 3) applying the disk. The procedure was only performed

during clear air (no cloud at the site); there were 29 trials of the procedure over the

course of CACHE-3.



The optical disk, a standard for the OSU PVM, is designed to give a response

of 108 mV (after removal of the electronic offset) when applied that instrument. The

response of the OSU PVM to the disk was 105.0 ± 2.4 mV (mean and std dev based

on 29 trials). Much of this variability is due to the fact that the disk gives slightly

different responses depending on how it is held to the receiver aperture by the operator.

Both PVMs showed a 4.6% decrease in response to the disk over the course of the

experiment. In each case the slope of the decrease with time was different from zero at

95% confidence. However, for both instruments the decrease manifests as an apparent

step change of about 4 mV on 26 August, making it seem likely that the change is due

to a change in the disk itself, possibly due to handling. Considering only data from prior

to this step change, the OSU response can be characterized as 107.1 ± 2.3 mV, which is

no different from the expected response. This is taken as further evidence that the OSU

PVM can be trusted as an accurate measure of LWC. The change in response, if taken

as a true instrumental problem and not merely a function of the disk, is still negligible

relative to LWC variability from event to event and its effect on 30-minute covariances

(fluxes) can certainly be neglected.

The calibration check procedure for the FSSP involved introducing glass beads of

known diameters into the sensing volume and recording the features of the reported size-

distribution (the peak in the distribution, any counts in other intervals, and an indicator

of probe activity).

During all three calibration check procedures the FSSP was found to be operating

within the specifications described in its manual, with one exception: counts were reported

in the smallest size intervals whenever large beads (> Ca. 20 m) were sampled (i.e., a

secondary peak in the reported number distribution). One could interpret this to mean

that the smallest size interval has erroneous counts when sampling real cloud droplets,



a symptom that was not in evidence in the measured cloud droplet size spectra. The

addition of extraneous counts (noise) to the smallest interval might affect the flux more

than the LWC by either: (a) reducing the covariance with vertical wind for that interval,

resulting in a diminished flux magnitude due to the introduction of uncorrelated noise, or

(b) contaminating the flux in that size interval in a sense consistent with the fluxes from

larger size intervals. If the extra peak observed during calibration testing also applies to

ambient data, this would result in a reduction of the upward flux which is generally seen

for this smallest size interval (Vong and Kowalski, 1995).

2.3.3 Data Acquisition and Logging

The ASTER ADAMs, situated at the base of each tower, sampled serial data from

the FSSP and sonic anemometers and raw voltages from the PVMs (at 20 Hz) and the

boom direction indicator (at 1 Hz). A Datel DVME-601C board, configured for ±5 V

differential inputs, converted analog signals to digital format with approximately 14-bit

accuracy. Each analog-to-digital (A/D) sample was an average of eight consecutive,

16-bit A/D conversions, each taking approximately 35 s. All samples generated in one

pass over the analog channels were assigned the same time tag, marked by the end of

the eight-sample averaging of the first channel in the sequence. Serial data were time

tagged at the receipt time of the first byte of each record.

Data ingested from the ADAMS were stored in raw, unconverted form in (nominal)

four-hour files on the ASTER base station computer (a Sun Sparcstation 10 with 3.0

Gigabyte disk storage) and backed up daily to 8-mm Exabyte tape. Five-minute means

and covariances of the 3D wind components, in anemometer coordinates, and LWC from

the PVMs and FSSP were also stored in real-time in 24-hour NetCDF disk files.



2.3.4 The Cloudwater Chemical Sampler

The cloudwater sampler used was a modified version of the design of Pade et

al. (1987). The sampler aspirated cloudy air through a cylinder with radially-oriented

collection rods, 0.167 cm in diameter. Sampling orthogonal to the wind allowed

determination of the droplet sizes typically captured by the rods; typically, the rods

collected "all" droplets (Vong et aL, 1996). Nominal one-hour samples were divided

into 2-mi aliquots (the number of which depended upon available sample volume) for

subsequent analysis. Our priority for chemical flux determination was to characterize

concentrations of anions (NO3- and SO42-) and cations (H and NH) which are involved

in the acidification of the cloudwater. In order to account for the effects of sea salt, the

sodium ion (Na) concentration was also determined. Most ions were analyzed via ion

chromatography (IC). Cloudwater pH was measured in the field from a second aliquot

by a glass probe that was calibrated using pH 4 and 7 commercial buffers and checked

against a dilute sulfuric acid solution. The results for CACHE-i cloudwater chemistry

are presented and discussed by Vong et al. (1996). The details of CACHIE-3 cloudwater

chemical analysis including interspecies correlations (for many more species than those

discussed here), influence of airmass trajectories, relationships with LWC, and droplet

size-dependence of the chemical concentrations are being reported by Samberg (1996).

A brief set of results for chemical concentrations is included in Chapter 6 in conjunction

with surface flux estimates to determine chemical fluxes to the forest.

2.3.5 Supporting Measurements

Propeller Anemometers The ASTER wind sensor was a modified R.M. Young propeller

vane anemometer. Wind speed was obtained using a 20-slot photochopper. Each

propeller was calibrated in the NCAR wind tunnel, from 1 m s to 20 m s in ten steps.
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A starting threshold test was done for each sensor. A reference propeller or a differential

pressure sensor interfaced to a static pitot tube was used as the reference. Calibration

results for wind speed were downloaded into the electrically erasable programmable read-

only memory (EEPROM) of the selected microprocessor for that propeller. During field

measurements, the microprocessors used this information to convert raw data into digital

format and transmitted to the ADAM via RS-232 protocol.

Wind direction was obtained with a 9bit absolute encoder. The wind direction

alignment was done with an alignment tool mounted to the sensor's boom arm. A

recording of the raw encoder output was taken with the vane aligned to the boom. This

raw data was also downloaded into the EEPROM space.

Radiation Sensors Longwave incoming and outgoing radiation measurements were

made with two EPPLY pyrgeometers. The instrument had a bandwidth of 4 to 50 m.

The transducer was made up of a multi-junction thermopile of copper-constantan. A

thermistor battery resistance circuit was incorporated in the instrument to compensate for

temperature effects on the detector. The instrument was calibrated by EPPLY using a

blackbody source.

Shortwave incoming and outgoing radiation measurements were made with two

EPPLY pyranometers. The instruments responded to wavelengths of 285 to 2800 nm. The

transducers were similar to those used in the pyrgeometers: a multi-junction thermopile

made up of copper-constantan. These instruments were calibrated at EPPLY using a

World Radiation Reference.

The net radiometer was manufactured by Radiation Energy Balance Systems,

REBS. The net radiometer measured the difference between total incoming and outgoing

radiation over wavelengths between 0.25 to 60 m. The transducer was a thermopile



with linear calibration. Transducer surfaces were protected by polyethylene shields. A

desiccant tube was mounted in the sensor's boom to prevent condensation developing

inside the air cavities created by the windshields. This sensor was calibrated by REBS.

Psychrometers The NCAR hygrothermometer measured temperature and humidity. The

temperature element was a 500ohm platinum wire wound resistance device. Humidity

was measured with a solid-state capacitance humidity sensor (a Humitter) designed by

Vaisala. These transducers were mounted in a ventilated inlet tube surrounded by a

radiation shield. A small DC fan was used for the forced ventilation. The air was

drawn past the transducers before the fan so no heating from the fan affected the ambient

air. The transducers were interfaced to a microprocessor board (mounted above the

radiation shield) where the raw data were converted to digital format and transmitted to

the ADAM via RS-232 protocol.

These sensors were calibrated against a reference sensor at the NCAR sensor

calibration lab. Temperature elements were calibrated in an environmental chamber over a

selected range with elements mounted in an aluminum block to ensure stability. Humidity

sensors were calibrated at NCAR in the Thunder Scientific model 2500 humidity chamber

over a temperature range of 20 to 50°C, with humidities ranging from 10 to 95% (1%

accuracy). A second order polynomial fit was applied to the calibration data and the

coefficients were stored in the microprocessor board EEPROM.

Rain Gauges A Scientific Technology Inc. optical rain gauge measured the intensity

of an JR beam over a 50cm distance. An output voltage signal, from 0 to 5 V is

proportional to the log of the rain rate. This sensor was calibrated by the manufacturer

based on the Marshall-Palmer drop size distribution for natural rain events. A second



device, the DRD-1 1A rain detector from Vaisala, detected the presence of rain using a

capacitance system.

Aerosol Measurement The University of Washington provided analog voltage outputs

from two of their Condensation Particle Counters (CPCs, TSI models 3760 and 3025) to

be logged by the OSU/ASTER system. Aerosol and droplets were aspirated into a whole-

air inlet at the top of the walkup tower and warmed in a 9 m long stack to 40% relative

humidity. Particles with diameters larger than a lower detection limit (15 nm for the TSI

model 3760 CPC and 3 nm for the TSI model 3025 CPC) were grown in an environment

supersaturated with butanol and counted via laser optical techniques. The sampling and

measurement protocol for these variables are described by Covert et al. (1992).
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Chapter 3 Analytical Methods

This chapter describes and justifies the various statistical, numerical, thermody-

namic, and micrometeorological methods employed in analyzing data collected during

CACHE.

3.1: Half-Hour Statistical Periods

Statistical averaging periods for flux determination have been set at 30 minutes

(Beswick et al., 1991; Vong and Kowaiski, 1995). This period is sufficiently long to

sample a large number of the flux-canying eddies (found via cospectral analysis to have

characteristic time scales of -20 seconds at the 10rn sampling height) but short enough

to minimize the effects of non-stationarity or trends imposed by synoptic and mesoscale

deviations in the flow. Intercomparison analyses were designed to establish error bounds

for 30-minute LWC and LW flux values.

Two statistical measures are presented to bound errors in half-hour LWC and LW

flux based on the difference (D) between two instruments or two rotation techniques.

The standard deviation of the difference is used for categorizing random errors and the

mean difference is used to describe bias. These statistics are the two components of

the rms difference. For a measurement x taken by two instruments or techniques, the

statistics are related as follows:
- 1/2

D Xi x2; rms (D2)
(3.1)

D=D+D';

In these equations, overbars denote Reynolds averages over the ensemble of realizations
1/2

and primes denote deviations therefrom for individual half-hour values. Here, (D12)

is the standard deviation of the difference and D is the mean difference.
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3.2: Coordinate System Rotations

In assessments of ecosystem inputs, the flux normal to the upwind surface is

presumed to be the quantity of interest. Since the upwind slope changes with wind

direction and since the sonic anemometers have a fixed mounting orientation (even in the

case of the rotatable boom, for a half-hour interval), a rotation of coordinate systems is

required to determine the appropriate flux direction. In a turbulent boundary layer, mean

streamlines less describe reality than they do a conceptual model of average characteristics

of the flow. Unless the terrain is homogeneous and the winds consistent, one should not

expect a mean wind vector measured at a point to represent a streamline per se but rather

an average of many realizations of a 3D vector. The choice of rotation scheme is hardly

an obvious one. Here, concern is placed primarily on the sensitivity of the measured flux

and spatial changes in flux to different methods of coordinate rotation.

Three rotation schemes were considered and were compared using data from the

default configuration cloud events (Table 1). The first method is referred to as the

"local-mean" coordinate system (method 1). This method assumes that half-hour mean

streamlines run parallel to the surface and so coordinate systems are rotated for each

anemometer based on half-hour mean winds to put all of the mean wind into the rotated

u-component (i.e., Y = = 0). For the sake of measuring vertical flux divergence

(i.e., to examine divergence of flux in a consistent direction), a second scheme (method

2) is used which rotates the 15rn flux into the local-mean coordinate system for the

10rn anemometer on the same tower. Finally, the "wind direction" approach (method

3) defines, for each anemometer, a consistent zenith angle based on the ensemble of

realizations of the local-mean method for many cloud events, allowing for variations

with wind direction.
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The sensitivity of the computed LW flux and between-station flux differences as

determined by each of the three rotation schemes were compared. Except when comparing

rotation methods, all other fluxes were computed using rotation method 1 exclusively.

Methods 1 and 3 are described in detail below.

3.2.1 Local-mean Coordinate System (Method 1)

McMillen (1988) suggested rotating the coordinate frame for each averaging period.

This method assumes that the turbulent flux orthogonal to the local streamline surface

and presumably the material surface, is the desired flux. The equations presented below

allow mathematical rotation of mean winds and the scalar flux through an azimuthal angle

(wind direction relative to the orientation of the mounting boom) of ii tan1 (/i) and

subsequently through an zenith ("attack") angle of 0 tari1 + i2)
]

(where

U,i, and ill are the half-hour mean windspeeds from the sonic axes). For simplicity in

determining quadrants, rather than tracking the angles themselves, cosines and sines are

tracked according to:

C77= I

(2 +2)

(2+j2)r
CG (2+2+2)r

SI? = (3.2)
(2 +2)4

S = (3.3)
(2 +2 +2)

Using this notation, and now denoting the unrotated components with a subscript

("u"), the winds are rotated according to the following formulae:

U = 'UZLC0C?7 + vCS + wuS9 (3.4)

V VuC,7 UuS77 (3.5)

w = wC9 UUSOCI? vUSOSI? (3.6)
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In the mean, these equations necessarily result in = = 0, but it is worth

retaining (3.4 3.6) for the sake of deriving rotated fluxes and variances from perturbation

products. Upon application of the rules of Reynolds averaging, the trigonometric

functions are defined according to means and hence are constant through the 30-minute

averaging period. The covariance between the surface-normal wind component and the

scalar (i.e., the surface-normal flux) is computed as

w'L' = w'L'C9 u'L'S9C v'L'SgS (3.7)

It may be worthwhile to note that an erroneous version of this equation has propagated

through publications by a number of different investigators, apparently beginning with

Wesely (1970).

3.2.2 Wind Direction System (Method 3)

On the ridge at CPO, one would expect to see a consistent wind attack angle

for a particular wind direction assuming both that the surface layer airflow is parallel

to the forest surface and that variability in wind direction over the half-hour period

is limited to a sufficiently small sector. This is particularly true when the effects of

stability are negligible, as is the case for the saturated boundary layer at CPO (Vong

and Kowaiski, 1995; also see Chapter 6). As in CACHE-i, a threshold in cYL/7J was

used to screen for the most stationary cloud periods. An empirical model for each of

the three anemometers predicted attack angle using only the measured wind direction.

For five-degree increments in wind directions of interest (200-300 degrees), averages

(over the course of the experiment) of the half-hour attack angles defined by (3.3) were

computed. These were used to define an empirical prediction for attack angle, which

allowed re-calculation of the flux components in this coordinate frame using (3.7).
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3.3: Filtering of Time Series

For EC measurements, the effects of non-stationarity are particularly problematic

in complex terrain. As a means of examining the time-scales of LW transport, LW fluxes

were calculated both from Reynolds averaging of half-hour wind and LWC variables (true

fluxes) and using deviations from an approximation to a running mean filter (filtered

"fluxes").

McMillen (1988) described the approximation of a running mean filter by recursive,

digital methods to allow removal of trends in wind and scalar components prior to

computing "covariances". In this construct, the fluxes are not computed from Reynolds-

averaging but are summed products of high-pass deviations from the computed running

mean. For a site near State College, Pennsylvania, the sensitivity of computed fluxes to

the time constant of the detrending filter was found to be small and a filter time constant

of 200 s was deemed appropriate. McMillen warned that the sensitivity of covariances

to this filter time constant is likely site specific and should be examined for each site.

Vong and Kowalski (1995) examined the sensitivity of measured fluxes at CPO to

the selection of filter time constant. They found that the LW flux and heat flux were

quite insensitive to the choice of filter time constants over a range of 50 s to 10,000 s.

A time constant of 200 s was chosen for its ability to produce a downward momentum

flux, which they interpreted as physically reasonable in that the forest is certainly a sink

for momentum. The LW flux results from filtered components were seen to be negligibly

different from half-hour Reynolds averaging results (similar to a time constant of 1800

s). This issue is addressed again in Chapter 6. Except where specifically noted, all of

the LW fluxes computed and presented below were calculated using Reynolds averaging

(i.e., no filtering).
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The sensitivity of the momentum flux to the choice of filter time constant is further

evidence that momentum transport over the hillside canopy might not be accurately

described by traditional boundary layer similarity relationships. The direction of the

computed momentum flux was seen to be dependent on the choice of filter time constants.

This implies that eddies of different sizes were transporting momentum in different

directions; this is indicative of a complicated flow situation including counter-gradient

transport by some eddies. The fact that momentum fluxes are sensitive to the filter time

constant whereas LW fluxes are not is further evidence against the momentum analogy

for droplet deposition (Chapter 1).

3.4: Surface Aerodynamic Properties

An accurate characterization of any surface layer flow depends on the description

of both the turbulence and the surface itself. In the case of a forest canopy, the

roughness length (zo) and zero-plane displacement (d) represent a minimum-required

parameterization of the underlying surface. The zero-plane displacement may be thought

of as the mean level of momentum absorption by the canopy (Thom, 1971); Raupach

(1994) describes this as the height of aerodynamic origin. The roughness length represents

the level relative to d where the log-linear wind profile (least squares regression line)

intercepts U = 0.

As previously discussed, the log wind profile (from similarity theory) is only valid

well above the canopy, in the inertial sublayer (Tennekes, 1973). Between the canopy top

and this inertial layer lies a transition layer, often termed the roughness sublayer. This

layer represents a region where local inhomogeneity and wake effects from individual

canopy elements are important and where eddy diffusivities are enhanced and traditional

similarity relationships do not apply (Fazu and Schwerdtfeger, 1989). Estimation of the
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height of this roughness sublayer (z, relative to either d or the canopy height, h) is

also necessary for restricting interpretation of windspeed profiles to only data from the

logarithmic region.

3.4.1 Zero-plane Displacement

The value of d has a significant effect on determination of other parameters

describing the micrometeorological conditions above the canopy but no standard method

of determining this value has been established (Molion and Moore, 1983). Traditional

determination of d has been accomplished by (subjectively) fitting data to the log wind

profile to the equation

u z0 j

which is valid for the inertial sublayer (Raupach, 1992; Tennekes, 1973). Here, u,. is

the friction velocity of traditional boundary layer theory (Stull, 1988) and k is the von

Karman constant. Tennekes (1973) suggested that while k = 0.35 may be appropriate

for smooth surfaces, a better value for rough surfaces such as forest canopies is k = 0.4.

This is the value adopted in this dissertation.

Fitting to the logarithmic profile is accomplished by adjustment of d until a straight

line regression is achieved in windspeed versus the log of height (Molion and Moore,

1983; Stull, 1988). Recently, a number of authors have developed a mass conservation

technique for determining d above a rough surface (Molion and Moore, 1983; De Bruin

and Moore, 1985; Zoumakis, 1993), but this method relies on the heights of streamlines

above the surface and is therefore not appropriate for hilltop applications.
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Recent efforts by Raupach (1992, 1994) allow estimation of d from directly

measurable physical characteristics of the canopy as

d 1 exp(/jK)1= (3.9)

where A is the canopy area index (twice the leaf area index, A) and cdl 7.5. This

parameterization, with measured values from CPO of h = 6.75 rn and ). = 7 (from

Chapter 2), results in an estimate of d = 6.0 m.

This value of d ought to be relevant to the wind profile in and above the canopy.

Unfortunately, the forest at CPO immediately upwind of the Prop tower was thinned,

so the profile measured by the tower might not be representative of the above-canopy

profiles. The forest transect described in Chapter 2 began precisely at the Prop tower,

although the distance from the tower base to the nearest tree was approximately 6 rn.

Thus, the number of trees for the first (10 rn)2 plot in the transect was only seven, versus

an average of twenty two for the other nine plots. Further, the mean canopy height was

only 4.7 m for this plot, whereas the other nine plots averaged 6.8 m. Since the airflow

encountered a canopy both thinner and shorter in the last 10 m before encountering the

tower, it seems unlikely that the 6.0 rn zero-plane displacement is relevant to the wind

profile measured on the Prop tower. For this reason, interpretation of the wind profiles

may not be the best method of determining d for the canopy at CPO. Rather, a value has

been selected using (3.9) above and a canopy height of 4.7 m, yielding d = 4.2 m. This

value has the benefit of yielding good results for zo (see Section 4.4.1) and is in reasonable

agreement with the choice of d h used by UMIST investigators (Beswick et al., 1991;

Gallagher et al., 1992b), assuming that h = 6.8 m is relevant for the upwind terrain.



3.4.2 Roughness Length

Raupach (1992, 1994) also provided a means of estimating zo from the physical

dimensions of a forest canopy as

zo

(1

d'\ ( U
(3.10)-= --)eXp(k

h1 \, u )

where 3.3 (Uj is the mean windspeed at canopy top) for most natural surfaces and

Wh is the roughness-sublayer influence function approximated by

= lri(c) 1 + c1 (3.11)

with c = 2, a constant in the roughness sublayer. For the forest specifications measured

at CPO, this results in a value of zo = 16.5 cm.

The roughness length can also be estimated from wind profile data, particularly

once a relevant value of d has been selected. For the in-cloud wind profiles available

from CACHE-3 (over 450 half-hour averaging periods were analyzed), data from valid

heights (without missing data) in the anemometer array were used to determine the slope

of the wind profile and hence u. and z0. As will be discussed in Chapter 4, the profiles

at CPO often exhibited a low-level jet above 10 m. Data from levels above local maxima

in the windspeed (i.e., above the jet) were excluded from analyses in the calculations

of u and zo. Furthermore, the uppermost valid level in any wind profile was excluded

in the calculation of u and zo whenever its inclusion would have resulted in a worse

regression skill (i.e., decrease in R2) for the logarithmic fit. Following the conclusion of

Wieringa (1993), when a profile had fewer than four levels included in the calculation

of u, and zo, it was rejected as poorly sampled.

The value of z0 cited above seems to be an underestimate based on the summary of

roughness lengths for natural surfaces reported by Wieringa (1993). This value, however,
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is similar to those determined by Beswick et al. (1991) for Dunslair Heights, an elevated

site where the forest canopy is similar in height and coniferous nature to that at CPO.

Beswick et al. noted that for such canopy heights, one would expect zo "- 1 m, consistent

with the Wieringa (1993) summary. This is the value that Gallagher and Choularton

(1989) used at Dunslair Heights, calling it "typical" for forest canopies. Nevertheless,

Gallagher et al. (1992a) used values of zo less than 10 cm for the same site in exercising

models of droplet deposition, even when excluding the effects of snow cover on the

canopy. These inconsistencies are further demonstration of the difficulties in specifying

surface parameters for momentum deposition over complex terrain.

3.4.3 Depth of the Roughness Sublayer

Much has been published about the nature of the roughness sublayer but a consensus

is far from being reached as to determining its height relative to typical surface roughness

characteristics. Tennekes (1973) discussed the difference between the inertial sublayer,

where the logarithmic wind profile is expected to prevail, and the roughness sublayer

closer to the surface. Tennekes suggested that the inertial sublayer begins at a height

of z = lOOzo. Garratt (1978) initially proposed that the bottom of the inertial sublayer

could be estimated as z = 4.5h but later amended this estimate to z = d + 3D,

where D is the inter-element spacing for roughness elements (Garratt, 1980). Raupach

et al. (1980) determined that the height of the roughness sublayer could be estimated by

z = h + 1.5D. Fazu and Schwerdtfeger (1989) suggested a height of z. = d + 4.5D.

Given the variability in estimates for the height of the roughness sublayer and

further the fact that they all rely on some knowledge of the roughness characteristics of

the surface, it seems unlikely that the choice of a particular height can characterize the

top of this transition layer. Rather, the inertial sublayer has been identified by examining



the wind profiles at CPO and looking for a layer where the wind speed demonstrates a

log-linear relationship with height.

3.4.4 Effects of Rotation

The slope of the terrain at CPO complicates interpretation of the propeller

anemometer measurements from the Prop tower. Two factors associated with the at-

tack angle of the wind are discussed below.

Since the Prop tower is oriented vertically, the anemometers do not measure a

surface-normal profile. The surface-normal component of the profile can be approximated

using a trigonometric substitution of the form

z' = zcosO (3.12)

where z is the geopotential (true) vertical coordinate, z' the surface-normal coordinate,

and 9 the attack angle. The dependence of mean wind on the log of the surface normal

coordinate simplifies the interpretation, since (3.12) implies

ôlriz' = ôlnz (3.13)

Thus, there is no change in the form of the log-wind relationship due to the coordinate

rotation.

The fact that the propeller anemometers are confined to rotate in the (geopotential)

horizontal plane adds an additional complication. Propellers will underestimate the axial

component of the wind in the presence of an off-axis component (Atakturk and Katsaros,

1989). Since the propellers were oriented horizontally and the wind had an attack angle,

there was an off-axis component to the wind (i.e., vertical component = the updraft).

Fortunately, for this application the multiplicative correction factor to the propeller output

is a function only of attack angle. Assuming that the attack angle is constant over all
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propellers on the tower (i.e., that the streamlines are parallel; this is verified in Chapter

4), this results in another multiplicative correction that has no effect on derived surface

roughness parameters but acts directly on u.

3.5: The Steady Cloud Criteria

Blyth et al. (1980) used the percentage of rrns deviation in LWC as an indicator for

the influence of entrainment on LWC measured in orographic clouds from the surface of

a hill. These authors neglected the contribution of surface deposition to variance in LWC

and determined that periods of increased LWC variability must be due to entrainment or

the effects of cloud edge. Vong and Kowalski (1995) made use of this simplification to

stratify their cloudwater deposition data set into periods of (a) steady or (b) more variable

cloud. As noted above, they found a consistent signature in the droplet size-dependent

deposition velocity during steady cloud, when the relative standard deviation in LWC

(aL /L) was below an artificially imposed threshold. For steady cloud, they found that

droplets with diameters larger than 8 jim were transported towards the surface, while

upward fluxes were observed for droplets with smaller diameters. For the more variable

events the signature in deposition velocity was similar to that for steady cloud but the

crossover droplet size from upward to downward droplet transport shifted from 8 jim

to ca. 12 jim.

Consistent with the analysis of Vong and Kowalski (1995), o-L/L, measured at 10

m agl by the OSU PVM, was utilized as a screening variable for steady cloud. Isolating

steady cloud minimizes the effects of processes other than deposition on the LW fluxes.

Furthermore, periods of steady LWC are likely to be associated with periods of steadiness

in other meteorological variables and therefore maximum stationarity in the time series
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analyses. Thus, steady cloud is a preferred condition for the interpretation of measured

LW fluxes associated with the surface deposition process.

3.6: Identifying Errors in Sonic Anemometer Outputs

Cloud droplets deposit onto the arms of a sonic anemometer just as they do onto

forest elements. When a sonic transducer is coated by a bead of water from accumulated

droplets, the output of the instrument can suddenly jump to unrealistic values. Particular

care was taken in the field to keep the transducer heads free of such build-up by fitting

the anemometers with drip wires (coiled around the sonic head) and by dabbing excess

buildup with tissue when necessary. The output of the sonic anemometers was "de-

spiked" according to the method of Højstrup (1993) using a detection limit multiplication

factor of 1.5. Half-hour data from any sonic axis identified as having more than one

percent spikes were rejected.

Although very useful for studies of droplet fluxes, the Højstrup algorithm did not

identify all of the bad sonic data. Since the three instruments were measuring the same

flow, with less than 30 meters separating any two anemometers, mean windspeed and

attack angle were usually similar for all three stations. Simple thresholds for physically

reasonable values of half-hour mean windspeed and attack angle were used to identify

suspect periods (when one station's output was anomalous); a statistical model detected

and removed obvious outliers. To initialize the model with presumed good data, attack

angles were required to satisfy 0° 0 30° and 9 0 100, where i and j denote

different anemometers. Furthermore, mean windspeeds were required to satisfy it

15 m and i7 5 m The remaining data were used to define a pooled

variance among the instruments for both 0 and it. Outliers were identified as those which
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changed the variance of the pooi at 99% confidence (an F-test) and were discarded as

bad sonic data.

3.7: Determination of Cloud Base and Adiabatic LWC

The remote site (rs) data (temperature and RH) were used to calculate the height

of cloud base (cb) on Cheeka Peak using Poisson's equation for adiabatic temperature

adjustments to changes in pressure

(\\R/CP
;;;-

'\Prs)
(3.14)

and an assumption of constant water vapor mixing ratio during the ascent from the remote

site. In this equation, R is the individual gas constant for dry air and C, is the specific

heat at constant pressure. Since mixing ratio can be approximated as a ratio of water

vapor pressure to air pressure (., taking = 0.622 and assuming p >> e, where e is

the water vapor pressure), this implies that the temperature at cloud base is related to the

temperature at the remote site as follows

Tb
(\\R/CP

\ers)
(3.15)

The water vapor pressures were determined from temperature and relative humidity (taken

as 100% RH at cloud base) by an approximate solution to the Clausius-Clapeyron equation

(Rogers and Yau, 1989):

RH
e = * CXP(\_) (3.16)

where A and B are constants.

Using these relationships, one can solve for cloud base temperature in terms of the

remote site temperature and RH. The Newton-Raphson method (Press et al., 1986) was
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CF

RH / B) /B\ (Tb\
\TCbJ

(3.17)

and the first derivative thereof as

RH / B\1_B /B\l+ C "T ---'

df = io6xP(\_) L*)] RTrs () (3.18)

cb

The iterative solution then followed in the form

Tcb+1 = T (3.19)

Once the temperature of cloudbase was determined, its height was calculated using

the remote site elevation (200 m) and the difference between Tb and the remote site

temperature, assuming the dry adiabatic lapse rate. Further lifting at the pseudoadiabatic

rate (Rogers and Yau, 1989) to the CPO elevation of 460 m was used to determine the

predicted site temperature and hence saturation vapor mixing ratio via (3.16) and the ideal

gas law. The difference between the cloud base saturation vapor mixing ratio and the

CPO saturation vapor mixing ratio was then taken to be the adiabatic liquid water mixing

ratio, under an assumption that total water mixing ratio is conserved during ascent. From

the adiabatic LW mixing ratio and site pressure and temperature, the adiabatic LWC was

then computed.

It should be noted that the above equations are valid under assumptions of adiabatic

ascent and conservation of the total water mixing ratio. To the extent that conditions

justifying these assumptions were met, the calculated cloudbase temperature and height

should be useful predictions. These conditions can be violated if the effects of interaction

with the surface (during ascent, particularly with significant solar heating or droplet

deposition) or with the inversion layer above (via entrainment) are important. Barry

(1992) notes that the effect of orography on preexisting stratus cloud is to lower the
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cloud base. Furthermore, Tjernstrom (1993) observed that orographically lifted stratiform

boundary-layer clouds often exceed the adiabatic prediction for LWC. Consequently,

the prediction for adiabatic LWC based on below-cloud measurements is regarded as a

reference against which the hilltop measurements of LWC can be compared.

3.8: Determination of Cloud Top

Cloud-tops heights (independent of the influence of topography) were estimated

from Quillayute sounding data for "significant levels" up to 500 mb using the method

of Poore et al. (1995). For the warm clouds sampled at CPO, this meant that any

observation with a dew point depression less than 2°C was categorized as saturated (i.e.,

in a cloud layer). Each sounding was analyzed and data for the following variables were

logged as they pertained to the 460 m elevation at CPO: day, time, presence of a cloud

layer aloft, presence of a cloud layer below the site, presence of a cloud layer at the site

elevation, base of the relevant cloud layer, top of the relevant cloud layer, and an error

flag indicating whether an analysis was unusual. Individual levels, barely unsaturated

but located between two saturated layers were categorized as saturated and flagged (i.e.,

a cloud layer was not broken into two if data from a single level barely failed to meet

the saturation criteria).

3.9: Droplet Sedimentation Fluxes

Sedimentation fluxes (Fsed) were calculated using the Stokes' settling velocity

which is specified as

vg,i = (3.20)

where P1 is the density of liquid water, D is the droplet diameter for FSSP size interval i

and jt is the dynamic air viscosity. The settling velocity is defined negative-downward for



consistency with (1.5). Viscosity was modelled as a weak function of absolute temperature

in the form introduced by Montgomery (1947) as
3

7 393 \/T\
u(T) = 0.0000172(\T 120) () (3.21)

in units of kg m1 s.
The sedimentation flux for any interval i was taken as the product of the settling

velocity for that interval and the interval-averaged LWC. The total sedimentation flux is

thus the integral of the interval flux over all droplet size intervals as

15

F8d = vg,iLi (3.22)
i=1

where the flux is defined positive-upward.

3.10: Selecting "Preferred" Cloud Events

The entire CACHE-3 data set occupies 17.8 Gigabytes on NCAR's "mass store"

tape system. Considering just two 10Hz instruments, the FSSP and its collocated

sonic anemometer, one half-hour worth of data amounts to nearly 500,000 measurements

including the diagnostic variables that also are logged at 10 Hz. There are over 200

hours of in-cloud data where the instruments were in the default configuration, plus over

200 hours of in-cloud, instrument intercomparison data. Further, the instruments were

deployed in a variety of configurations for reasons of intercomparison, exchange of spares

and spare parts (particularly in the case of the NCAR propeller-vane anemometers), and

adjustments based on accumulated heuristic information. Eleven different operational

periods were defined to keep track of the different sampling strategies employed over

the course of CACHE-3.

In order to manage a data set this large, it was necessary to select different

periods for different types of analyses. Intercomparison periods (Table 1) have been
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examined thoroughly to establish the precision achievable with the instruments and

the flux measurement methods utilized. The remainder of the data set (in the default

configuration from which spatial variation in LW flux can be examined) amounts to

21 cloud events spanning 19 different days, for over 400 different half-hour averaging

periods from which fluxes and mean quantities have been calculated. Unfortunately,

some of these events were characterized by bad sonic anemometer data (as described in

Section 3.6). Examination of spatial variation in fluxes requires that at least two sonic

anemometers and two microphysical instruments were each operating satisfactorily.

All of the in-cloud data from the default configuration have been examined for

basic relationships between LW fluxes (including flux divergence, see Chapter 5) and

factors which ought to control them. Prior to presentation, these data have been screened

by the methods described above to ensure the quality of data from the sonic anemometers

and FSSP (i.e., no high activity data were included for droplet size-dependent analyses).

Six cloud events were selected as optimum based on long duration, data quality,

occurrence of steady cloud, and range of meteorological conditions. These events will be

presented as time series of fluxes and related variables. These six cloud events represent

a total of 91 hours of in-cloud data with variation on seasonal scales (as permissible with

a two-month study), diurnal scales (including steady daytime cloud with relatively strong

insolation), and smaller scales defined by changes in mean winds and cloud microphysics.



Chapter 4 Results: Groundwork for LW Fluxes

The primary results for CACHE-3, spatially separated cloudwater fluxes, will be

presented in Chapter 5. This chapter presents results from the CACHE experiments which

will be necessary to support those to come in Chapter 5. The first section provides a

summary of cloud climatological results for CACHE-i and CACHE-3; these can be used

to put fluxes for individual events into an annual context. Section two contains inter-

comparisons of instruments and rotation methods assessing the measurement precision

for LW fluxes (Kowalski et al., 1996). The last two sections present measurements of the

surface layer structure as the vertical gradients of LWC (3) and wind profiles measured

at CPO (4).

4.1: Cloud Climatology at CPO

The ridge-top forest at Cheeka Peak, Washington represents an ecosystem that is

frequently under the direct influence of occult processes from marine cloud. This is an

ideal place to examine the physical aspects of the occult deposition process. Due to the

clean nature of the air during onshore flow favored by cloud at the site, CPO is not

necessarily a location for maximum chemical deposition (compared to the Appalachians,

which are downwind of the industrial Ohio Valley). For example, Lindberg and Lovett

(1992) found that the Pacific northwest represented a region of minimum atmospheric

deposition relative to the large number of Appalachian sites that they investigated. In

fact, cloud chemical measurements made at CPO have been described as characteristic

of the remote marine environment, about as pristine air as is available in the Northern

Hemisphere (Vong et al., 1996).



Flux estimates considered in conjunction with cloud climatology at Cheeka Peak

may be useful in establishing the potential magnitude of hydrological fluxes due to occult

deposition for similar ecosystems. The CACHE experiments have sampled a sizeable

fraction of the seasonal cycle, with measurements made during spring and late summer.

Furthermore, enough data were amassed to say a great deal about the diurnal trends in

cloud frequency and thickness for Pacific coast mountains.

4.1.1 CACHE-i

Results from CACHE-i have been reported by Vong and Kowalski (1995), and

are summarized here.

CPO was immersed in cloud during 38% of all hours during CACHE-i and half of

those had LWC in excess of 0.1 g m3. Cloud episodes were characterized as primarily

stratocumulus cloud with marine air trajectories and durations ranging from a few hours

to two days. Mean droplet number concentrations (Nd) normally ranged from 200 to 450

cm3 (with a maximum of 1000 cm3) and the volume-weighted mean diameter (VMD)

ranged between 11 and 19 jim, typically 13 jim. The typical LWC at the 10m (agl)

sampling height was between 0.2 and 0.5 g m3 during continuous cloud.

4.1.2 CACHE-3

The CACF1E-3 experiment saw two distinctly different meteorological regimes over

the Olympic Peninsula during August and September of 1994. During August, a weak

upper-level low remained nearly stationary off the Washington coast, sometimes drifting

over the continent and weakening, and never strong enough to generate surface fronts that

could propagate over land (NOAA, 1994). Figure 4.1 shows a time trace of cloud-top

heights derived from the Quillayute soundings for August and September of 1994. Cloud

top heights during August were consistent with a low-level marine inversion associated
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with the Pacific High, typical of summer in the northeast Pacific. September saw more

variability in the depth of the marine layer.
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Figure 4.1 Sounding-derived cloud-top heights for default-configuration cloud
events during August and September of 1994. Legend is at upper left.

By early September, the low-pressure center had intensified and began to move

into Canada. The first surface frontal passage during the experiment took place on 3

September (NOAA, 1994). Reformation and intensification of this area of low pressure

(generally developing off the coast of British Columbia) accounted for the passage of

three more surface fronts during September, on the 7th, 14th, and 20th. Cloud top heights

sampled by the Quillayute soundings during September were higher than those measured

in August; the Pacific High had begun its progression to lower latitudes as summer came

to a close. Figure 4.2 shows the 500mb geopotential height and measured precipitation
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from Quillayute for August and September of 1994. Frontal passages accounted for the

increase in rainfall in September versus the light rain and drizzle of August.
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Figure 4.2 Daily 500mb geopotential height measured above Quillayute (time
trace), and daily precipitation rate at Quillayute (histogram style)
during August and September of 1994.

Unlike cloud-top heights, cloudbase heights were not related to synoptic regime,

but were similar for the months of August and September. During steady cloud for both

months, cloudbase heights at CPO were most often between 200 and 300 m (50% of the

time) or below 200 m (45%). During periods of more variable cloud at CPO, cloudbase

heights were measured as below 200 m (31%), between 200 and 300 m (42%) and above

300 m (27%).

Incidence of cloud at the site was frequent during both months and cloud tended

to be thicker than during the springtime campaign (CACHE-i). Consequently, a lower
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threshold in was used to screen for steady cloud (0.25, versus 0.3 for the CACHE-i

study; Vong and Kowalski, 1995). The site had cloud LWC exceeding 0.1 g m3 32%

of the time (five-minute NetCDF data were used to compute climatological statistics)

during CACHE-3 and 61% of those cloud periods satisfied the steady cloud criteria for

flux interpretation. These clouds were characterized (visually) as having characteristics

varying from those of marine stratus to orographically-influenced cumuliform cloud, often

during the same cloud event. One cloud event was associated with a very unstable

atmosphere, as thunder was heard at CPO. Droplet concentrations typically ranged from

100 to 450 cm3 but periods with larger concentrations were occasionally noted. The

typical range of the VMD was between 11 and 16 m, with occasional periods of much

larger droplets (VMD exceeding 20 4am), particularly in September. The 10rn agi LWC

ranged between 0.1 and 1.0 g m3 but usually was less than 0.6 g m3. September also

experienced a greater range in windspeeds during cloud at the site. During August,

the maximum windspeeds during cloud events was about 5 m s1; several cloud events

in September experienced windspeeds that were more similar to those from CACHE-i,

approaching 10 m s*

The presence of cloud at the site was more frequent during the night. Cloud

was least frequent from late morning to late afternoon. Nighttime cloud was also more

likely to be steady than daytime cloud; approximately two-thirds of the nighttime cloud

was steady, versus less than one-half of daytime cloud. Figure 4.3 shows a plot of the

frequency of cloud with LWC exceeding 0.1 g rn3 as a function of hour of day.
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Figure 4.3 Frequency of cloud (solid line) (which met cTLIL criterion; dashed
line)and steady cloud as a function of hour of day (PDT).
Cloud was defined as the OSU PVM LWC > 0.1 g m3.

Statistics computed from 5mm data.

The diurnal trend in mean LWC is determined largely from cloud frequency. Figure

4.4 shows the average LWC (including non-cloudy hours) as a function of hour of day.

A plot of LWC for in-cloud only hours (not shown) provides little information; smaller

LWCs were noted during the evening during periods when cloud was typically developing.
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Figure 4.4 Mean LWC (OSU PVM) as a function of hour of day (PDT).
Statistics computed from 5mm data.

Figure 4.5 shows the average wind speed for in-cloud data as a function of the

hour of day. Wind speeds were typically consistent throughout the day, with stronger

winds noted during afternoon cloud periods.
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Figure 4.5 Mean in-cloud vector windspeed from the 7.5rn propeller
anemometer as a function of hour of day (PDT).
Statistics computed from 5mm data.

Tables 2 and 3 provide summary statistics for the twenty-one cloud events that

were sampled in the default configuration (labelled A-U). More detailed presentation for

some of these events follow in Chapter 5.



No. of

Steady Wind Net
Event Days Hrs ST VMD N T PPT Comments

Cloud Dir. Rad.

Pds

1900 225 -5
0 to No steady

A 8/8 to 0 4 to 12 200 to 11.2 N
0.2 cloud.

2300 267 -17

8/11 1700 252 13 200 -10 Good;some bad
3to Oto

S to to 21 to to to to 10.8 D sonic data on
5 0.9

8/12 1130 278 18 550 150 Walk Tower.

812 1900 262 10 300 -15 11.5 Operator
3to Oto

C to to 6 to to to to to N note: near
5 0.5

8/13 0300 280 13 600 30 12.2 cloud top

8/13 2100 245 11 250 -10 12.4
2to Oto

D to to 12 to to to to to N Good event.
4 0.7

8/14 1300 276 16 500 150 13.0

8/14 1900 245 11 150 -5 12.6
1 to 0 to Spikes in 15m

E to to 9 to to to to to 0
3 0.6 sonic.

8/15 1100 278 17 400 150 13.4

0100 200 10 250 -2
2 to 0 to Spikes in iSis

F 8/24 to 5 to to to to 11.5 N
5 0.3 sonic.

0900 248 12 550 100

8/24 1930 266 100 -25 11.0 Orographic
3to Oto 9to

G to to 7 to to to to N cloud formed
4 0.4 16

8/25 0500 287 350 -2 11.5 at CPO

0300 190 10 700 -5 13.7 Thunder,
4to Oto

H 8/28 to 3 to to to to to Y convective
5 0.5

1100 230 12 1000 50 14.1 showers.

0100 244 11 400 -3 12.9
2to Oto

8/29 to 14 to to to to to N Good event.
3 0.6

0900 260 15 600 150 13.3

0100 242 11 250 -1 12.0
4to Oto

J 8/31 to 24 to to to to to D Good event.
5 0.9

1700 277 20 650 250 12.5

0000 265 200 -1
2to Oto 9to 9.8to

K 9/1 to 8 to to to N Good event.
3 0.3 12 10.5

0900 270 450 50

Table 2 CACHE-3 Cloud Events A-K. Dates and times are Pacific Daylight.
Windspeed is in m wind direction in meteorological degrees as
measured at the 7.5 m propeller anemometer; LWC in g m3; VMD in
zm; Nd in cm3; Net Radiation in W m2; Temperature in °C as
measured at the 7.5 m hygrothermometer; Precipitation status (PPT) as Y
(some rain), D (occasional light drizzle), or N (none).
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No.of

Steady Wind Net
Event Days Hrs L VMD N T PPT Comments

Cloud Dir. Rad.

Pds

9/1 2100 224 11 250 -11 10.8
0 to

L and to 6 2 to to to to to N Good event.
0.3

9/2 0200 258 12 450 -1 11.1

9/2 2100 170 11.0
4 to 0 to 9 to 90 to -2 No steady

H to to 0 to to Y
8 0.4 16 270 to 0 cloud.

9/3 0100 240 12.0

Highly
1300 194 12 60 11.4

3 to 0 to 50 to variable
N 9/3 to 1 to to to to Y

5 0.5 300 cloud, ends
1700 238 19 130 12.7

with drizzle.

9/3 1700 10 -5 10.3 Convective
1 to 45 to 0 to 20 to

to to 18 to to to Y showers. Many
4 340 0.7 400

9/4 0900 17 100 12.7 spikes.

0700 250 10 35 10.0
2 to 0 to 35 to 'Low level

P 9/6 to 1 to to to to D
5 0.6 180 fog' observed.

1200 279 19 290 13.5

9/7 1700 172 12 -5 11.0 Event follows
3to Oto 5Oto

Q to to 0 to to to to Y strong winds
10 0.6 190

9/8 0700 249 21 20 13.7 and showers.

0500 168 10 170 -1 Good short
0 to

R 9/10 to 4 2 to to to to 10.4 Y event, ends
0.3

0900 192 13 250 40 with rain.

Good event.
0100 200 10 150 -7 11.3

2 to 0 to Light rain
S 9/13 to 16 to to to to to Y

8 0.6 begins at
1700 290 19 380 150 13.4

0800.

9/13 1700 195 14 -2 12.2
2 to 0 to 50 to Sporadic light

T* to to 10 to to to to Y
9 0.6 270 rain.

9/14 1700 279 23 170 14.7

9/14 1700 184 11 -4 13.0 Sporadic light
2to Oto 2Oto

if to to 0 to to to to D rain, no
10 0.6 370

9/15 1700 248 23 400 16.0 steady cloud.

Table 3 CACHE-3 Cloud Events L-U. Dates and times are Pacific Daylight.
Windspeed is in m s, wind direction in meteorological degrees as
measured at the 7.5 m propeller anemometer; ; LWC in g m3; VMD in
ILm; Nd in cm3; Net Radiation in W m2; Temperature in °C as
measured at the 7.5 m hygrothermometer; Precipitation status (PPT) as Y
(some rain), D (occasional light drizzle), or N (none). *The division

between certain long events is artificial, coinciding with 0000 GMT.



4.2: Measurement Precision

This section contains an analysis of the measurement precision for the eddy

correlation technique and instruments utilized, paving the way for interpretation of results

from spatially separated fluxes. The instruments are compared first; several schemes for

coordinate system rotation are then compared to determine the sensitivity of the measured

LW flux to the method of rotation.

4.2.1 Microphysical Instrument Intercomparisons

Direct side-by-side (collocated) comparisons of the various microphysical instru-

ments (mounting configurations described in Table 1) led to an analysis of the instruments'

measurement precision for LWC and LW fluxes.

LWC CALIBRATION Data from intercomparison periods A and F (refer to Table 1 for

mounting configurations) were used to establish the calibration for the GSI PVM relative

to the OSU PVM. For period F, some half-hour intervals with anomalously large droplets

(as measured by the FSSP) were subjectively identified as outliers and removed from the

intercomparison data set. The calibration of the GSI instrument therefore excluded data

from period F where the droplet volume-weighted mean diameter (VMD) exceeded 18

tim. No droplet size data were available for period A but no outliers were in evidence.

The result of this comparison (based on over 75 hours of side-by-side, in-cloud

operation) was that the output of the GSI PVM had to be multiplied by a factor of 1.28

in order to achieve agreement with the OSU PVM. The offset of the instrument was

not corrected; each instrument reported LWC relative to its measured "clear-air" signal

for the offset as described previously. With the factor of 1.28 applied to the GSI PVM,

the instrument agreement was excellent (R2 = 0.999, slope = 1.0, Figure 4.6). Both the
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standard deviation of the difference between the two instruments and the mean difference

are less than 0.01 g m3.
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Slope = 1 .00000
Std. Err. Slope = 0.00261198
N= 151
Rsquared = 0.998978
intercept = 0.00604460
Meon difference (GSI OSU) = 0.00604575
Std. Dev. of diff = 0.00896858
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Figure 4.6 LWC intercomparison data from periods A and F (Table 1) for the two
PVMs; regression statistics are at lower right. Units for dimensional
quantities are g m3. The 1:1 line is included for reference.

PERIODS OF POOR AGREEMENT The PVMs showed some dependence of differ-

ence in measured LWC on their orientation with respect to the mean wind. For intercom-

parison period B (Table 1), the GSI PVM overestimated LWC by ca. 0.025 g m3 for

values of LWC ranging from 0-0.9 g m3. This small error is quite large relative to the

excellent agreement demonstrated above. Another instance of relatively poor agreement

in LWC was seen during intercomparison period G (Table 1) when the GSI PVM overes-

timated LWC by Ca. 0.08 g m3. During both of these periods of poor LWC agreement,

the GSI instrument was sampling in the lee of an obstruction: during period B, the PVM



sensing volume was downstream of its own receiver arm; during period G, the OSU

PVM was mounted immediately upstream of the GSI PVM.

PVM FLUX COMPARISON Data from intercomparison periods C and D (Table 1)

provided a unique perspective on the precision achievable with a PVM: a vertical gradient

in LWC is detectable even with a separation of only 75 cm. Regardless of which

instrument was where, the 10.75rn LWC was on average 0.04 g m3 greater than that

measured at 10 m. This difference is four times the "normal" instrumental errors (see

above). Thus, given the imperfect sensor locations, these periods were not chosen for

detennination of the calibration of the GSI instrument but are noteworthy in that a gradient

in LWC can be detected over such a small change in height.

For these periods, the comparison of surface-normal fluxes is presented in Figure

4.7. Despite the vertical separation, the fluxes for the two instruments show very good

agreement. In each case the rms difference is less than 2 mg m2 s1 for typical flux

magnitudes of 7 mg m2 s1. Once again, the station bias (10 m versus 10.75 m) is

consistent regardless of which instrument is where, and exceeds the random error. This

suggests that the inability to perfectly collocate the instruments led to larger errors than

those from the instruments themselves. The streamwise and transverse fluxes (u'L' and

v'L', respectively, in the rotated coordinate system) show similar agreement. The rms

difference in the streamwise flux was less than 2.3 mg rn2 s for flux magnitudes typically

ranging from -10 to +30 rng m2 s1 (R2 of 0.99 for the regression); the transverse flux

had an rms difference of 3.6 mg m2 for flux magnitudes typically ranging from -20

to +10 mg rn2 s (R2 of 0.94).

Although the instruments show good flux agreement, it is still worth examining

their frequency response characteristics to ensure sufficient response times for flux
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characterization in the surface layer. Over seven hours (218 1 00ms intervals) of in-cloud,

side-by-side, 10Hz PVM data from intercomparison period F have been decomposed

into the frequency domain and are presented in Figure 4.8 as squared-coherence and

phase spectra (Blackman and Tukey, 1958), band-averaged to 100 degrees of freedom

with the 95% significance level indicated. The two PVMs show near perfect coherence

for frequencies below 0.1 Hz (perfectly in phase) and significant coherence even above

1 Hz. The instruments are in-phase for frequencies up to 2 Hz. For the very highest

frequencies (small scale eddies), the 2rn transverse separation of the PVMs results in

loss of correlation but otherwise the instruments demonstrate a near-identical frequency

response.

FSSP-PVM COMPARISON The results for the FSSP-PVM intercomparison (period

B) of LWC are shown in Figure 4.9. No calibration corrections were applied (other

than those described in Section 2.3) since the OSU PVM was considered accurate and

the FSSP agreed with it quite well. These results are very similar to those previously

reported by Vong and Kowaiski (1995). Here too the standard deviation of the difference

is greater than the mean difference, demonstrating no measurable bias between the two

instruments. In the case of FSSP-PVM measurements, the bound for the measurement

error in terms of the collocated difference is less than 0.035 g m3 for LWC values ranging

from 0 to 1.0 g m3. The difference in the two LWC measurements showed no sensitivity

to droplet size for VMDs ranging from 6 to 20 jim.

Although the intercomparison period did not include any data with sufficiently high

activity to cause the FSSP data to be flagged, there is evidence from default configuration

data that errors can occur in the FSSP LWC that are related to activity. Figure 4.10 shows

the five-minute LWC "error" (departure from the PVM LWC with 28rn lateral separation)

for the FSSP plotted versus activity for a cloud event on 31 August.
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Clearly the difference between FSSP and PVM LWC is related to the activity

and, thus, droplet number concentration-. The difference in LWC is unrelated to the

magnitude of the LWC. The activity relationship can be seen as well from default

configuration data on a few other days with large droplet concentrations; the FSSP-

PVM collocated intercomparison period lacked the high droplet number concentrations

needed to demonstrate this type of LWC error.

The activity correction employed here (Baumgardner, 1983) is necessary for the

good agreement in the FSSP and PVM intercomparison because removal of the correction

degrades the LWC intercomparison. But apparently it does not account for all of

the coincidence and dead-time uncertainty associated with high activity in the FSSP.

1.5
Slope = 1.01137
Std. Err. Slope = 0.0146727
N= 79
Rsquared = 0.983848
intercept = 0.0191436
4ean difference = (FSSP - PVM) 0.0234835

Std. Dev. of diff = 0.0349765
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Figure 4.9 LWC intercomparison for the FSSP and OSU PVM; regression
statistics are at upper left. Units for dimensional quantities
are g m3. The 1:1 line is included for reference.



Furthermore, the results shown in Figure 4.10 are not sensitive to the exact value of

the activity correction factor over the range of values suggested by other investigators

(Baumgardner, 1983; Baumgardner et al., 1985) and the manufacturer. This is consistent

with the analysis of Brenguier (1989) which showed that the empirically-derived activity

correction is adequate only for low droplet number concentrations. In these data, the

problem appears to be particularly pronounced (LWC 0.1 g m3) for activity exceeding

35%, suggesting this value as a useful upper limit on this FSSP's ability to sample clouds

with high droplet number concentrations (exceeding ca. 600 cm3).
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Figure 4.10 FSSP overestimates of LWC versus FSSP activity; default
configuration data from 31 August (FSSP and PVM are not
collocated). Droplet number concentrations often exceeded 600
cm3 during this cloud event; more typical events during
CACHE-3 had droplet concentrations near 200 cm3.



The FSSP and OSU PVM also agreed quite well for fluxes when collocated

on the walkup tower. Since the desired condition of steady cloud was rare during

this intercomparison, all cloudy half-hour intervals from intercomparison period E (see

Table 1) were included; these data are likely to contain periods of increased spatial

inhomogeneity in the cloud and variable fluxes due to the influence of edge effects or

entrainment. The results for surface-normal fluxes are presented in Figure 4.11. The

standard deviation of the flux difference was again greater than the mean flux difference

(no significant mean bias in the fluxes from the two instruments); this value bounding the

instrumental error on the flux was less than 3.5 mg m2 s1 (for typical flux magnitudes
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Slope = 1.07221
Std. Err. Slope = 0.0404855
N= 79
Rsquared 0.899922
ntercept = 0.803640
vlean flux difference (FSSP PVM? = 0.814121
Std. 0ev. of diff = 3.44461
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Figure 4.11 Surface-normal LW flux intercomparison for the FSSP and OSU PVM;
regression statistics are at upper left. Units for dimensional quantities
are mg m2 s. These data have not been subjected to the steady cloud
criterion and therefore may not be representative of fluxes dominated
by the deposition process. The 1:1 line is included for reference.



of 6 mg m2 s1). For streamwise and transverse fluxes, the errors were somewhat larger

(about four times as large, or similar to the flux magnitudes). Apparently the FSSP has an

error that covaries with the strength of the horizontal winds, which is consistent with the

hypothesis that "wind-ramming" affects the aspiration velocity and, thus, the effective

sensing volume of the instrument (Fairall, 1984; Choularton et al., 1986). Vong and

Kowaiski (1995) reported finding a signature for wind-ramming in the streamwise LW

flux, related to the streamwise variance of wind. Such a signal is not evident in these

intercomparison data where the range of windspeeds at 10 m agi (typically 4 m s, and

always less than 6 m s') was low compared to the range encountered at the site.

To demonstrate the degree of agreement between these two instruments in another

way, time traces of collocated LWC, crL/L, and LW flux for the first cloud event during

this intercomparison (on 16 August; period E, see Table 1) are presented in Figure 4.12.

During periods of steady cloud with low crL/L, a downward flux of LW usually is

measured; fluxes more variable in direction are noted during periods of larger o-L/L.

This is consistent with the findings of Vong and Kowaiski (1995), who saw downward

fluxes during periods of steady cloud when deposition was likely the dominant process in

determining the flux. The instruments show good agreement for LWC during this period

and reasonable agreement for LW flux.

The frequency responses of the FSSP and PVM also were analyzed with squared

coherence and phase for seven hours of cloud (Figure 4.13). Although not as good as

for the PVM-PVM comparison, the FSSP and OSU PVM showed very good coherence

(versus near-perfect) for frequencies below 0.1 Hz, with significant coherence (95%

confidence) extending to above 0.5 Hz (instead of above 1 Hz as for the PVMs). These

differences can be attributed to likely errors in the FSSP (discussed earlier) and to

imperfect collocation of the instruments. The loss of phase also occurred at smaller
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frequencies than for the PVM-PVM case, probably because the instrument separation

was partially streamwise rather than purely transverse to the flow due to the dimensions

of the FSSP. Nevertheless, this result demonstrates very good agreement between the

two instruments for frequencies that are relevant to flux calculation (0.001 to 1 Hz; Vong

and Kowalski, 1995).

4.2.2 Sensitivity to Coordinate Rotations

Each sonic anemometer produced a consistent relationship between the measured

half-hour attack angle and wind direction, establishing the viability of rotation method 3.

Figure 4.14 shows sonic anemometer data from the default configuration which passed

the screening criteria. The solid line on the plot marks the mean attack angles for 5°

intervals of wind-direction and represents the empirical model used in method 3. Each

station had a similar dependence of attack angle on the mean wind direction. Certain

wind directions yielded greater variability in the attack angle, presumably due to the

effects of a hillock on the slope (direction of Ca. 250° from the triangular tower, or 255°

from the walkup tower) on airflow.

The flux at the 15rn station showed very little sensitivity to the choice of methods

1 or 2 for coordinate rotation (i.e., using the 10rn or 15rn attack angle to rotate the

15rn flux). This uncertainty in the flux, based on choice of rotation scheme, can be

characterized by a bias of 0.020 mg m2 s1 (slightly larger fluxes are computed using

method 1) and a random error of 0.211 mg m2 s1 for 96 half-hour observations; these

values are negligible relative to the instrument errors (see above).

The fluxes and between-station flux differences showed little sensitivity to the

choice of local-mean (method 1) versus wind-direction (method 3) coordinate rotation

schemes (results presented in Table 4). The bias, defined as the method 1 flux subtracted
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N Flux Bias Std Dev of
(half- Station (or Method 3 - Method 1 Difference
hours) Difference) (mg m2s1) (mg rn2 s1)

103 lOm walk-up -0.020 0.963

139 lOm triangular -0.057 0.722

123 15m triangular 0.098 0.386

96 lOm walk-up - 0.074 0.692
lOm triangular

113 lOm triangular - 0.048 0.447
15m triangular

Table 4 Sensitivities of the flux and flux difference to coordinate rotation methods
1 (local-mean coordinates) and 3 (wind direction coordinate system).

from the method 3 flux, is always less than 0.1 mg m2 s1 in magnitude. The random

error is less than 1 mg m2 s in all cases. These errors are also negligible relative to

the instrument errors presented above. Note that spatial differences in fluxes are less

sensitive to choice of rotation method than are the fluxes themselves. The flux rotation

method comparisons were not markedly worse for those wind directions which showed

the greatest variability in attack angle (i.e., near 250°)

4.3: Gradient of LWC

The relationship between the LWC measured at 15 m and at 10 m can be described

by a simple ratio. This is demonstrated in Figure 4.15 which shows a regression of these

two values for all CACHE-3 steady cloud events in the default configuration (Table 1).

Note that the 15rn LWC is from the GSI PVM, corrected as indicated in Section 2.3.1

such that perfect collocated agreement (as in Figure 4.6) can be expected.
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From Figure 4.15 it is clear that the 15rn LWC can be modelled as simply being

a fraction larger than the 10rn LWC (a linear regression model describes 99% of the

variance). Also, it appears that there is something irregular about event J, which had an

abnormally large number of very large droplets relative to other events (see Tables 2 and

3), in terms of the LWC gradient. Excluding this obvious outlier, the regression becomes

L15 0.006 + L10 * 1.106 (4.1)

(R2 = 0.993 for 105 intervals). The offset is negligible in terms of measured LWC at

the site, so the relationship can simply be expressed as follows: the 15rn LWC exceeds

the 10-rn LWC by 10.6%. Simple mathematical manipulation of this fact leads to a



hypothesis of a logarithmic LWC profile with height, which can be expressed as

-
L(z) = Llnç

zO,L )
(4.2)

where zo,L = 1.03 cm is the level above the zero-plane displacement at which the LWC

hypothetically vanishes and L is an LWC scale which varies from event to event,

depending upon the boundary layer structure (heights of cloud base and top, relative

to the site).

4.4: Wind Proffles at CPO

Typical characteristics of the CPO wind profiles (measured on the Prop tower) are

introduced below. Representative wind profiles for selected events are included in the

presentation of individual events in Chapter 5.

4.4.1 Equilibrium Lower Layer

Logarithmic wind profiles frequently were observed below 10 m, indicating the

presence of an inertial sublayer in equilibrium with the underlying canopy. During some

cloud events the 2.5rn windspeed deviated from the log-linear line, with winds much

lighter than would be predicted from similarity theory. This is consistent with the zero-

plane displacement of 4.2 m derived from canopy measurements. For this reason, the

2.5rn windspeed will be considered to be below the inertial sublayer where logarithmic

wind profiles prevail. Although the 5rn windspeed is nominally below the canopy

height, because it fit the log profile, and for reasons described in Chapter 3, the 5rn

windspeed is assumed to be from the inertial sublayer, above the region of influence

of individual canopy elements (via wakes and inhomogeneity). The 12.5 and 15rn

windspeeds showed some variability, sometimes fitting to the logarithmic profile but

sometimes showing marked decreases from this similarity-theory prediction.
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Knowledge of the zero-plane displacement level allowed calculation of the rough-

ness length from the wind profiles and (3.8). Results of this analysis are presented in

Figure 4.16 which shows a strong dependence of zo on wind direction.
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Figure 4.16 Surface roughness length derived from the wind profile as a function
of wind direction. Plot symbols are the alphabetical event labels
(from Tables 2 and 3). The dotted line represents the value
of zo determined from the canopy measurements (along
the forest transect in a wind direction of 2400).

4.4.2 A Low-Level Jet

Wind profiles measured during cloud episodes at Cheeka Peak during CACHE-3

often exhibited a jet (local maximum in windspeed) which was usually located near 12.5

m on the profile tower. Up to this level, winds increased logarithmically with height as

predicted from surface-layer similarity theory (Stull, 1988). Generally, only one or two

of the profile anemometers sampled the air above the maximum in windspeed. These



data indicated that winds slowly decreased with height above the jet. In the field, the

persistence of this jet caused operators to suspect the results of the 15rn anemometer,

resulting in a number of instrument swaps between this station and others at lower levels.

The jet was found to be robust to these changes in instrumentation but was rarely in

evidence in the sonic anemometer measurements (at 10 and 15 m; see Figure 5.1) on the

flux tower located 18 m to the NNW.



Chapter 5 Results: Cloudwater Fluxes

This chapter presents the results for CACHE-3 LW fluxes and related variables.

Section one contains the primary results as event descriptions, event-long time series,

representative wind profiles, and event-averaged, droplet-size-dependent deposition ve-

locities; a summary of the results for these preferred events is tabulated. The second

section presents a relationship between the gradient in LW variance and the LW flux.

The remaining sections contain (3) a thermodynamic relationship showing the difference

between nighttime and daytime cloud events; (4) an analysis of the effects of filtering on

the LW fluxes; and (5) momentum fluxes measured at CPO.

5.1: Fluxes - CACHE-3 Cloud Events

From the twenty-one cloud events presented in Tables 2 and 3, events B, D, I, J,

5, and T were selected as the "preferred" events for presentation as time series in this

dissertation. These six events represent a total of 183 half-hour intervals of cloud (of

469 total for CACHE-3 with the "default" sampling configuration) or 97 half-hours of

steady cloud (of 165 total).

The plots in this section depict time traces of liquid water fluxes and relevant

variables for these six events. For each event, the average droplet size dependence also

is presented in terms of a deposition velocity to allow presentation of size-dependent

droplet transport where the fluxes vary by more than an order of magnitude. Deposition

velocities from individual half-hour intervals showed quite a bit of variability but are far

too numerous to be included herein. For this reason, the presentation of event-average

deposition velocities includes calculations of the standard deviation (presented as error-



bars) about the mean. Characteristic wind profiles for each event are also displayed,

generally for the period of maximum LWC (the core of the cloud).

5.1.1 An Odd Event

One anomalous cloud event was not sampled but is notable for its odd character-

istics. During the evening of 15 September 1994, skies were clear with light winds from

the Southwest. Around sunset, the winds shifted to easterlies and LWC was sporadically

detected at the site. The 500mb analysis for 0500 PDT on 16 September shows an area

of high pressure centered over Washington, Idaho, and Oregon. Strong easterly winds

developed during that night and the morning of 16 September. This was likely due to

an exhaust situation where the Straight of Juan de Fuca channelled pressure-driven flow

from the Puget Sound into the eastern Pacific.

The towers and instrument mounts were all designed to sample flow from the

Southwest, so this was not seen as an ideal sampling situation (i.e., the towers themselves

represent flow distortion for easterly winds). Sporadic thin cloud continued through the

night with increasing ENE winds. CPO lost power at 0500 PDT by which time the 10m

agl wind speed had increased to nearly 10 m c1. No measurements were available from

then until power was restored just after 1100 PDT when skies were again clear.

At around 0800 PDT, site operators noted that cloud was advecting up the east side

of CPO with strong winds and was evaporating as the winds swept westward down the

slope to the ocean. Wind speeds were estimated to exceed 15 m 1, much stronger than

those typically sampled during cloud events with onshore flow at CPO. In fact, one of

the NCAR propeller anemometers was destroyed during the early hours of 16 September.

The upwind airmass for this cloud episode was likely both continental and affected by

urban influences; this was in contrast to the typically clean air sampled at CPO. Particulate



concentrations associated with this shift in the wind direction rose from 500 cm3 in SW

winds, to over 4000 cm3 at the time of the power outage. While this cloud event does

not represent an ideal sampling situation at CPO, especially due to the loss of power, it

may represent the extreme for cloudwater chemical concentrations at the site.

5.1.2 Event B

On the afternoon of 11 August, a marine stratus deck was confined to offshore,

well below the level of the site (visible to the west). Skies aloft were clear; solar

heating of the slope at CPO strengthened the marine inversion. The 1700 PDT sounding

from Quillayute showed a moist layer below an inversion at 650 m, with the top of the

moist layer nearly saturated. During the sunny day at CPO, light winds from the WSW

increased until the late afternoon when they stabilized at about 5 m from the west.

As the solar radiation weakened in the early evening, the remote site became saturated

and the first puffs of cloud began to advect up the slope to the site at around 1700 PDT.

By sunset, the LWC at the site had climbed to nearly 1 g m3 and the winds had reverted

to WSW with a low level jet developing as the cloud thickened.

Figure 5.1 shows the wind profile for the half-hour period beginning at midnight,

by which time the jet was quite pronounced. Below the level of the reversal in the wind

profile, the windspeed showed a log-linear profile with height as predicted from similarity

theory. This event was unique in that the jet was quite low (10 m agl) relative to its

typical location for other events (12.5 m); this was the only event for which the effects

of the jet were evident in the mean wind profile on the Flux tower. Thick cloud lasted

well into the morning. At 0500 PDT on 12 August, the Quillayute sounding showed that

the atmosphere was saturated from the surface up to 550 m where the marine layer was

capped by an inversion. In the early morning, droplet sizes increased (VMD approaching
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Figure 5.1 Wind profile for the half-hour period beginning at midnight on 12
August. Triangles denote the propeller anemometer wind profile.
Lettered symbols are the sonic anemometer mean winds: "A"
is the 10 m station on the Flux tower; "B" is the 15 m
station; "C" is the 10 m station on the Walk tower.

20 jim) and light drizzle was observed at the site between 0600 and 0900 PDT. The

incidence of cloud at CPO lasted until late morning when the deck began to lift above

the site into cumuliform/orographic clouds.

Figure 5.2 shows the event-averaged droplet deposition velocity for steady cloud

portions of event B. The average droplet deposition velocity for the event showed upward

transport of small droplets (dia. < ca. 12 jtm) and downward transport of the larger

droplets.

Figure 5.3 shows the time evolution of Event B. The top panel has plots of LWC:

(1) from the 10 m station on the Flux tower (heavy solid line), (2) from the 10 m station
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Figure 5.2 Event B mean deposition velocity as a function of droplet
size for steady cloud periods. Error-bars denote the
standard deviation of vdt for the event.

on the Walk tower (light solid line), (3) from the 15rn station on the Flux tower (dotted

line), and (4) predicted from adiabatic calculations and remote site data (dashed line).

The second panel shows LW fluxes; the three flux stations have the same legend as the

top panel and the dashed line represents the sedimentation flux calculated from the FSSP

at the 10 m station on the Walk tower. The third panel traces VMID (solid line) and

the mean wind speed from 7.5 m on the Prop tower. Finally, the last panel has the

temperature at 7.5 m on the Psyc tower and net radiation from the Darkhorse stand.

This event spanned nightfall with saturated conditions at the remote site (no measure

of cloud base). The high incidence of spikes led to a sparsity of LW flux data in the

10rn station on the Flux tower. During periods of steady cloud, the 15rn agi Flux
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tower station and the 10rn agi Walk tower station usually measured downward fluxes of

LW that were in agreement, with slightly larger (more upward) fluxes measured at the

15rn agi station. The sedimentation LW flux was similar in sign and magnitude to the

turbulent LW flux for most of the steady portion of the event.

5.1.3 Event D

August 13 began with a warm, sunny morning at CPO following a nighttime cloud

event which had ended at 0400 PDT. The 0500 PDT sounding from Quillayute showed

a saturated layer extending to 650 m capped by an inversion; at about 1000 m, another

layer was nearly saturated. As the sun heated the land, cumulus clouds developed over

the ridge at CPO throughout the day but diminished as the sun began to set in the evening.

The 1700 PDT sounding from Quillayute showed a moist layer which nearly saturated

at 600 m, capped by a weakly stable layer from 600 m to about 1500 m. At 2100 PDT,

skies at the site were noted as clear with some high clouds. Shortly after this time,

cloud arrived/formed at the site. Since cloud began in the dark and there was no data

available from the remote site ("below cloud") for this event, it is difficult to say how this

cloud event began (i.e., lowering of cloud base, advection of cloud from below, cloud

forming right at the ridge?). Steady cloud with no precipitation lasted through the night

in light westerly winds with a low level jet evident in the wind profile. The LWC reached

a maximum around 0430 PDT; the wind profile for that time is shown in Figure 5.4.

With the exception of the 2.5rn anemometer (discussed earlier), the windspeed profile

exhibited a log-linear shape below the level of the jet.

The 0500 PDT Quillayute sounding on the 14th showed a saturated layer from the

surface up to 800 m, capped by a strong inversion. Cloud persisted through the morning
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Figure 5.4 Wind profile for the half-hour period beginning at 0430 PDT on 14
August. Triangles denote the propeller anemometer wind profile.
Lettered symbols are the sonic anemometer mean winds: "A"
is the 10 m station on the Flux tower; "B" is the 15 m
station; "C" is the 10 m station on the Walk tower.

of the 14th with light winds from the WSW, then lifted above the site and became patchy

and cumuliform in nature as the afternoon sun warmed the slope.

Figure 5.5 shows the event-averaged droplet deposition velocity for steady cloud

portions of event D. The average droplet deposition velocity for the event showed upward

transport of small droplets (dia. < ca. 7 jim) and downward transport of the larger

droplets. Very large droplets (dia. > Ca. 28 jim) showed more variability.

Figure 5.6 shows the time evolution of Event D. The top panel has plots of LWC:

(1) from the 10 m station on the Flux tower (heavy solid line), (2) from the 10 m station

on the Walk tower (light solid line), (3) from the 15m station on the Flux tower (dotted
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Figure 5.5 Event D mean deposition velocity as a function of droplet
size for steady cloud periods. Error-bars denote the
standard deviation of vdt for the event.
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line), and (4) predicted from adiabatic calculations and remote site data (dashed line).

The second panel shows LW fluxes; the three flux stations have the same legend as the

top panel and the dashed line represents the sedimentation flux calculated from the FSSP

at the 10 rn station on the Walk tower. The third panel traces VMD (solid line) and

the mean wind speed from 7.5 m on the Prop tower. Finally, the last panel has the

temperature at 7.5 m on the Psyc tower and net radiation from the Darkhorse stand.

During steady cloud, turbulent LW fluxes were typically downward and in good

agreement for the two 1&-m agi stations (Walk and Flux towers), while the 15-rn LW flux

was greater by about 20 mg m2 s1 and usually upward. During more variable periods

(after 0500 PDT), turbulent LW fluxes were upward at all stations with relatively thick
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cloud (LWC 0.5 g m3). The 10rn sedimentation flux of LW was of similar magnitude

to the 10rn turbulent flux for most of the steady portion of the event.

5.1.4 Event I

At 1800 PDT on 28 August, CPO received a light rain shower from a cloud deck

noted by site personnel as "well above" the site. The 1700 PDT Quillayute sounding

showed a cloud layer from about 750 rn to 2500 m, with another thin cloud layer between

3100 m and 3600 m. Another light shower was noted just before midnight. Apparently,

the lower cloud deck descended onto the site and a cloud event began just after midnight

on 29 August.
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Figure 5.7 Wind profile for the half-hour period beginning at 0700 PDT on 29
August. Triangles denote the propeller anemometer wind profile.
Lettered symbols are the sonic anemometer mean winds: "A"
is the 10 m station on the Flux tower; "B" is the 15 m
station; "C" is the 10 m station on the Walk tower.
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Figure 5.8 Event I mean deposition velocity as a function of droplet
size for steady cloud periods. Error-bars denote the
standard deviation of Vdt for the event.

Through the night, steady cloud with no precipitation continued in light SSW winds

with a developing low level jet (Figure 5.7). Below the level of the jet, the windspeed

nearly fit a log-linear profile. No sounding was available from Quillayute on the morning

of the 29th. This event shows a rough correlation between the adiabatic LWC predicted

from the remote site and the LWC measured at CPO. At 0700 PDT, occasional spots of

blue sky were visible above the site as the LWC reached a maximum for the event; the

event ended by 0930 PDT when the cloud deck broke into cumulus puffs hanging over

the local valleys and CPO received strong sunshine.

Figure 5.8 shows the event-averaged droplet deposition velocity for steady cloud

portions of event I. The average droplet deposition velocity for the event showed upward



transport of small droplets (dia. <Ca. 7 rim) and increasingly downward transport of

droplets with increasing diameter. Variability in the deposition velocity was small relative

to the mean deposition velocities for the event.

Figure 5.9 shows the time evolution of Event I. The top panel has plots of LWC:

(1) from the 10 m station on the Flux tower (heavy solid line), (2) from the 10 m station

on the Walk tower (light solid line), (3) from the 15m station on the Flux tower (dotted

line), and (4) predicted from adiabatic calculations and remote site data (dashed line).

The second panel shows LW fluxes; the three flux stations have the same legend as the

top panel and the dashed line represents the sedimentation flux calculated from the FSSP

at the 10 m station on the Walk tower. The third panel traces VMD (solid line) and

the mean wind speed from 7.5 m on the Prop tower. Finally, the last panel has the

temperature at 7.5 m on the Psyc tower and net radiation from the Darkhorse stand.

During steady cloud, turbulent fluxes of LW were downward and in good agreement

for the two 10m agi stations (on the Walk and Flux towers), while the 15rn LW flux

was greater by about 10 mg m2 c', with a magnitude generally near zero. All of the

turbulent LW fluxes showed correlation with each other over the course of the event.

The sedimentation LW flux was generally smaller than the turbulent LW flux during the

steady portions of the cloud event. During the more variable periods of the event (after

0500 PDT), turbulent LW fluxes were upward at all stations with relatively thick cloud

(LWC 0.5 g m3).

5.1.5 Event J

August 30 was sunny at the site with a marine stratus deck visible offshore. Winds

varied through the day, beginning in the morning as northerlies, switching to easterlies

in the afternoon and then back to northerlies in the evening. The 1700 PDT Quillayute
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Figure 5.10 Wind profile for the half-hour period beginning at 0830 PDT on 31
August. Triangles denote the propeller anemometer wind profile.
Lettered symbols are the sonic anemometer mean winds: "A"
is the 10 m station on the Flux tower; "B" is the 15 m
station; "C" is the 10 m station on the Walk tower.

sounding for the 30th showed a moist marine layer with no saturation and a low level

inversion at about 200 m. Again, cloud arrived in the night but this time the remote

site was saturated at the beginning of the event, indicating that the deck came from

below. Cloud LWC was detected at CPO beginning at 2200 PDT in moderate WNW

winds, steadily climbing to nearly 1 g m3 by midnight on 31 August as winds shifted

to the WSW and a low level jet developed (Figure 5.10). Below the level of the jet, the

windspeed nearly fit a log-linear profile.

At 0500 PDT on the 31st, the Quillayute sounding showed a saturated layer

extending from the surface to 600 m and capped by a strong inversion. Steady cloud
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Figure 5.11 Event J mean deposition velocity as a function of droplet size
for steady cloud periods. Error-bars denote the
standard deviation of Vdt for the event.

was frequent at the site from midnight throughout the morning as winds became more

westerly. The LWC reached a maximum around 0830 PDT. A brief period of drizzle was

noted between 1000 and 1200 PDT on the 3 1st. The remote site became sub-saturated

near noon and adiabatic LWC was correlated with LWC measured at CPO for the rest

of the event. The cloud episode ended by 1500 PDT as the sun apparently burned the

cloud off the slope. No 1700 PDT sounding was available from Quillayute.

Figure 5.11 shows the event-averaged droplet deposition velocity for steady cloud

portions of event J. The average droplet deposition velocity for the event showed upward

transport of small droplets (dia. <Ca. 14 [im) and downward transport of droplets with

larger diameters.
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Figure 5.12 shows the time evolution of Event J. The top panel has plots of LWC:

(1) from the 10 rn station on the Flux tower (heavy solid line), (2) from the 10 m station

on the Walk tower (light solid line), (3) from the 15rn station on the Flux tower (dotted

line), and (4) predicted from adiabatic calculations and remote site data (dashed line).

The second panel shows LW fluxes; the three flux stations have the same legend as the

top panel and the dashed line represents the sedimentation flux calculated from the FSSP

at the 10 m station on the Walk tower. The third panel traces VMD (solid line) and

the mean wind speed from 7.5 m on the Prop tower. Finally, the last panel has the

temperature at 7.5 m on the Psyc tower and net radiation from the Darkhorse stand.

Thick, steady cloud conditions prevailed before sunrise. Agreement in the 10rn

LW fluxes was only fair for this event; downward turbulent fluxes of LW were seen at

10m agl on the Flux tower (ca. 10 mg m2 s1) and variable fluxes were measured at

10rn agi on the Walk tower and 15rn agl on the Flux tower; these latter two stations

had a LW flux magnitude generally near zero. The sedimentation flux of LW was similar

to the 10rn agl Flux tower flux. For a few hours around sunset, more variable conditions

were noted and turbulent LW fluxes were upward at all stations with cloud more thin

(LWC 0.5 g m3). Spikes contaminated the sonic anemometer data from the 10-rn Walk

station for the rest of the event. Cloud then became more steady again during daytime

with large downward LW fluxes at the two Flux tower stations with good correlation

in the fluxes and the 15rn flux more upward by about 10 mg m2 s1. Sedimentation

fluxes of LW were much smaller in magnitude than the turbulent LW fluxes during this

latter portion of the event.
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Figure 5.12 Time traces of LWC (measured and predicted adiabatic values), LW
Flux, Sedimentation Flux, VMD, ii, T, and Net Radiation for Event J
on 31 August, 1994. Asterisks in top panel denote periods where the
"below cloud" site was saturated, so the value of adiabatic LWC is a
lower bound; triangles denote periods which satisfied the steady
cloud criteria. Legends for flux stations in the top panel are also
relevant to the second panel. Solid and dotted lines are for
quantities relevant to the left-hand ordinate; dashed lines
are relevant to the right-hand ordinate. Asterisks in the
third panel denote the FSSP high activity flag.
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5.1.6 Event S

September 12 ended with a starry, breezy night and a marine stratus deck offshore

lit by the moon. The cloud came up the slope, first saturating the remote site and then

CPO by about 0200 PDT on the 13th with moderate WNW winds. The 0500 PDT

Quillayute sounding on the 13th showed a saturated layer from the surface up to 700

m, with an inversion from 800 m to 1050 m. Non-precipitating steady cloud conditions

existed from 0300 to 0500 PDT in westerly winds which steadily increased with height

(no low level jet; Figure 5.13). The wind profile for this event was not similar to those

from the previously displayed events. Winds were seen to increase steadily with height,

with an excellent logarithmic fit above 5 m. The speed-up due to the hill, if affecting

wind profiles for this event, appears to be more prominent higher in the surface layer

compared to prior events which showed a jet below the top of the profile.

Cloud was more variable from 0500 to 0800 PDT as the winds shifted around

to the SW but steady cloud returned around 0800 PDT and lasted until Noon on

the 13th in strong SW winds with intermittent drizzle. Cloud became more variable

throughout the afternoon with persistent drizzle. When the remote site was unsaturated,

the adiabatic LWC calculated from below-cloud measurements was roughly correlated

with LWC measured at CPO. The 1700 PDT Quillayute sounding for the 13th showed a

saturated layer extending from the surface all the way up to 3600 m, with perhaps a small

unsaturated layer between 1500 and 1800 m (one significant level was unsaturated).

Figure 5.14 shows the event-averaged droplet deposition velocity for steady cloud

portions of event S. The average droplet deposition velocity for the event showed strong

upward transport of small droplets (dia. < Ca. 10 tm) and downward transport of

droplets with larger diameters.
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Figure 5.13 Wind profile for the half-hour period beginning at 0430 PDT on 13
September. Triangles denote the propeller anemometer wind profile.
Lettered symbols are the sonic anemometer mean winds: "A"
is the 10 m station on the Flux tower; "B" is the 15 m
station; "C" is the 10 m station on the Walk tower.

Figure 5.15 shows the time evolution of Event S. The top panel has plots of LWC:

(1) from the 10 m station on the Flux tower (heavy solid line), (2) from the 10 m station

on the Walk tower (light solid line), (3) from the 15rn station on the Flux tower (dotted

line), and (4) predicted from adiabatic calculations and remote site data (dashed line).

The second panel shows LW fluxes; the three flux stations have the same legend as the

top panel and the dashed line represents the sedimentation flux calculated from the FSSP

at the 10 m station on the Walk tower. The third panel traces VMD (solid line) and

the mean wind speed from 7.5 m on the Prop tower. Finally, the last panel has the

temperature at 7.5 m on the Psyc tower and net radiation from the Darkhorse stand.
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Figure 5.14 Event S mean deposition velocity as a function of droplet size
for steady cloud periods. Error-bars denote the
standard deviation of vdt for the event.

Mostly variable cloud conditions with variable turbulent LW fluxes characterized

the early portions of this event until 0700 PDT when steady cloud conditions began to

dominate and turbulent LW fluxes were seen to be large and downward and generally

greatly exceeded sedimentation LW fluxes for the event. The LW flux at 15rn agi on

the Flux tower was more upward than the 10rn agi flux on the same tower by about

10-20 mg m2 s1 and the 10rn agl flux on the Walk tower generally was similar to

the former of the two. All of the turbulent LW fluxes became more downward toward

the end of the event in the mid- to late-afternoon when solar radiative flux was nearly

normal to the hillside.
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Figure 5.15 Time traces of LWC (measured and predicted adiabatic values), LW
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5.1.7 Event T

The cloud event from 13 September continued on into the evening and, with a brief

respite from 2200 PDT to 2330 PDT on the 13th, extended for another twenty-four hours.

From 1700 to 2200 PDT, variable, drizzling cloud persisted in strong SW winds which

shifted to the NNW as they weakened and cloud dissipated. After that time, light winds

began to shift back to SW and eventually SSW as drizzling, steady cloud was frequent

from midnight to sunrise on the 14th when the winds shifted all the way to southerlies.

At no time during this event was there evidence of a low level jet (Figure 5.16). The

windspeed profile showed a good fit to log-linear predictions from similarity theory from

5 m to 12.5 m, with the 15m windspeed indicating that something different might be

occuring higher up in the boundary layer (beyond the measurement heights, perhaps a

jet in the vicinity of 15 m).

The 0500 PDT Quillayute sounding for the 14th showed a saturated layer extending

from the surface all the way up to 3900 m. After sunrise, the winds picked up to strong

south-westerlies as they'd been on the previous day and drizzling, variable cloud was

noted. The remote site was dried out by the sun (below cloud) yet variable cloud persisted

at the ridge top throughout the day. Some correlation was evident between the adiabatic

LWC predicted from below cloud measurements and the LWC measured at the site. The

1700 PDT Quillayute sounding on the 15th showed a saturated layer extending from

the surface up to 2200 m, with the exception on one barely unsaturated level at 800 m.

Although event T nominally ends at 1700 PDT on the 14th, the cloud episode continued

until about Noon on the 15th.

Figure 5.17 shows the event-averaged droplet deposition velocity for steady cloud

portions of event T. The average droplet deposition velocity for the event showed upward
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Figure 5.16 Wind profile for the half-hour period beginning at 0300 PDT on 14
September. Triangles denote the propeller anemometer wind profile.
Lettered symbols are the sonic anemometer mean winds: "A"
is the 10 m station on the Flux tower; "B" is the 15 m
station; "C" is the 10 m station on the Walk tower.

transport of small droplets (dia. <Ca. 10 pm) and downward transport of droplets with

larger diameters. This event showed a lot of variability in wind direction, LWC, and

fluxes over the course of twenty-four hours. Figure 5.18 shows the time evolution of

Event T. The top panel has plots of LWC: (1) from the 10 m station on the Flux tower

(heavy solid line), (2) from the 10 m station on the Walk tower (light solid line), (3)

from the 15m station on the Flux tower (dotted line), and (4) predicted from adiabatic

calculations and remote site data (dashed line). The second panel shows LW fluxes; the

three flux stations have the same legend as the top panel and the dashed line represents

the sedimentation flux calculated from the FSSP at the 10 m station on the Walk tower.
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Figure 5.17 Event T mean deposition velocity as a function of droplet size
for steady cloud periods. Enor-bars denote the
standard deviation of Vdt for the event.

The third panel traces VMD (solid line) and the mean wind speed from 7.5 m on the

Prop tower. Finally, the last panel has the temperature at 7.5 m on the Psyc tower and

net radiation from the Darkhorse stand.

This event was characterized by a lot of variable cloud, with steady cloud only

during the middle of the night and early morning before sunrise. During the steady

portions of the event, downward turbulent LW fluxes were measured at the two 10rn

agl stations while the 15m agl station on the Flux tower saw fluxes generally near

zero, more upward by 10-20 mg m2 s. The sedimentation LW flux was similar to

the turbulent LW fluxes during the steady portion of the event. All of the turbulent LW

fluxes became much more downward toward the end of the event with the input of strong
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Figure 5.18 Time traces of LWC (measured and predicted adiabatic values), LW
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solar insolation to variable, thick cloud. During this time, the 15rn station showed a

more upward turbulent LW flux than the 10rn station on the same tower (Flux) by about

10 mg m2 s-i.

5.1.8 Summary of Preferred Events

Table 5 summarizes the results for steady cloud portions of the preferred cloud

events (selected based on the criteria presented in Chapter 3).

Cloud Inversion Net LW In-

Event Jet? L VMID Nd T
Base Height Rad. Flux ter-

cept

-5
14 to 250 to -5 to

B 4 to 6 Yes 200* 650, 550 0.9 10.0 to 11
19 550 30

-15

2.5 to 0.3 to 11 to 320 to -5 to 0 to
D Yes Unknown 650, 800 11.8 7

4 0.7 16 490 0 -10

-5

1.5 to 220 to 0.3 to 11 to 375 to -3 to
Yes 1650 12.2 to 7

3.0 270 0.6 14 600 100
-10

-5
200* 0.4 to 12 to 150 to 0 to

J 4 to 5 Yes 600 11.4 to 14
to 270 0.8 20 650 250

-20

-5
2.5 to 200* 0.3 to 12 to 200 to 0 to 10.5 to

S No 650, 3600 to 10
7.5 to 340 0.6 17 350 150 11.8

-30

2.5 to 200* 3900, 0.3 to 14 to 90 to
T No 0 11.5 -5 10

3.5 to 290 2200 0.5 19 200

Table 5 Characteristic values for steady portions of "preferred" CACHE-3 cloud
events. Windspeed is in m s1; Cloudbase height in meters (above sea
level, asterisks denote saturation of "below cloud" site); Cloudtop height
in meters (above sea level); LWC in g m3; VMD in urn; Nd in cm3;

Net Radiation in W m'2; Temperature in °C as measured at the 7.5 rn
hygrothermometer; LW Flux (in mg m2 1) are from the 10rn Flux
station; when this station had no data, the 10rn Walk station values were
included. Deposition velocity intercepts indicate the droplet-size transition
from upward fluxes (smaller droplets) to downward fluxes, in microns.
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5.2: Gradient of LW Variance

Unlike the mean LWC, the variance of LWC did not show a consistent evolution

with height even during steady cloud. During some events, there was more LWC

variability at 10 m (consistent with the effects of a surface sink); other events had

more LWC variability at 15 m. The gradient of LW variance (i.e., L12) showed a

relationship with the LW flux measured at 10 m agl. Figure 5.19 shows this relationship

for steady cloud periods. Cloud periods with more variability in LWC (i.e., not satisfying

the UL/L criterion) showed a similar relationship, but with much greater variability in

LW flux magnitudes.
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Figure 5.19 The 10m LW flux as a function of the gradient of LW variance.
The LW variance gradient is negative when L'2 lOm > L'2 15m Data
are from the Flux tower during steady cloud for all of the
events in the default configuration. Plot symbols are the
alphanumeric event labels (from Tables 2 and 3).
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5.3: Night and Day Differences

The covariance of temperature and LWC at a point in a cloud can tell something

about the relevant thermodynamic processes affecting the air. Figure 5.20 shows a plot

of this covariance as a function of the net radiation measured in the surface layer.
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Figure 5.20 Covariance of temperature and LWC plotted against net radiation for
the CACHE-3 steady cloud periods in the default configuration. Plot
symbols are the alphanumeric event labels (from Tables 2 and 3).

There is a clear difference between the thermodynamics of nighttime cloud (with

no diabatic heating of the surface) and daytime cloud with strong solar input. Therefore,

it is expected that there will be differences between the behavior of daytime and nighttime

cloud for the effects of thermodynamic processes on LW fluxes.
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5.4: Effects of Filtering (Flux Time Scales)

Vong and Kowaiski (1995) found that, for measurements made at 10 m agi, LW

transport was accomplished by eddies with time scales of order 20 seconds. Their LW

fluxes were seen to be insensitive to the use of a high pass filter with a time constant of

200 seconds. These results are verified in the CACHE-3 data. Examination of CACHE-3

cospectra for LWC and the surface-normal wind component from several cloud events

(data not shown) has revealed that 20second time scale for eddy transport of LWC is

valid at both the 10 and 15rn measurement heights. Figure 5.21 shows LW fluxes

at 10 m and 15 m calculated with and without the filter, using a time constant of 100

seconds. Once again, the fluxes are seen to be accomplished by small eddies and are

not affected by the use of a filter. Other cloud events showed similar agreement in the

filtered versus unfiltered fluxes.
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Figure 5.21 Effects of filtering on liquid water fluxes at 10 m and 15 m on the
Flux tower for four hours on 31 August. Reynolds averaging fluxes
(unfiltered) and fluxes calculated using deviations from an
approximation to a 100second running mean are shown. Plot
symbols are the alphanumeric event labels (from Tables 2 and 3).

5.5: Momentum Fluxes

Momentum fluxes measured at CPO exhibited a wide range of variability during

CACHE-3. Following Vong and Kowalski (1995), eddy correlation momentum fluxes

were calculated using a high-pass filter. The filter time constant was chosen as 100 s.

Figure 5.22 shows a comparison of eddy correlation momentum fluxes from 10 m and

15 m on the Flux tower.
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Figure 5.22 Momentum fluxes at 10 m and 15 m on the Flux tower for steady
cloud during CACHE-3. Fluxes were calculated using deviations
from an approximation to a 100second running mean. Plot symbols
are the alphanumeric event labels (from Tables 2 and 3).

The 10 and 15rn momentum fluxes showed good agreement except for event B.

Exclusion of event B from this comparison results in much better agreement between the

two stations (R2 = 0.95, slope = 1.06 for 123 half-hour intervals).

Certainly, and despite the results in Figure 5.22, the momentum transfer to the

surface can be described as consistently downward since the surface is a sink for

momentum due to form and viscous drag. This is reflected in the log-wind profile

above the canopy. Therefore, the estimate of friction velocity (ut) from the slope of

the log-wind profile provides a better estimate of the surface momentum flux (as u);

however, as discussed in Chapter 1, this may not be an accurate description of momentum
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deposition to the canopy. Figure 5.23 compares this estimate of the momentum flux to

that from the 10rn eddy correlation station.
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Figure 5.23 Momentum flux comparison: 10rn eddy correlation momentum flux

versus the momentum flux calculated from the windspeed profile for
steady cloud during CACHE-3. Eddy correlation fluxes were
calculated using deviations from an approximation to a
100second running mean. Plot symbols are the
alphanumeric event labels (from Tables 2 and 3).
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The analogy between transport of droplets and momentum in the surface layer

has been suggested by Slinn (1982); others have proposed that this analogy should be

observable as a relationship between droplet deposition velocity and the friction velocity.

In Figure 5.24, such a relationship is displayed for the CACHE-3 steady cloud events.
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Figure 5.24 Profile-derived friction velocity (Prop tower data) versus 10rn
cloudwater deposition velocity (mean scaled LW flux from the Flux
tower) for steady cloud during CACHE-3. Plot symbols are the
alphanumeric event labels (from Tables 2 and 3).

For surface layer turbulence in a neutral flow, the friction velocity is determined

from surface roughness characteristics and the mean windspeed. At a given site such

as CPO, during cloud events, the friction velocity can be modelled therefore as being

directly dependent upon the mean windspeed. Figure 5.25 shows this relationship. In
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order to keep the ordinate and abscissa independent, the mean windspeed was taken from

the Flux tower and compared with the Prop tower estimate of friction velocity.
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Figure 5.25 Profile-derived friction velocity (Prop tower data) versus mean 10rn
windspeed (from the Flux tower) for steady cloud during CACHE-3.
Plot symbols are the alphanumeric event labels (from Tables 2 and 3).

If the droplet deposition velocity is related to the friction velocity (Figure 5.24),

which is in turn determined by the mean windspeed (Figure 5.25), it would seem that

the droplet deposition velocity might depend directly on the mean windspeed. Figure

5.26 investigates this possibility.
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Figure 5.26 10rn cloudwater deposition velocity (mean scaled LW flux from the
Flux tower) versus mean 10-rn windspeed (also from the Flux tower)
for steady cloud during CACHE-3. Plot symbols are the
alphanumeric event labels (from Tables 2 and 3).
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Chapter 6 Discussion

This chapter discusses the results presented in Chapters 4 and 5 with interpretation

and implications for an assessment of occult deposition at CPO. The first two sections

correspond to their counterparts from Chapter 4: (1) implications of the cloud climato-

logical results and (2) intercomparisons for assessing measurement precision. Section 3

contains a discussion of the features of the wind profiles including a review of literature

on flow over hills and measurements and predictions for hilltop jets; momentum fluxes

measured at the hilltop are also discussed. Section 4 discusses the main result of this

dissertation: the vertical divergence of LW flux evident in the event time traces (Figures

5.3, 5.6, 5.9, 5.12, 5.15, and 5.18). The LW flux divergence is considered to be caused

by a number of contributing factors but is shown to be primarily due to the condensa-

tional source of LWC from adiabatic ascent. Some additional results are presented in

support of the interpretation of the flux divergence and the other related results from

the previous two chapters. The fifth section presents the estimates of LW fluxes to the

canopy based upon the fluxes measured in the surface layer and the interpretation of the

turbulent flux divergence. Finally, in Section 6, the surface LW fluxes are combined with

concurrently sampled cloudwater chemical concentrations to produce estimates of occult

chemical inputs to the forest system; these estimates are presented in comparison with

rainwater chemical fluxes measured in the same region.

6.1: Cloud Climatology

CACHE-i and CACHE-3 sampled a total of ninety-one days in the spring of 1993

and summer of 1994. Based on this sample period, it is estimated that CPO experiences

thick cloud (LWC > 0.1 g m3) approximately 25% of the time. Based on Figures 4.3
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and 4.4 and the results from CACHE-i (Vong and Kowalski, 1995), a typical LWC scale

for such "thick" cloud episodes is about 0.4 g m3 (larger in the summer, smaller in the

spring). Although the presence of cloud does not necessarily imply appropriate conditions

for measuring a flux due to deposition (because entrainment can affect fluxes measured in

the surface layer), it seems likely that the deposition process occurs whenever the wind

drives droplets through the canopy. Therefore, in assessing the total annual deposition of

cloudwater and chemical solute to the canopy, it will be assumed that occult deposition

is operative one quarter of the time at CPO. Periods with thin cloud (LWC <0.1 g m3)

are not expected to contribute much to the total deposition; small droplets associated with

such periods result in inefficient impaction efficiencies at the surface.

Cloud frequency was over twice as great for nighttime as it was for the middle

of the day, and the frequency of steady cloud was even more strongly biased toward

nighttime. However, nighttime cloud did not display a markedly larger LWC than did

daytime cloud. Rather, the mean LWC for any given time of day was determined largely

by the frequency of cloud.

CACHE-3 saw increased LWCs relative to CACHE-i (and larger droplets) but

smaller mean windspeeds, so the magnitudes of the LW fluxes measured at 10 m agl were

similar. Consequently, CACHE-3 had smaller turbulent deposition velocities than during

CACHE-i, and similar or slightly larger gravitational settling velocities (larger drops).

While sedimentation fluxes were unimportant to the measurements during CACHE-i

(Vong and Kowalski, 1995), they tended to be nearly as large as the turbulent fluxes

during CACHE-3.
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6.2: Measurement Precision

The demonstration of precision in these measurements of LWC and LW flux was

dependent upon exhaustive instrument intercomparison. This is particularly true for the

GSI PVM which showed excellent agreement with the other instruments but only after

a calibration correction. Good results from the FSSP were seen to depend on the FSSP

activity; high activity data from the FSSP appear to contain greater uncertainties in LWC

and derived products (i.e., covariances). The error bounds established here allow precise

determination of both LW gradients and the LW flux divergence from spatially separated

instruments.

6.2.1 PVMs

The two PVMs showed excellent agreement during CACHE-3 for all LWC inter-

comparisons except when the droplets were extremely large and/or when one instrument

was sampling in a wake. Arends et al. (1992) reported that the PVM seemed less reliable

for droplet VMDs larger than 20 tm. The measured error of 0.01 g m3 (2-3% of typical

mean LWC values during CACHE-3) from the most appropriate intercomparison data

set is small compared with differences in LWC over a mere 75 cm vertical separation,

supporting the credibility of gradient measurements with instruments separated by 5 m

(in the default configuration, see Table 1).

Regarding the periods of poor LWC agreement, the hypothesis is that errors are

introduced when an instrument is sampling in the lee of an obstruction, which may

include its own arm when the PVM laser is parallel to the mean wind. This is further

supported by intercomparison data from period G where the GSI PVM was in the lee of

the OSU PVM. Differences in LWC during this period often exceeded 0.1 g m3 and were

correlated to the droplet size (VMD). This event was characterized by many 30-minute
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intervals with VMDs greater than 20 tm; only this period and portions of period F (also

with very large droplets) showed any sensitivity of the PVM agreement to droplet size.

The periods of anomalously large droplets (discussed above) are not typical of

cloud measurements at CPO; they introduce uncertainties which are not present in the

vast majority of the data. When the droplet mean diameters were in the typical range

of 10-18 m for the site, the instruments' comparison showed no sensitivity to droplet

size. Of all the PVM intercomparison data, only data from periods B and G have shown

other than excellent agreement in LWC and LW fluxes, with period G showing by far the

worst agreement in the two instruments. These data had poor mounting configurations

and, therefore, have been excluded from the intercomparison data set.

Exclusion of data from intercomparison period G left periods C and D (Table

1) as the best configurations for PVM flux intercomparison. Despite the less than

ideal configuration for flux intercomparison (75 cm vertical separation from the sonic

anemometer for one PVM), the PVMs showed excellent agreement with regard to LW

fluxes. The error bound for surface-normal fluxes of Ca. 2 mg m2 c' is small compared

with typical differences in fluxes between the 1Om and 15rn stations. Furthermore, it

was seen that this estimate is probably a conservative one since differences between

the two "collocated" fluxes were shown to be dominated by a bias caused by the

vertical separation. Streamwise and transverse "horizontal" (parallel to the surface) flux

agreement was slightly less ideal but is less important (McMillen, 1988) to determination

of forest interception of cloud droplets and any associated environmental impacts.

6.2.2 FSSP versus PVM

The FSSP-PVM intercomparison yielded results similar to those found during

CACHE-i (Vong and Kowalski, 1995): 1) The instruments agreed very well for LWC
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without any need for wind-ramming corrections in the FSSP; 2) significant coherence

extended to frequencies of nearly 1 Hz; 3) the surface-normal fluxes derived from

covariances of LWC with winds from a collocated sonic anemometer also showed

excellent agreement; and 4) the worst errors in flux for the FSSP are in the ("horizontal")

directions parallel to the surface where gustiness is most likely to have an effect on the

aspiration velocity of the probe (Fairall, 1984). The error estimates derived from this

intercomparison are likely inflated due to the inclusion of "variable cloud" events (not

meeting the steady criteria) which compounded differences due to the lack of perfect

instrument collocation. Nevertheless, the excellent agreement displayed in Figure 4.9

represents a result superior to previously published FSSP-LWC intercomparisons from

both ground-based (Arends et al., 1992; Valente et al., 1989) and aircraft (Cerni, 1983;

Baumgardner, 1983) sampling and suggests that LWC data from these two instruments

(FSSP and OSU PVM) can be used interchangeably.

6.2.3 Coordinate Rotations

Measured point fluxes were found to be insensitive to the method of coordinate

rotation. This was particularly true for flux differences between separated measurement

stations. The small differences between methods represent uncertainties in the flux

based on uncertainties in the direction in which the flux ought to be measured and do

not necessarily represent errors that are additive to the estimated instrumental errors.

Nevertheless, were one to sum squared errors from instrumental and methodological

sources, the methodological errors would present a negligible contribution to the total

error. No conclusions were drawn about the superiority of any of the rotation techniques;

the differences between them were negligible with regard to determination of fluxes and

flux differences at different locations.
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6.3: Wind Proffles and Momentum Fluxes

Logarithmic wind profiles were typical below 10 m. The surface roughness lengths

determined from the canopy transect measurements were in fair agreement (Figure 4.16)

with the values derived from logarithmic wind profiles in the appropriate wind sector.

The strong dependence of zo on wind direction, quite similar to that of attack angle

(compare Figures 4.14 and 4.16), is not necessarily representative of the dependence

of canopy characteristics on wind direction but seems rather likely to be related to the

upwind topography. Differences in the relevant value of d for different wind directions

can also affect this result directly via (3.8). Above 10 m, wind profiles showed more

variability, but were consistent with published theory and results for wind flow over hills.

6.3.1 The Jet

A number of studies have been published on flow over hills and ridges, generally

involving mathematical models of topographic features and including a few measurements

over true topography chosen for similarity to such models. The classic analysis of Jackson

and Hunt (1975) for flow over a low hill divides the flow into two regions: an inner region

near the surface where shear stresses are important and an outer region of essentially

inviscid flow. Although Jackson and Hunt presented their linear analysis as valid for

hills of limited slope, Carruthers and Hunt (1990) showed good agreement between the

linear model and a higher order numerical model of shear stresses for slopes as large as 1/3

(Cheeka Peak falls within this bound). The theory predicts that wind profiles at the hilltop

will be affected by a "speed-up" (multiplicative factor on the winds at hilltop relative to

upwind profiles) due to the influence of the hill-induced perturbation pressure field.

Modelling studies (Deaves, 1976; Frost et al., 1974; Frost et al., 1975; Taylor,

1977) and wind tunnel measurements (Denmead and Bradley, 1985) have shown that the
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speed-up can manifest as a low-level jet at hilltop. A jet represents a situation where the

speed-up in the lower levels of the flow is much more pronounced than that for the flow

above. Hilltop measurements of wind profiles (Bradley, 1980; Teunissen et al., 1986)

also have verified the existence of such a jet.

Estimates for the height above hilltop where the jet is to be found have shown great

variability. Taylor (1977) used a numerical model with a mixing length parameterization

for eddy viscosity to determine that the height of the jet would be about 150 times the

roughness length. For CPO, this would imply a jet height of ca. 25 m. In a similar

analysis, Deaves (1975) calculated and presented wind profiles with a jet evident at ca.

10 m, about 200 times the roughness length for the modelled terrain. Frost et al. (1974;

1975) used a two dimensional boundary layer model to predict the existence of a low-level

jet at a level about one third again as high as the hill itself.

Measurements of wind profiles have neither verified nor contradicted the modelling

predictions. Bradley (1980) measured ajet in neutral flow over a 10rn eucalyptus canopy

at a level about one fifth the height of the 200rn hill. Teunissen et al. (1986) made

measurements over a 1 16rn hill with small roughness features (described as "short,

coarse grass, low heather and flat, exposed rock") and found a hilltop windspeed extreme

at a height of about 3 m.

The Jackson and Hunt (1975) theory predicts a maximum speed-up in the wind at

the transition from the inner to the outer region. Britter et al. (1981) determined that

over rough terrain (such as at CPO), the height of the inner region can be of the same

order as the height of the roughness elements. The location of the jet measured at CPO

is consistent with this concept, although its variability is not (i.e., sometimes the jet was

not evident even though the surface characteristics were the same).
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Fraser et al. (1973) showed that the effect of latent heating due to condensation

on the flow near the surface is very small; hence, the presence of cloud should have no

bearing on the ambient wind profiles. The inversion capping the cloud layer may be of

more importance than the cloud itself; Carruthers and Choularton (1982) found marked

effects of an overlying inversion on the speed-up of wind due to the influence of a hill.

They found that the flow speed-up was increased by an inversion at a height less than

twice the hill height, but was decreased for higher inversion heights. Definition of the

speed-up requires knowledge of wind profiles prior to perturbation by the hill feature.

Such data were not available during CACHE, so the relationship between the observed

jet (or lack thereof) and the speed-up is unclear. The profiles and NWS soundings from

CACHE-3 showed a dependence of the low-level jet on inversion height. The jet was seen

to be associated with low cloud top heights (in August) but vanished with September's

higher inversion heights.

For surface layer measurements made in orographic cloud, the effects of the "speed-

up" near the surface can be quite important. The streamlines are parallel to the surface in

the inner region where the speed-up occurs; streamlines aloft are smoother with less

influence from the effects of topography. For these reasons, the maximum updraft

velocities in orographic cloud are found quite close to the surface of the mountain or

hill that forces the cloud. Production of LW by condensation is therefore a maximum in

the inner region (i.e., this is the core of the cloud), adjacent to the depositing surface.

This has important implications for surface layer LW fluxes, as will be discussed later

in this chapter.

The existence of the jet also serves as evidence for the importance of pressure

gradient forces in accelerating the flow over the hill. Momentum is not conserved in

the presence of pressure gradients, so gradient transport cannot be expected. This is
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further substance against reliance on the momentum transport analogy to describe droplet

deposition, since pressure cannot directly affect droplet transport.

The positions of the Prop and Flux towers (relative to the canopy) explains why

the jet was so often sampled at the Prop tower but only evident during one event on the

Flux tower. The Prop tower stood next to the Psyc tower, just downwind of the region

of thinned forest at hilltop. By contrast, the Flux tower was more integrated into the

canopy, standing in the lee of and just uphill of a cluster of tall (ca. 8 m) firs. Assuming

that the jet had a relatively fixed vertical displacement above the canopy, the Flux tower

would have had to be taller in order to sample the same jet features measured at the

Prop tower. Only when the jet was lower on the Prop tower (during event B) was it in

evidence on the Flux tower.

6.3.2 Momentum Fluxes

Momentum fluxes at 10 and 15 m on the Flux tower showed very good agreement

during CACHE-3 with the exception of event B. This event marked the sole time during

CACHE-3 cloud events that the effects of the low-level jet, so often noted in the Prop

tower wind profiles, were evident in mean windspeeds measured on the flux tower

(10m windspeed exceeding 15rn windspeed). Although it is possible that one of the

sonic anemometers was not operating properly during this event, this seems unlikely

given that the anemometers passed the multiple screening criteria described in Chapter

3. Furthermore, the jet was noted at a lower level on the Prop tower during this event

relative to other events (i.e., 10 m rather than 12.5 m; Figure 5.1). Thus, it seems

likely that Event B was unique in terms of the position of the jet and its effects on

the Flux tower. A disagreement in momentum fluxes should be expected for two sonic

anemometers making measurements on opposite sides of a jet.
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This sort of good agreement in filtered momentum fluxes (excluding event B) from

the 10 and 15 m stations indicates that momentum transport by small-scale turbulence

does not change with height above ground. This is in marked contrast to the LW flux

which was observed to change consistently with height, often with a change in the sign of

the flux between the two stations. It is noteworthy that the eddy correlation momentum

fluxes were nearly as often upward as downward and did not agree with the estimates

of momentum flux from wind profiles. The profile values can be trusted simply based

on the fact the they describe the log wind relationship in the layer just above the canopy

(i.e., the propeller anemometers were consistent with each other, considering the criterion

described Chapter 3). Furthermore, Figure 5.25 showed that the friction velocity from the

Prop tower profile was consistent with the mean windspeed measured by an independent

sensor. The possibility of sonic anemometer error causing this disagreement is discredited

by the agreement between the two eddy correlation momentum fluxes.

The upward momentum fluxes measured by the eddy correlation system describe

counter-gradient transport. Since the filter removes transport by large eddies, thereby

reducing the possibility for non-local mixing, counter-gradient transport can only be

explained by the influence of pressure effects (not measured) on momentum structure.

Figure 5.23 indicated that the upward eddy correlation momentum fluxes were most

pronounced in high windspeed cases (high friction velocity) when pressure perturbations

in the flow were most likely to be important. As previously noted, the low-level jet is just

one possible manifestation of the wind "speed-up" at hilltop, and serves as evidence for

the importance of pressure perturbations in determining momentum structure above the

canopy at CPO. Conversely, the absence of a measured jet does not discount the possibility

of the speed-up being important to the flow. Momentum transport by turbulence above

canopies on hills remains as yet an intractable problem.
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As discussed in Chapter 1, some investigators have argued for a link between mo-

mentum deposition and cloudwater deposition to the canopy (Slinn, 1982). Figure 5.24

showed a good relationship between droplet transport at the 10rn measurement height

and the friction velocity. To the extent that (a) the friction velocity is representative of

momentum deposition and (b) the 10m droplet deposition velocity is representative of

cloudwater deposition, these data appear to support Slinn's hypothesis. However, nei-

ther of these conditions are necessarily met unless the quantities that they describe are

conserved. Momentum is not conserved because of the influence of the hill perturbation

pressure field. LWC is not conserved because of condensation associated with pseu-

doadiabatic ascent. Therefore, it seems important to recognize that the friction velocity

is not necessarily representative of momentum deposition on the hillside but should be

taken only as a velocity scale for turbulence in the surface layer. In this context, it is not

surprising that the 10-rn droplet deposition velocity scales with u..

From Figure 5.25 it is clear that the variability in the friction velocity is determined

largely by the mean windspeed during cloud events at CPO. The mean windspeed is

clearly an important factor for droplet deposition; however, it is difficult to say whether

this is due mostly to its effects on (a) inertial impaction, (b) turbulent intensities (and

therefore mixing), or (c) both. From comparison of Figures 5.24 and 5.26, it seems

that droplet deposition is more closely related to the friction velocity than to the mean

windspeed. Either droplet deposition is more closely tied to turbulent mixing, or the

friction velocity is a better measure of the relevant (within-canopy) windspeed for the

impaction process. These considerations will be weighed in developing a model of

cloudwater in Chapter 7.
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6.4: Flux Divergence

The most consistent feature of the LW fluxes, represented in Figures 5.3, 5.6, 5.9,

5.12, 5.15, and 5.18, was the divergence of surface-normal LW flux in the layer between

10 and 15 m. The 15rn flux typically exceeded the 10rn flux (positive defined upwards)

by about 10 mg m2 s1, although differences of twice this amount were common. This

difference is quite large relative to the instrumental and methodological error bounds

documented in Chapter 4 and hence must be considered as a real feature of liquid water

fluxes to the forest at CPO. The vertically separated flux difference was different from

the collocated flux difference at over 99.95% confidence. The flux divergence is of order

0w'L' (W'L')i5m ('V)im 10 mg m2 S
2 mg m3 s (6.1)

5m

The difference between the 10- and 15rn fluxes is often as large as the magnitudes

of the fluxes themselves and has important repercussions for our understanding of occult

deposition. For example, in Figure 5.6 (event D), the 15rn flux is upward while the

10-rn flux is downward during much of the steady portion of the cloud event. Such

a change in the sign of the flux between the two stations was observed during steady

portions of many cloud events. Under an assumption of constant flux with height in the

surface layer (e.g., Hill et al., 1986; Hill Ct aL, 1987; Gallagher et al., 1988), one would

draw different conclusions about surface deposition depending on the level at which the

atmospheric flux was measured. However, since the flux changes with height, neither of

these atmospheric fluxes should be considered as representative of the flux at the surface.

The fact of the flux divergence has important consequences for the use of droplet

deposition velocities or, equivalently, resistances. The deposition velocity has been

interpreted to be the appropriate velocity scale to describe droplet transport (in a statistical

sense) toward the surface via turbulent motions. For the example noted above (event
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D), the 15rn deposition velocity is upward since the flux is upward. Given such a

measurement by itself, previous interpretations of droplet fluxes would have found no

surface flux or perhaps would have attributed the upward flux to droplet emission by

the canopy. In either case, the deposition velocity would be an inappropriate velocity

scale for describing the process of deposition. With a vertically evolving LW flux, one

must be careful to assign the correct interpretation to the mean-scaled flux or droplet

deposition velocity.

Figure 6.1 shows a plot of the 15rn droplet deposition velocity as a function of

the 10-rn deposition velocity. As in Chapter 5, deposition velocities are defined as the

flux normalized by the mean LWC, and hence have the same sign convention as the
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flux (positive is upward, negative describes deposition to the surface). If the deposition

velocity were to describe, as previously supposed, transport of droplets by the turbulence

in a constant flux layer, one would expect a nearly 1:1 correspondence between these

two values. The fact that the majority of the data fall in a quadrant where the 15rn

deposition velocity is upward but the 10rn deposition velocity is downward argues

against the traditional interpretation of cloudwater deposition velocities.
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Figure 6.2 Regression of deposition velocities: 10-rn Walk Tower
versus 10-rn Flux Tower for steady cloud in the default
configuration. FSSP high activity data have been screened out. The
1:1 line is included for reference. Plot symbols are the
alphanumeric event labels (from Tables 2 and 3).

By comparison, the two 10-rn deposition velocities show good agreement. Figure

6.2 shows the comparison of 10-rn deposition velocities with a high correlation (R2 =

0.64). The agreement in 10-rn LW flux is similar (i.e., the deposition velocity comparison
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is not sensitive to the mean LWC comparison), and the non-collocated LW fluxes generally

agree to with ± 5 mg m2 s1. The fact that the slope is less than unity is due to a

few, high-leverage points, which might be related to the FSSP flux errors due to wind

ramming. Otherwise, it seems clear that the 10rn LW flux is fairly consistent across

the 29rn separation of the two towers and is therefore likely to be representative of the

10rn LW flux at any point along the top of the ridge. This supports the validity of direct

interpretation of scalar fluxes made in complex terrain.

The change in the sign of the LW flux with height must be considered as an

important factor when determining the appropriate assumptions to rnake when modelling

cloudwater deposition. The total resistance to deposition (rtot) is generally formulated

as the sum of contributing resistances in series. In the case of droplet deposition, the

aerodynamic resistance (ra, due to the inability of the turbulence to keep the surface

layer perfectly mixed) and the surface resistance (r8, due to inefficiency of the impaction

process) comprise the total resistance to deposition (Shuttleworth, 1977)

rj01 = ra + 7's (6.2)

In an analysis of factors affecting surface uptake of various species, Fowler et al.

(1989) concluded that deposition rates for cloud droplets were limited by turbulent transfer

(i.e., that the aerodynamic resistance dominated the total resistance to deposition). This

is what has been assumed explicitly in the recent work of the UMIST group on occult

deposition (e.g., Gallagher et al., 1988; Beswick et al., 1991; Gallagher et al., 1992b).

However, Figure 6.1 demonstrates that even when deposition occurs at the surface, the

turbulent flux of cloud droplets at a height of 15 m is often away from the surface.

The upward turbulent flux implies a net source of droplets (even including the effects

of the canopy sink) below the measurement height. This fact indicates that processes
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If the turbulence were to be "turned off" (if the aerodynamic resistance were infinite),

deposition would still occur at the surface due to impaction of droplets present in the

canopy layer due to sedimentation and condensational production of LW.

From the point of view of the 15rn LW flux measurements, increasing the

aerodynamic resistance (damping the upward flux) would seem to result in an increase

in LWC below the height of 15rn, indicating that this "resistance" actually contributes

to the availability of droplets near the canopy for deposition. Conversely, the consistent

gradient of LWC in the surface layer (seen in Figure 4.15) would seem to indicate that

turbulence is not completely efficient in keeping the surface layer well mixed, resulting

in a scarcity of LWC in the canopy vicinity. This apparent contradiction requires further

attention.

The countergradient flux is a reminder that LWC is not conserved. The gradient of

LWC in the surface layer might be attributed to either, or both, of two factors: (1) it could

be due to the combination of droplet removal at the surface and inefficiency of turbulence

to keep the surface layer perfectly mixed; or (2) it could be due to the effects of phase

change since the condensational source term depends directly on mean winds and so can

produce less LWC near the canopy (where the winds are weaker) than higher up in the

surface layer. The conserved variable, total water density, is affected by droplet removal

at the surface but is not affected by phase change. Furthermore, recall that water vapor

dominates the total water density in warm clouds such as those found at CPO, so the

LW gradient might not in any way reflect the total water gradient. The fact that the LW

gradient and the LW flux showed no relationship, similar to the findings of Gallagher et

al. (1 992b), confirms the fact that it is inappropriate to use a multiple resistance model to

describe deposition of a non-conservative species. Furthermore, inefficiency of turbulent
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transport cannot be considered as the rate-limiting factor for occult deposition. This will

be discussed later in developing a new model for cloudwater deposition.

In the absence of more information about water vapor gradients and water vapor

fluxes in surface layer cloud, attention will be focused on the LW budget with phase

change treated as a source and/or sink for droplets.

In order to predict the flux at the surface, one must have some understanding

of how the flux evolves with height. Five candidate processes are discussed below as

possibly balancing a LW flux divergence above the canopy at CPO: (1) the variation

of footprint distance with measurement height; (2) streamline curvature near the ridge-

top; (3) the convergence of sedimentation flux; (4) the thermodynamic source of LWC

via condensation in the mean updrafts that drive orographic cloud; and finally, (5) the

influence of entrainment. While none of these candidates can be ruled out, scale analysis

will allow identification of the dominant factor(s) which drive a surface-normal divergence

of LW flux of order 2 mg m3 s.
Two of the candidate processes for driving the LW flux divergence derive from the

budget equation (1.6) for LW in the turbulent boundary layer, rewritten here as

ar 3 32
+ L + - D-- v,L' + (6.3)

xi âxj ox

This equates the material derivative for cloud LWC (in flux form, on the left-hand side)

with three processes which can affect its concentration: molecular diffusion, sedimenta-

tion (mean and perturbation components), and phase change. Following Businger (1986),

an assumption of steady state conditions removes the storage term (v). This term has

been measured and found to be orders of magnitude smaller than the measured turbulent

flux divergence (term ifi) at CPO. For example, from figures 5.3, 5.6, 5.9, 5.12, 5.15,

and 5.18 it is clear that a very large change in LWC during steady cloud would be 0.1 g
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m3 in one half-hour interval, for which is ca. 0.06 mg m3 s, much smaller than

the flux divergence (Ca. 2 mg m3 s1). Furthermore, the sign of is not consistent

over the course 6f a given cloud event, whereas the flux divergence is. Consequently,

the storage term is neglected. Molecular diffusion is dropped in favor of transport by

turbulence based on commonly adopted surface-layer scaling arguments (e.g., Raupach

and Thom, 1981). Finally, the perturbation component of the sedimentation flux has

been computed from the fast-response droplet size spectra and found to be three orders

of magnitude smaller than the mean sedimentation flux (i.e., vL' << ITLl). This term

also is dropped.

This equation (6.3) is rewritten for the rotated coordinate system used on the

slope at CPO. Allowing for gradients in the direction of the mean wind (associated

with pseudoadiabatic ascent), mean sedimentation, and the possibility of phase change to

act as a source/sink of LWC, the equation becomes

aw'L' _a
= JJcos8 + (6.4)

where the coordinate system has been rotated through an attack angle of 0 and the

advective term has been simplified making use of incompressible mass continuity (Mahrt,

1986). The turbulent flux divergence has been simplified by excluding divergences in the

x- and y-directions and considering only the divergence of the flux normal to the surface.

This is consistent with the commonly adopted assumption of "horizontal" (parallel to

the surface) homogeneity. The horizontal (streamwise and transverse) flux divergences

measured during CACHE-3 were difficult to evaluate; they were rarely significant relative

to the large measurement error for fluxes in these directions which has been associated

with the FSSP (see Chapter 4). Unlike the surface-normal flux, these horizontal fluxes
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were seen to alternately diverge and converge (i.e., no consistent sign of the divergence),

and in the mean horizontal flux divergence was near zero.

Under steady state conditions, the prognostic equation for LWC has been trans-

formed into a diagnostic equation for the flux divergence, the quantity observed to be a

persistent feature in the CACHE-3 measurements. Scale analysis has allowed simplifica-

tion of the equation by neglecting terms too small to be important. The first two terms on

the right-hand side of (6.4) represent physical effects: advection, which is accomplished

by the mean wind, and the convergence of the component of the sedimentation flux nor-

mal to the surface. The advection term is not considered as a candidate for balancing the

flux divergence; this is discussed below in the section on the body source term (conden-

sation). The last term in (6.4) is the body source term, a thermodynamic effect. Since

these measurements were made in mean movement of air up the slope, it will not be

necessary to consider the possibility of a mean sink of LWC due to evaporation, which

would predict a flux convergence.

In addition to these physical and thermodynamic effects, the importance of a

statistical effect (the "footprint" theory introduced in Chapter 1), a geometric effect

(streamline curvature), and the potential influence of cloud-top entrainment will be

considered. Each of the candidates is discussed below in the context of a scale analysis.

In order for a process to balance the flux divergence, it must be found to have a similar

magnitude (i.e., capable of balancing a divergence of ca. 2 mg m3 s1) and it must be

consistent in terms of its sign (as the divergence is consistent).
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6.4.1 Flux Footprints

Schuepp et al. (1990) presented a predictive equation for the upstream distance to

the point of maximum surface influence as a function of the height of flux measurement as

U(zd)
Xmax = (6.5)

u 2k

where is taken as one of the following two forms:

or

U ln((zd)/zo) 1+zo/(zd)
(6.6)

u k(1zo/(zd))

U 1 (zd
- = ln(
u.. k z

(6.7)

These authors found that the second form for (also the simpler of the two) gave

better agreement between analytical and numerical footprint predictions; this form will

be adopted here.

Using the measurement heights of 10 and 15 m, d = 4.2 m, and Zo = 16.5 cm

(from Chapter 3), the following values for the point of maximum surface influence (xmax)

are computed:

1. for the 1 0rn flux measurement, x,,, = 64.5 m;

2. for the 15m flux measurement, x, = 141.1 m.

In other words, the 15rn flux may be thought of as characterizing a surface impaction

process taking place 141.1 m downhill (upwind) while the 1 0rn flux is relevant to surface

impaction taking place 64.5 m downhill. The difference between these two values can

be interpreted as a possible explanation for the divergence of LW flux, given that the

larger the value of x,,,, the smaller the LWC that is relevant to the impaction process.

These streamwise distances correspond to differences in elevation of 16.8 m and 36.8 m

below the CPO site elevation of 460 m.
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This difference in x,, is consistent with the existence of a LW flux divergence

in that a more downward flux would be expected at the lower station since its footprint

region has a larger LWC, all other things being equal. In other words, it is estimated that

the 10rn flux is representative of cloud-canopy interactions at an elevation of 443 m,

while the 15rn flux describes deposition at an elevation of 423 m. As previously noted,

zo = 16.5 cm is a low estimate compared to an expected value of about 1 m for a canopy

such as that at CPO (Beswick et al., 1991). However, using zo = 1 m leads to a smaller

difference in the calculated values of x,,. Thus, the elevation difference of 20 m for the

two footprints is taken as an upper limit. This 20 m is an order of magnitude smaller than

the typical depth from cloudbase to the ridgetop and is unlikely to account for a large

difference between the impaction-relevant LWCs and hence fluxes at the two stations.

Accounting for the difference in footprints cannot explain the change in the sign

of the flux between 10 m and 15 m that was measured during many cloud events (Figure

6.1). In other words, given a certain (downward) value of the LW flux at 10 m, the 15rn

LW flux would be predicted, based on having a lower elevation footprint, to be smaller

but still downward. From figures 5.3, 5.6, 5.9, 5.12, 5.15, and 5.18, it is clear that the

flux divergence persists even when both the 10 and 15rn fluxes are upward. If the

upward fluxes were due to processes taking place at the surface (i.e., due to a surface

source of LWC), then the difference in footprints would lead to a flux convergence under

the assumption that the flux scales with the mean LWC. The effect of varying footprint

with measurement height is therefore taken to be a minor factor in governing the vertical

divergence of the turbulent LW flux.
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6.4.2 Streamline Curvature

Assuming that winds run parallel to the surface, the curvature of the flow near

the ridge summit would also tend to balance a flux divergence. For this discussion on

how curvature implies divergence of the flux, it will be convenient to conceptually model

the ridge topography at CPO as a horizontally oriented cylinder whose axis coincides

with the ridge axis. Assuming as before that streamlines are parallel to the underlying,

curved surface, this means that the streamlines sampled at the 10 and 15m measurement

heights describe arcs of concentric circles with origin on the axis of the ridge (cylinder).

In other words, heights of constant distance from the surface (agi) would thus represent

concentric cylinders about the cylinder modelling the ridge topography.

Since the LW flux is a measure of the rate of exchange of mass per unit surface

area, for a constant mass transport the flux would change inversely with the surface area

of the cylinder. The surface area of a cylinder (A) is given as

A=27rR1 (6.8)

where R is the cylinder radius and 1 is the axial length of the ridge (unimportant to this

discussion). In this context, the flux (F) is proportional to the inverse of the area and

thus to the inverse of the radius of curvature

1
Fc (6.9)

If the 5rn difference between the two measurement heights is not negligible when

compared to the radius of curvature for the topographic cylinder, then the flux would be

seen to diverge due to the decrease in area over which mass is being exchanged. For a

radius of curvature of 50 m, this would mean that the 15rn flux would exceed the 10-rn

flux by 10%. However, 'like the effects of varying footprints (above), this cannot lead to a
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change in the sign of the flux with height and is therefore removed from consideration of

major candidates for driving the measured flux divergence, which nearly always involves

a change in the direction of the flux.

6.4.3 Convergence of Sedimentation Flux

In a cloud of droplets falling relative to the motion of the air, any convergence

of the sedimentation flux would lead to the build up of concentration in the region of

convergence. Turbulence could then act to redistribute the droplet population toward a

more "random" collection; this would be seen as a turbulent flux divergence acting to

counter the sedimentation flux convergence. In a simplified model where gravity and

turbulence are the only processes active on the population, the budget equation would be

----r (6.10)

Note that the effects of rotation have been neglected here since the cosine of the attack

angle does not change the scale order of the gravitational settling velocity (maximum

attack angles are of order 25°, for which the cosine is greater than 0.9).

In CACHE, there was no direct measure of the vertical evolution of the droplet dis-

tribution and hence sedimentation flux. This would have required two FSSPs. However,

one can assume from the vertical gradient of LWC that the vertical gradient of the droplet

distribution will fall between two extremes. Given that there is, on average, 10% more

LWC at 15 m than at 10 m (Chapter 4), it is reasonable to assume that the following two

scenarios represent the extremes for the evolution of the droplet distribution with height

1. Constant droplet size with height - in this extreme, the relative shapes of the droplet

distributions at 10 m and 15 m are the same but there are simply more droplets at

15 m.
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2. Constant droplet number with height here, it is assumed that the total number of

droplets is the same at 10 m and 15 m but that the droplets are shifted to larger

sizes at 15 m. This "extreme" is representative of adiabatic cloud above the region

of maximum supersaturation (near cloud base; Rogers and Yau, 1989).

It is important to recognized that neither of these two cases is intended to represent the

true change in the droplet population with height, even though the second case is likely

to be close to the truth. Using these two bounds, one can hypothesize that reality falls

somewhere in between.

In the first case, the LWC gradient is modelled as being driven by a similar gradient

in droplet number concentration (this would be expected below the region of maximum

supersaturation in a cloud). Since the relative sizes of the droplets are the same, so are

their fall speeds. In this case, the relative gradient in sedimentation flux is the same

as the relative gradient in LWC and hence the sedimentation flux is 10% greater at 15

m than at 10 m.

The second case demands a model for the change in gravitational settling velocity

based on an increase in droplet size from 10 m to 15 m. For this case, it is convenient

to use the mean settling velocity weighted by LWC as

- Fsed
V

L
(6.11)

where Fsed is defined in Chapter 3. Fortunately, can be modelled with good accuracy

based on the volume-weighted mean diameter (VMD). Figure 6.3 shows a plot of settling

velocity for a "typical" droplet (described by the VMD) versus the actual mean settling

velocity defined by Fsed and (6.11). This simple model describes 95% of the variability in

the mean settling velocity as being linearly related to the square of the VMD (via Stokes'

Law). Under the assumption of constant droplet number with height, a 10% increase in
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LWC represents a 3.2% increase in VMD and hence a 6.6% increase in mean settling

velocity (as the square of VMD) or a 17.2% increase in Fsed. Since these changes are

relative, the slope of the regression line is unimportant to the estimate of the sedimentation

flux convergence. Nevertheless, it is intuitive that modelling the sedimentation flux

(which relates directly to the 5th moment of the droplet size distribution) with the VMD (a

linear function of the 3rd moment) leads to a consistent underestimate of the sedimentation

flux for droplet distributions which are typically skewed with a tail on the large droplet

end.
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Figure 6.3 Regression of the modelled mean settling velocity (based on Stokes'
law and the VMD) versus the measured mean settling velocity (from
Stokes' law and the FSSP size-dependent LWC). Regression statistics
are at lower right; the dotted line represents the regression line.
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Clearly, the second case represents the upper bound for the vertical convergence

of the sedimentation flux (17% versus 10%) since larger droplets have greater settling

velocities. The maximum difference between the 15 m and 10 m sedimentation flux is

therefore taken as 17% of the sedimentation flux measured at 10 m by the FSSP. From

Figures 5.3, 5.6, 5.9, 5.12, 5.15, and 5.18, the 10rn sedimentation flux is of order 10 mg

m2 s* The estimated sedimentation flux difference between 10 and 15 m then scales to

I mg m2 clearly small in magnitude relative to the difference in vertical turbulent

fluxes (of order 10 mg m2 1)

Given the above calculations, it is appropriate to describe the sedimentation flux

as being constant with height. Therefore, this term does not contribute significantly to

the LW budget equation. However, this does not mean that the sedimentation flux is

unimportant. In the following discussion of the evolution of turbulent LW fluxes with

height, sedimentation will be ignored. However, the ultimate estimates of surface LW

fluxes (Section 6.5) will necessarily result from the addition of the sedimentation fluxes

to the surface turbulent fluxes.
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6.4.4 Thermodynamics: Condensation

A diagnostic equation for the flux divergence (6.4) showed that two terms which

affect the divergence of LW flux are the advection and condensation terms. For a

positive-defined mean wind (T > 0), LWC increases in the positive x-direction. In

other words, down the slope into the mean wind is a region of lower LWC than what's

detected at the summit. Therefore, ii (the advection term) must be negative and

can not balance the turbulent flux divergence. It will be seen that the source term,

estimable from pseudoadiabatic theory, is large enough and of the correct sign to explain

the existence of a flux divergence. The remaining candidate for explaining the flux

divergence, entrainment, will be discussed separately.

The magnitude of the advection term can be estimated from cloudbase height

(derived from below cloud, remote site data) and the LWC and elevation at CPO. Rather

than using the streamwise windspeed and distance for calculating the advection term, it is

convenient to use a trigonometric substitution and simply use the (geopotential) vertical

distance and windspeed. For typical steady cloud events, cloud base was ca. 250 m

in elevation (210 m below the site), the LWC at CPO was of order 0.5 g m3, and the

updraft velocity was 1.25 m s (determined from the product of the layer-integrated

mean windspeed and the sine of the attack angle). These values lead to a typical value

of the advection term of

a
-U---- 3 mg rn2 (6.12)

Thus, the advection term is of the same magnitude as the flux divergence and can't

necessarily be discarded. However, the sign of advection is such that it cannot force a

flux divergence, but rather a flux convergence. Therefore, advection can't explain the

measured flux divergence and the remaining candidate (the source term) must be even
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larger in order to drive the measured flux divergence than it would be in the absence of

significant LW advection. To simplify and make a point, LW advection will be ignored

in the pursuant analysis; it will be recalled later in order to make accurate estimates of

the surface flux.

Neglecting advection and the other candidates above (entrainment will be discussed

in the next section), the LW budget equation describes a balance between the change in

flux with height and the source term due to condensation in the mean updraft

ôw'L'
=SL

oz
(6.13)

The source term will be described later in a thermodynamic context. First, its relationship

to the flux divergence will be described in terms of measurements made at different

heights above the surface.

Case I (typical deposition experiment) In this case, consider two heights bounding a

layer of the atmosphere where the lower height is the surface itself. Following the

examples of Beswick et al. (1991), and Vong and Kowalski (1995), the upper height of

relevance is taken to be 10 m where LW flux measurements have been made. Solving

for the quantity of interest (the surface flux), the equation becomes

10 m

w'L'Ii I1Om (10 m zo) f SL dz (6.14)

ZO

In this case, it is seen that the measured flux at 10 m differs from the surface flux by an

amount equal to the source term due to condensation, averaged over the depth of the layer.

Condensation is hypothesized to take place above the roughness length, in accordance

with the log-wind profile; in the absence of mean wind there is no updraft to drive the

phase change. Since the surface flux is the quantity that needs to be characterized, one

needs to know something about the source term in addition to measuring the flux at 10
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m. Considering that the surface flux is a negative quantity (the surface serves as a sink

for cloud droplets), the 10-rn flux represents an underestimate of the magnitude of the

true deposition flux due to the effects of the source term.

Now consider the case where there is no surface flux. If the droplets are too small

for efficient impaction onto canopy elements (smallest droplet size intervals measured by

the FSSP), then there is neither a sink nor a source of such droplets at the surface and

the surface flux is zero. In this case,

10 m

W'L'IiOm (10 m Zsfc) f
S dz (6.15)

zo

where Zsfc is the height of zero flux (at the surface, to be defined later); it is clear

that the measured flux at 10 m is due entirely to LW production in the layer between

the surface and the measurement height. However, for an arbitrary FSSP droplet size

interval, condensation might represent a source or a sink as droplets grow into and out

of the interval.

The equation governing the time evolution of the size-dependent droplet number

distribution (N(D)) due to condensation is = /(N). Given that all droplets

add constant surface area as they grow, this can be simplified to = - ( ), where

is a (constant) thermodynamic term representing supersaturation, heat conduction, and

water vapor diffusion. Thus, the sign of can be readily determined from the shape of

the droplet-diameter-scaled number distribution, and indicates whether condensation is a

source or a sink for any given droplet size interval. For steady cloud at Cheeka Peak,

is most often (but not always) negative for the smaller droplets and always positive

for the larger droplets. The typical diameter size differentiating the source from the sink

(i.e., for which the droplet number was steady despite droplets growing into and out of
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the interval) was 12 m. Condensation is then usually a sink for the smaller droplet size

intervals and always a source for the larger droplet size intervals.

The effects of condensation therefore do not explain the upward transport of small

droplets reported by Beswick et al. (1991), Gallagher et al. (1992a), Gallagher et al.

(1992b), and Vong and Kowaiski (1995), and seen in Figures 5.2, 5.5, 5.8, 5.11, 5.14, and

5.17. The combination of zero surface flux and a condensational sink of small droplets

in the layer between the measurement height and the surface would lead one to expect a

downward flux of these small droplets at 10 m. As previously noted, this view neglects

advection, a process for which the droplet size dependence has not been measured and

is difficult to predict. The key point here is that, for measurements made in saturated air

in an updraft, condensation must be considered when interpreting the size-dependence

of droplet transport.

Case II (CACHE 3 experimental design) In this case, the heights bounding the atmo-

spheric layer are taken as the two CACHE-3 measurement heights at 10 m and 15 m.

Then the simplified budget equation (again neglecting advection) is

15 m

W'L'i5m W'L'i0m
J SL dz (6.16)

5m
10 m

and it can be hypothesized, neglecting advection, that the flux divergence is driven by

the source of LWC in the layer. Pseudoadiabatic theory can now provide an estimate of

the source term to compare with the magnitude of the measured flux divergence.

Estimating the Source Term In order to balance the LW budget equation, the source

term must be at least as large as the measured flux divergence and probably larger in order

also to balance advection. Given the magnitude of the mean updraft, the air temperature,

and an assumption of constant supersaturation, the source term can be estimated using a
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pseudoadiabatic cloud parcel model. This allows a check on whether the flux divergence

measurement gives the right magnitude for the source term.

The source term for LW can be estimated as the loss of water vapor mass due

to condensation

dL dpv,saiSL=--=
dt

(6.17)

where Pv,sai is the saturation water vapor density. if it is assumed that condensation is

due entirely to pseudoadiabatic lifting, then the material derivative may be expressed in

terms of partial derivatives using the chain rule of calculus:

dL ÔZOPv,sai 5Pv,sat 7 aT\
-

at ôz
= Wunrot

ÔT
(6.18)

where Wunrot is the updraft velocity (in a geophysical coordinate system) and

_:!i= g(1+Jt)
az cp(1 +

(6.19)

R1CT2)

is assumed to be the pseudoadiabatic lapse rate (Rogers and Yau, 1989). In this equation,

g is the acceleration due to gravity, LH is the latent heat of vaporization for water,

W8a1 is the saturation water vapor mixing ratio, R' is the gas constant

for dry air, and = 0.622 is the ratio of molecular weights (water vapor to dry air).

The ideal gas law for water vapor, when differentiated with respect to temperature,

can be expressed as

apv,sa i
(esatT') (6.20)

ÔT RVÔT

Here, esaj is the saturation water vapor pressure andR is the gas constant for water

vapor. Using (6.17) and the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, leads to

ÔL esa 7 LH\
RVT2

\1 (6.21)
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So given the temperature, pressure, and updraft velocity in the cloud, the production

of LWC (the source term in the LWC budget equation) can be readily computed at any

point in the boundary layer in the form

esat
SL = wunrotRT2 (

LHWspt \
z) g(i+ R'T

RT c(i + RICT2)

(6.22)

In fact, what is needed is an integration of this form over the layer depth. The updraft

velocity is a strong function of distance from the ground, since the windspeed generally

obeys a log-profile relationship and the streamlines are very nearly parallel (i.e., neglecting

changes in attack angle with height). The mean thermodynamic variables, however, have

virtually no change over the layer depth in this neutrally-stratified boundary layer so the

variation in the source term with height can be closely approximated as being due solely

to the variation in the updraft velocity:

LHW8pt \Z2

esaj LH g(1 +
Z2

R'T )

Lw8at\ f wunroidz (6.23)
f

SLdZ RT2
(i

RET) c(i + 'c)
The portion of the right-hand side of this equation which multiplies the integral is a

thermodynamic term dependent solely upon temperature (and weakly upon site pressure).

For economy of expression, this will be denoted as

esat
So(T)

RVT2
(i

LHWSOt \
±L) g(1+ R'T )

RT c(i +
(6.24)

Substituting back into streamline coordinates (the rotated coordinate system), this diag-

nostic equation for the source term becomes

JSLdZ = So(T) sin9fdz (6.25)

The thermodynamic source term is then a function of temperature and of the updraft

velocity and can be estimated using wind profile measurements from the Prop tower. For

the sake of comparison with the flux divergence in the layer between 10 and 15 m, the
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mean windspeed for calculating the source term is taken as the average of the 10, 12.5,

and 15rn windspeeds from the prop tower.
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Figure 6.4 Measured flux divergence versus estimated LWC source term. All
CACHE-3 data for steady cloud in the default configuration satisfying
the sonic anemometer screening criteria. Plot symbols are the
alphanumeric event labels (from Tables 2 and 3).

Figure 6.4 shows a plot of the measured flux divergence versus the source term

estimated from (6.25) for zi = 10 m and z2 = 15 m. This shows that, unlike the previously

discussed candidates, the LW source term is certainly large enough, and of the correct

sign, to explain the measured flux divergence. Most of the data show that the source

term is in fact larger than the LW flux divergence and might even be large enough

to overcome the effects of LW advection (ignored earlier). The variance explained by

a linear regression of the two terms is not impressive (about 7%) but should not be
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expected to be so. For one thing, the advection term has been left out; this has already

been seen to be important and will be reintroduced presently. Furthermore, the context

for examination of the two terms is that of a scale analysis. It is sufficient to conclude

that the source term calculated from adiabatic theory is similar in magnitude to the

flux divergence, with the appropriate sign, and that these terms (along with advection)

comprise the LW budget equation.

Simplified Budget Equation and Surface Flux Prediction Recalling advection, the

LW budget equation can be written in the form

SL = + i (6.26)
Oz Ox

where the source term is required to balance both advection and the LW flux divergence,

both positive as written in (6.26). In this analysis, the advection term is estimated as

or
U = Wunroj = Wunrot (6.27)

Ox OZunrot (460 m zb)

where Wunrot is the updraft velocity, zcb is the height of cloudbase (below the site

elevation of 460 m), and L is taken as the average of the 10 and 15rn LWCs at the

site. ZunrotlS meant to represent the geopotential vertical coordinate (or elevation).

In figure 6.5, the flux divergence and advection terms have been added together

and plotted against the estimated source term, showing a better relationship (R2 = 0.39;

only data with good estimates of cloud base height are presented) than for the case where

advection was neglected. In the context of scale analysis, this demonstrates that the LW

source term is large enough both to balance LW advection and to drive the observed

divergence of LW flux. This suggests that the appropriate candidate has been identified

to explain the flux divergence. Further, the vertical structure of the source term can be

predicted from the shape of the wind profile. This allows a prediction for the change in

LW flux with height, and thus estimation of the surface flux.
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Figure 6.5 Measured flux divergence and LW advection terms versus estimated
LWC source term. All CACHE-3 data for steady cloud in the default
configuration satisfying the sonic anemometer screening criteria and
with a valid estimate of cloud base height. Plot symbols are the
alphanumeric event labels (from Tables 2 and 3).

Before predicting the surface flux from the change in flux with height due to

condensation and advection, it is necessary to define the relevant surface (i.e., the height

where deposition takes place). Beswick et al. (1991) assumed that the sink level for

droplets is the same as that for momentum (i.e., the zero-plane displacement, d). Raupach

and Thom (1981) discussed this assumption and concluded that it must be accepted for

simplicity. This is the assumption that will be adopted here. However, in assessing the

production of LW due to condensation, the roughness length (d + zo) is taken as the level

below which there is no wind and therefore no production. This is not an inconsistency,



only a choice of relevant surface heights for two different processes (condensation and

deposition).

Taking (6.16) and (6.25) together allows a means of estimating the surface flux

given the fluxes measured at 10 and 15 m. Once again, assumptions must be made

to account for the effects of advection. If (6.26) represents the true budget equation

for LWC in the surface layer, then a simple scaling is permitted. Since there are only

three terms in the equation and two of them (advection and the source term) scale with

i1, the third term (flux divergence) must also scale with i. On an event-to-event time

scale (i.e., for different clouds or different days), the source term is also dependent upon

temperature; for the sake of examining changes with height and predicting the surface

flux, the temperature dependence will be neglected under the assumption that the flow is

neutral. Therefore, given knowledge of the flux divergence in the layer between 10 and

15 m and the structure of the wind profile, the surface flux can be estimated by equating

the flux divergence scaled by the mean wind for each of the two layers (from the surface

to 10 m, and from 10 to 15 m)

w'L'IiOm

10 m

(lOmd) f tidz

w'L'Iim
15 m

(5m) f iidz
10 m

(6.28)

Fortunately, and despite the variable influence of the low-level jet, surface layer

winds are sufficiently predictable that a simple relationship can be used to predict the

ratio of mean winds in the two layers. Figure 6.6 shows a plot of the winds averaged

over the layer from 10 tc 15 m versus the mean wind in the layer below 10 m. A simple
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linear regression allows modelling of this ratio (describing 86% of the variance in the

dependent variable) as
15 m

f iidz
10 m = 1.6 (6.29)
10 m

f Tidz

which allows simplification of (6.28) to a convenient form when substituting 4.2 m for

the value of d (from Chapter 3)

w'L'lsic W'L'110m + O.725(w'L'iom W'L'i5m) (6.30)

The result is that the surface flux is somewhat more downward than the flux measured

at 10 m (often by a factor of two or more) and the difference is proportional to the flux
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divergence (and the layer depths). This is perhaps the most important conclusion yet about

interpretation of LW fluxes in the surface layer: by accounting for the flux divergence

and the influence of advection, one can predict the surface flux from atmospheric fluxes

without making the erroneous assumption of constant flux with height.

6.4.5 Entrainment

No consensus yet exists for a valid parameterization of entrainment at the top of a

cloud-capped marine boundary layer, yet it is generally accepted that, over a flat surface

in neutral conditions, surface fluxes are of secondary importance to the process (Lilly,

1968). Deardorif (1976) studied entrainment rate as a function of a negative buoyancy

flux at cloud top. In this case of "upside-down" convection, a downdraft triggered by

radiative cooling at cloud top loses buoyancy as it descends due to evaporative cooling

(Randall, 1980). The entire theory of the "decoupling" of marine stratocumulus clouds

from the surface is based on the ability of cloud-top cooling mechanisms to energize

turbulent motions (e.g., Tjernstrom and Rogers, 1996). However, these views assumed

that cloudbase would be at least a few hundred meters above the ground surface.

The presence of a canopy surface within the cloud layer has not been considered

in classical theoretical or numerical studies of the entrainment process at cloud top. The

entrainment velocity (We) is defined as the rate at which the boundary layer grows by

interaction with air from above. Typically, We has been scaled with the convective

velocity scale w* (e.g., Turton and Nichols, 1987; Tjernstrom and Rogers, 1996).

Deardorff (1976) suggested that w* limits the entrainment rate. However, w* is certainly

not the appropriate vertical velocity scale for surface layer turbulence in a neutral flow

and, therefore, cannot have any limiting influence on other velocity scales in the flow.

In assessing the impact of entrainment on near-surface measurements of LW fluxes, it is
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important to remember that shear generation of turbulence from below (due to momentum

deposition at the canopy) is likely to change the nature of the entrainment process which

therefore may not fit with the classical view.

The influence of entrainment effects on LW fluxes in the surface layer is expected

to be different for daytime versus nighttime conditions. Deardorif (1976) noted that

"stratocumulus tend to be thickened by large-scale upward vertical motion" (which could

include lifting due to advection over orographic features) but are "eroded by surface

sensible heat flux" and that the "entrainment term can contribute with either sign." He

concluded that the flux of total water substance undergoes a change that is linear with

height below the region of influence of radiative flux divergence. This linear evolution

of mass flux is consistent with Businger' s (1986) quantitative description of the effects

of boundary layer growth (or shrinking) on the budget equation for a scalar, which takes

the form

zT=TT(1_+WL (6.31)
zi! zi

where the subscript "z" denotes the measurement height, "s" denotes the surface, and Zj

is the boundary layer height.

This diurnal variation in the influence of entrainment is consistent with the depen-

dence of L'T' (the covariance of LWC and temperature) on net radiation (Figure 5.20).

At night, L'T'> 0 indicates that downdrafts associated with entrainment are both cold

and depleted in LWC due to evaporation from above. During the day, the evaporation

occurs below the measurement heights (i.e., at the solar heated canopy), and its cool-

ing effects are overwhelmed by radiative warming of the surface, producing a negative

covariance (L'T' < 0).
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Entrainment at cloud top is thought to be important for the entire boundary layer

(Tjernstrom and Rogers, 1996). From (6.31), Businger (1986) noted that if the ratio

of entrainment velocity to deposition velocity was large ( 'S-' 100), then even for

measurements made close to the surface (- ' 0.01) no flux would be measured

due to the offsetting effects of entrainment (above) and deposition (below). In-cloud

measurements represent an extreme for proximity of surface-layer measurements to the

entrainment zone; therefore the influence of entrainment on the measured surface fluxes

(as t) is maximized.

Clearly, entrainment can play an important role in surface layer fluxes when

the boundary layer is evolving vertically. This is just the sort of scenario that is

expected for advection of a marine boundary layer over a land surface (Lieman and

Alpert, 1993), particularly when orographic lifting plays a role in the flow. For these

reasons, entrainment must be considered as a major candidate for driving the observed

flux divergence. Unfortunately, this is not a process that lends itself readily to scale

analysis with measurements limited to the surface layer. However, given the variability

in thermodynamic conditions sampled for the CACHE-3 cloud events including a wide

range of radiative conditions (e.g., night versus day), it seems unlikely that entrainment is

always a dominant influence on the measurements. Therefore one can hope to understand

something about its importance by examining the behavior of the LW fluxes and other

variables during the various cloud events under the variety of atmospheric conditions

sampled.

Marine stratocumulus have been found to exhibit a diurnal variation, generally

characterized by a lowering of cloud base at night with cloud top height either varying

similarly or showing no diurnal variation (Bougeault, 1985; Betts, 1990; Blaskovic et

al., 1991; Hignett, 1991). In one study of marine stratocumulus breakup over land, it
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was determined that terrain inhomogeneities dominated other influences in dispersing the

cloud layer (Roach et al., 1982; Kao and Yamada, 1989). For interpreting boundary layer

evolution at CPO, it is assumed here that local changes, forced by topography and surface

heating, dominate diurnal variations in the marine cloud deck.

At night, entrainment is likely to contribute to upward fluxes of LW in the surface

layer as the boundary layer grows due to lifting over the ridge. Large upward fluxes

measured during unsteady cloud at 10 and 15 m imply a large flux divergence given that

the surface flux is expected to be downward (i.e., it is unfitting to hypothesize the surface

as a source of droplets via canopy detrainment; Vong and Kowalski, 1995). The variable

cloud events described by cYLIL > 0.25 and upward fluxes of droplets are thus likely

to describe situations where entrainment dominates the fluxes measured in the surface

layer. Given that these cloud periods have similar droplet number distributions, VMDs,

and wind speeds to the steady cloud events, there is every reason to believe that the

deposition process is going on even if its signature (a downward LW flux) cannot be

detected with surface layer flux measurements. Presumably surface layer fluxes for these

events were dominated by entrainment.

At night, the influence of entrainment can be detected in the radiation fluxes. The

net JR flux is equivalent to the net radiative flux since night is defined as having negligible

solar radiative fluxes (defined here as less than 1 W m2). For measurements made close

to the ground, the upwelling JR radiative flux is due to the ground itself. This is because

clouds are transmissive at length scales of ten meters or less (Yamamoto et al., 1970).

For the same reason, downwelling radiative fluxes will be significant only if there is

appreciable cloud depth above the site (Gallagher and Choularton, 1989). Since the

surface is a more effective emitter of JR radiation than a thin layer of cloud, this means

that cooling to space will only be important when the LW path above the site is thin (i.e.,
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the site is near cloud top). When the distance to cloud top is great, the net JR radiative

flux at the surface should be very small as long as the cloud and surface are at similar

temperatures. This is reflected in Figure 6.7 where upward LW fluxes during steady

cloud at night are seen only in conjunction with relatively strong radiative cooling and

therefore proximity to cloud top. This is strong evidence that entrainment is an important

influence on these fluxes (i.e., when radiative cooling exceeds 2 W m2).
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Figure 6.7 Nighttime LW flux (10rn agl) as a function of net radiative cooling.
Plot symbols are the alphanumeric event labels (from Tables 2 and 3).

During the daytime, the situation becomes more complicated. Even with strong

JR radiative cooling, the input of solar energy causes the cloud layer to erode and a

relationship such as that seen in Figure 6.7 above is not present. Figure 6.8 shows the

relationship between net radiative flux and LW flux for daytime, indicating that downward
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LW fluxes are associated with heating of the surface by the sun. Large downward LW

fluxes were observed during daytime with strong solar heating and thick cloud at CPU

(e.g., Figures 5.12 and 5.18). This is consistent with the view of Deardorif (1976) that the

cloud layer is eroded from below by the surface sensible heat flux; in micrometeorological

terms, this can be viewed as an evaporative sink for LWC at the solar-heated canopy.
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Figure 6.8 Daytime LW flux (10rn agi) as a function of net
radiation for steady cloud. Plot symbols are the
alphanumeric event labels (from Tables 2 and 3).

Figure 6.8 shows that solar radiation can result in a surface radiative forcing of over

200 W m2 even during steady cloud. This might lead one to expect that the assumption of

flow neutrality is in error. However, even for conditions of strong solar radiation during

steady cloud the flow stability remains neutral. Figure 6.9 shows the sensible heat flux

as forced by net radiation for steady cloud at CPO. Even for the largest measured values
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of the heat flux (exceeding 20 W m2), the magnitude of the flux Richardson number

(Stull, 1988) rarely exceeds 0.2, indicating that the flow is dominated by shear-driven

turbulence and that the effects of buoyancy are negligible.
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Figure 6.9 Sensible heat flux (paCpw'T') as a function of net
radiation for steady cloud events. Plot symbols are the
alphanumeric event labels (from Tables 2 and 3).

If proximity to cloud top is indeed an indication of the importance of entrainment,

then the cloud-top height data from Quillayute may be used to evaluate this for different

cloud events. Unfortunately, the resolution of the Quillayute data is quite coarse (one

sounding launched every 12 hours at a distance of ca. 40 km from CPO). Nevertheless,

one sees a relationship (Figure 6.10) between the cloud top heights measured from the

most coincident soundings and the net radiation variable measured at CPO at night,
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indicating that the Quillayute cloud top heights are appropriate measures of distance to

cloud top from CPO.
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Figure 6.10 Cloud top height from the Quillayute sounding versus net radiation
at CPO for nighttime cloud events. Plot symbols are the
alphanumeric event labels (from Tables 2 and 3). The
elevation of CPO is denoted by the reference line.

The above analyses indicate that entrainment can be an important forcing on LW

fluxes measured in the surface layer. However, the best evidence for the relative strengths

of surface influences versus influences from aloft (i.e., deposition versus entrainment) has

already been presented. The relationship between the gradient of LW variance and the

LW flux shown in Figure 5.19 is quite striking. This result indicates that, even for "steady

cloud", upward fluxes of LW are to be expected at a given height when there is a source

of LW variance above due to entrainment but that downward fluxes can be expected when
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this influence is dominated by the effects of deposition at the surface. The conclusion is

the same for cloud periods with more variability, except that the source of variance at the

surface is not limited to deposition but may also be caused by solar-driven evaporative

effects at the canopy. Thus, the steady cloud criterion is still needed to isolate periods

where deposition is the dominant source of surface LW variance.

Under assumptions of steady state and horizontal homogeneity and neglecting

molecular effects, the prognostic equation for the LW variance is

2w'L'811' +
az

= 0 (6.32)

where the effects of a source term (i.e., due to condensation) are presumed to be

unimportant since they are determined by mean winds. The first term in (6.32) represents

a production of variance associated with turbulent motions occuring within the mean

gradient, while the second is turbulent transport of LW variance (Stull, 1988). Since

has a consistent sign (Section 4.3), this equation explains Figure 5.19 quite well

considering that entrainment represents a source of LW variance aloft. Further, the figure

shows that while some events are dominated by the influence of entrainment, LW fluxes

during other events (as well as variances of LW) are dominated by the influence of

deposition at the surface.

6.5: Surface Flux Estimates

Analyses in the previous section showed that the LW flux divergence was largely

determined by the effects of condensation (due to orographic lifting) and entrainment.

A simplified LW budget equation accounting for the source term due to condensation

and the LW advection term, (6.30) predicted the surface flux as a linear combination of

the fluxes measured at 10 and 15 m. The influence of entrainment on the flux also was
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hypothesized to be linear with height (6.31), although accurate knowledge of the inversion

height and entrainment velocity would be required in order to parameterize the effects of

this process. Furthermore, entrainment was determined only sometimes to be important.

As a first estimate, it is supposed that (6.30) gives an accurate estimate of the

surface flux independent of the intermittent effects of entrainment (i.e., that the linear

change in flux with height modelled in this equation accounts for the linear change due to

entrainment). The effects of flux footprints, streamline curvature, and convergence of the

sedimentation flux are ignored; these have been shown to be of second order significance.

Figure 6.11 shows a plot of the estimated surface flux versus the flux measured at

10-m, with different plot symbols for "entraining" and "non-entraining" intervals (defined

by the sign of the LW variance gradient). Of the one hundred twenty nine steady cloud

intervals with good data, fifty seven were identified as "entraining" and only four of those

showed upward fluxes of LW at the surface (portions of events C, D, and J). None of

the non-entraining intervals showed upward surface fluxes of LW.

Otherwise, there was no apparent difference in the predicted surface fluxes for

the entraining versus non-entraining events in comparison with flux expectations from

windspeed, LWC, and droplet size (see modelling estimates in Chapter 7). The linear

combination of measured surface layer fluxes (6.30) appears to account well for the

effects of the LW source term, LW advection, and (when operative) entrainment. A better

estimate of the importance of entrainment, for those events where it was important, would

require more measurements of boundary layer structure and evolution and is beyond the

scope of this work.

The 10-rn flux represents an underestimate of the surface flux by 20-50% for most

of the data presented in Figure 6.11, although in some cases even the sign of the flux

changes between the surface and the 10-rn measurement height. The mean surface flux
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of -13.8 mg m2 is nearly twice the mean flux measured at 10-m (-7.2 mg m2 1)

This demonstrates the magnitude of the error introduced by assuming a constant flux with

height. From Figure 6.11, the difference between the l0-m LW flux and the surface LW

flux appears to be related to the magnitude of the flux itself. From (6.30) and (6.26), flux

differences scale with the mean windspeed; this suggests that the LW fluxes themselves

also scale with the mean windspeed, consistent with intuition for neutral conditions.
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Total canopy uptake of water is modelled as the linear combination of the turbulent

and sedimentation components, with the sedimentation flux treated as constant with

height. For the same dataset as presented in Figure 6.11, the mean sedimentation flux as

measured by the FSSP at 10rn agi was -4.7 mg m2 s*

The mean surface deposition for these data is then 18.6 mg m2 s1 and is assumed

to occur 25% of the time at CPO Section 6.1). This leads to a total water input to the

canopy of 14.6 cm annually. While this is far less than the annual rainfall for this site, it

represents a hydrological input that could be important to other forest canopies in more

arid climates, given similar conditions for cloudwater deposition.

6.6: Chemical Fluxes

The estimates of total surface LW fluxes from the previous section were multiplied

by concurrently collected cloudwater chemical concentrations to determine chemical

fluxes to the canopy (Unsworth and Wilshaw, 1989). These results were combined

with the climatological estimates of cloud frequency (25%; Section 6.1) to determine the

rates of chemical deposition to the ecosystem. The "preferred" cloud events (Section 5.1)

were used to determine chemical fluxes; these events represent the majority of the steady

cloud data (with few data problems such as sonic anemometer spikes) and therefore the

subset of the data for which the LW fluxes are best understood. A full climatology of

occult chemical fluxes from CACHE-3 will be the subject of another investigation.

Thirtyone sampling periods were determined to have concurrent estimates of

cloudwater chemical concentrations and surface LW fluxes. For most of the samples,

"concurrent" meant that the thirty-minute cloudwater flux sampling period was a subset

of the longer cloudwater chemical sampling period (nominally one hour); the typical

overlap between the flux sampling period and the chemical sampling period was twenty-
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Species Symbol Concentration

(mg 11)

Chemical Flux1

(kg ha1 mo')

Chemical Flux2

(kg ha1 mo')
Hydrogen H 0.10 0.023 0.020

Sodium Na 6.53 1.41 1.28

Ammonium NHZ4 0.50 0.11 0.10

Nitrate NO3- 5.19 0.83 0.71

Sulfate So42- 7.30 1.55 1.42

Excess Sulfate SO4xs2 5.67 1.20 1.10

Table 6 Mean values for cloudwater chemical concentration and chemical fluxes
(two methods) for steady portions of "preferred" CACHE-3 cloud events
with matching chemical samples. Excess sulfate refers to that portion not
accounted for by sea salt (determined from the sodium concentration).
The first chemical flux1 is an estimate as the product of the mean
chemical concentration and the mean LW flux for these events. The
second chemical flux2 is the mean of the measured chemical flux for
the thirty-one individual matching half-hour intervals.

two minutes. The chemical concentrations were screened based on an ion charge balance

criteria (Vong et al., 1996); two chemical flux samples were thus rejected, and seven

others were determined to have erroneous nitrate concentrations.

Because of difficulties in collecting sufficient cloudwater volume for chemical

analysis during intermittent or thin cloud, the cloudwater sampler generally was operated

only during periods of very thick, very steady cloud. Consequently, the cloudwater

chemical sampling periods represent a subset of the data (previously presented) that is

biased toward periods with large cloudwater fluxes. A summary of results for cloudwater

chemical concentrations and fluxes (on a per month basis) is presented in Table 6.

The mean LW flux for these intervals with chemical fluxes was 34 mg m2 s

This is ca. 84% larger than the overall average for CACHE-3 (Section 6.5). For these

data, the sedimentation flux was nearly as large (88%) as the turbulent component of

the flux calculated from (6.30). For presentation in Table 6, the cloudwater chemical
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fluxes were calculated in two ways: (1) as the product of the ensemble mean cloudwater

flux and the ensemble mean chemical concentration; and (2) as the ensemble mean of

the product of these two quantities. The difference between the "estimated" (method 1)

and "true" (method 2) chemical fluxes is small, typically about 15%. In other words,

there is only a very small correlation between the cloudwater chemical concentration and

the LW flux for these (R2 values less than 0.15 for all species). This last result may

be circumstantial and should not be assumed to be representative of conditions at other

sites or even other times.

These estimates of occult chemical deposition are extended to annual estimates and

compared with wet chemical deposition estimates in Table 7 (for those ions important to

acidification). One should bear in mind that the occult chemical fluxes are likely biased

high relative to typical cloud conditions at CPO, for reasons stated earlier; these occult

chemical deposition estimates, though presented as annual averages, are from a very

limited data set (six "preferred" events) in comparison with a full year. Occult deposition

of these ions at CPO is of the same order of magnitude as the estimates of sulfate

wet deposition for the same region and somewhat larger. Furthermore, occult chemical

deposition for this region (characterized by pristine air) is about 30% of the maximum

annual wet chemical deposition for North America, which occurs in the Appalachians

downwind of major pollution sources (NAPAP, 1990). Although difficult to measure, dry

deposition is generally believed to be smaller in magnitude than wet chemical deposition

(Lindberg and Lovett, 1992).



Type Cloud Rain

Study CACHE-3 CACHE-3 Vong

(1990)

Lindberg and

Lovett (1992)

NAPAP (1990)

Site CPO CPO Hoh River,

WA

Thompson

Forest, WA

Western

WA

North

America

(max)

Dura-

tion

2 Months 2 Months 5 Years 2 Years 3 Years 3 Years

Dates Summer

1994

Summer

1994

1980 -

1985

1986

1988

1985 -

1987

1985

1987

Ion

H 0.24 0.11 0.14 - 0.05 0.6

Na 15.3 6.6 21.0 -

NH4 1.2 - 1.0 - 1 4

NO3 8.5 4.8 3.3 - 4 21

S042 13.21 5.0' 8.0' 9.1 5 32

Table 7 Chemical flux comparison: occult (cloud) versus wet (rain) chemical
deposition estimates. Units are kg ha' yr'. Vong' s (1990) estimates
(from Ca. 50 km South of CPO) had similar solute concentrations to the
overall West Coast average but much higher precipitation (similar to
CPO); these data were screened for marine trajectories (based on nitrate
concentrations) and therefore represent minimum amounts for wet
deposition of ions. NAPAP (1990) data are estimated from contour maps
of wet deposition for eastern and western North America; both the western
Washington value and North American maximum (typically from western
Pennsylvania and New York states) values are listed. 'Sulfate numbers for
coastal sites are for excess sulfate (after removal of sea salt component).
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Chapter 7 Cloudwater Deposition Model

7.1: Assumptions

New knowledge of the importance of a LW source in the surface layer has

considerable implications for modelling of cloudwater deposition. Recent publications

from the UMIST group have relied on an assumption that the surface impaction process

is not rate-limiting (Hill et al., 1987; Gallagher et al., 1988; Beswick et al., 1991; Coe

et al., 1991); i.e., they assumed that the ability of the turbulence to provide droplets to

the depositing surface limits the rate at which deposition can occur. This means that the

aerodynamic resistance is assumed to dominate the surface resistance in comprising the

total resistance to droplet deposition (reciprocal of the deposition velocity). In modelling

occult deposition to forests, both Shuttleworth (1977) and Lovett (1984) found that the

surface resistance was of the same order of magnitude as the aerodynamic resistance such

that the rate of cloudwater deposition was limited by the efficiencies of both turbulent

transport and surface impaction. However, none of these investigators accounted for the

production of LWC due to condensation in the surface layer. Furthermore, the multiple

resistance approach relies upon an assumption of a constant flux layer (Fowler et al.

1989), and thus is an inappropriate context for modelling of occult processes.

The results presented in Chapter 5 and discussed in Chapter 6 indicate that the

production of LW in the inner region of flow over a hill was so pronounced that turbulence

was often transporting droplets away from the depositing surface. Since the 15rn LWC

always exceeded the 10rn LWC, this represents a countergradient transport situation for

which the aerodynamic resistance is undefined. Furthermore, it indicates that despite the

sink of LW due to impaction at the canopy surface, there was a often net source of LW

below the 15rn measurement height. In the context of a multiple resistance model, this



implies that the deposition process did not rely on turbulence alone to provide droplets

for impaction. Given this, it seems more likely that cloudwater fluxes to the canopy

were limited predominantly by the impaction efficiency at the surface. The impaction

efficiency depends on the canopy characteristics, the mean windspeed and the number

and size of droplets for the cloud event.

In some sense it is fortuitous that the efficiency of turbulent mixing is also

determined largely by the canopy characteristics and mean windspeed (for surface-layer

turbulence in a neutrally stratified flow). In other words, the surface-layer velocity scale,

u, depends on d, zo, and TI via the log-wind relationship (3.8). Thus, it may be difficult

to deconvolute the efficiencies of impaction and turbulent mixing in determining which

is more important to surface deposition of droplets, but since both depend on the same

physical scales of the canopy and mean winds, this may simplify efforts at modelling

of occult deposition.

In this chapter, a simple model for cloudwater deposition to the forest canopy at

CPO is developed based on the assumption that impaction is rate-limiting among relevant

processes in determining the magnitude of occult deposition. A more sophisticated model

would require estimates of the within-canopy profiles of impaction surfaces (i.e., LAI),

windspeed, and droplet size and number concentration. These data are rarely, if ever,

available, making more sophisticated models untestable. The simple occult deposition

model included herein is tested against the first estimates of cloudwater deposition both

incorporating direct measurement of net fluxes and accounting for the importance of LW

production in the surface layer.
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7.2: The model

Thorne et al. (1982) determined the impaction efficiency (if) of droplets depositing

on balsam fir sprigs in a wind tunnel as a function of the Stokes inertial parameter ('I') as

= exp (-1.84 + 0.9 (in W) 0.11 (in W)2 0.04 (in W)3) (7.1)

The Stokes number is calculated as

PLD2U

9,ul
(7.2)

where PL is the density of liquid water, D the droplet diameter, u the air velocity in the

canopy layer, u the dynamic air viscosity, and 1 the dimension of the needle. Following

Lovett (1984), (7.1) was presumed valid for groups of canopy elements; the Stokes

number was determined based on the needle half-width as the obstacle diameter for

impaction. The droplet diameter in (7.2) was handled in two ways: (1) by treating

Stokes numbers and impaction efficiencies as size-dependent quantities using the FSSP

droplet size intervals, and summing modelled fluxes for each size interval; and (2) by

approximation using the VMD. Measurement of a representative in-canopy windspeed

is challenging to say the least; this was not attempted in CACHE. For this model, two

velocity scales were investigated as relevant air velocities for the Stokes calculation: (1)

the friction velocity, calculated from the wind profile via (3.8) is the relevant velocity

scale for shear driven turbulence in the surface layer (Stull, 1988); and (2) based on the

results of Figure 5.25, the friction velocity at CPU is approximated as the one-tenth of

the mean windspeed at 10rn agi.

As previously mentioned, it was assumed here that the sink level for droplets is

the same as that for momentum (d), following Beswick et al. (1991). Assumptions

were made regarding the relevant droplet size and number concentrations for impaction



within the canopy. Lovett (1984) determined the LWC in the canopy from assumed

values of the flux, but this was a circular development. Here, droplet sizes were taken

as measured by the FSSP at 10 m agl but number concentrations were scaled by a factor

of one third to account for the depletion of LWC in the vicinity of the canopy relative to

the abundance at 10 m. This scaling requires some justification. The modelled vertical

profile of LWC (4.2) predicts that the LWC at canopy top would be 87% of the LWC

at 10 m. However, (4.2) should only be taken as valid in the inertial sublayer, above

the canopy and the roughness sublayer. This is clearly an overestimate of the relevant

LWC scale for deposition within the canopy. The same equation predicts that at the level

d and below (over half of the canopy depth), the LWC would be zero. Without better

knowledge of the within-canopy LWC and droplet number concentration profiles, it was

assumed that (4.2) gives some rough guidelines for within-canopy LWC which therefore

can be approximated by the factor of one-third of the 10rn value for the entire canopy.

For the range of model parameters (windspeed, drop size, and needle dimension)

sampled in CACHE-3, the Stokes number never exceeded a value of 3.0 for any of the

CACHE-3 cloud events. This means that the impaction efficiency calculated from (7.1)

was always in the region of increasing efficiency with increasing Stokes number (Thorne

et al., 1982), and that canopy detrainment was not important for these data.

Following Langmuir (1961), the total deposition per unit length of needle was taken

as the product of the impaction efficiency, the wind speed, twice the needle dimension,

and the LWC. This value was scaled by the needle dimension to attain deposition per

unit needle area, which was then multiplied by the LAI to model total deposition per unit

ground surface area. The LAI was taken as 7.0 (neglecting the forest understory which

had thicker leaves) The total deposition per unit ground surface area is the value that can

be compared with measured surface fluxes from Section 6.5.



7.3: Testing the Model

The model was run for all half-hour intervals of steady, non-precipitating cloud

with VMD less than 18 im (to avoid errors in the PVM data for large VMDs) and good

sonic anemometer data at both the 10 and 15rn stations. Since the model assumes

that impaction efficiency limits the total deposition of droplets, the output of the model

is plotted versus the measured surface flux as computed from (6.30) and including the

sedimentation component. Figure 7.1 shows these results.
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Figure 7.1 Modelled cloudwater flux versus measured/computed cloudwater flux.
Plot symbols are the alphanumeric event labels (from Tables 2 and 3).

Given its simplicity and limitations, the model did quite well in predicting surface

fluxes. It appears to have overestimated the surface flux for events with small fluxes,

and underestimated large surface fluxes. Nevertheless, the orders of magnitude of the
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predictions were correct, and the model predicted cloudwater fluxes to the surface of

order 5-50 mg m2 s in agreement with the fluxes measured and computed in Section

6.5. Furthennore, removal of the entraining events (results not shown) did not improve

the comparison of modelled versus measured fluxes. This is further evidence that (6.30)

accounts for the effects of entrainment in predicting the surface flux.

A simpler version of the model was exercised which summarized all of the droplet

size dependence simply using the VMD. In this case, deposition was modelled as though

all droplets were of the same size as the VMD. The output of this model is shown versus

the measured surface flux in Figure 7.2
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This simplified model did quite well in predicting the surface flux, nearly as well

as the model with full size-dependence. Finally, the simplest version of the model that

was tested used the VMD to summarize the droplet size dependence and approximated

the friction velocity as one-tenth of the mean windspeed at 10rn agl. Figure 7.3 shows

this result.
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Figure 7.3 Modelled cloudwater flux (using VMD afld iOm/l0) versus
measured/computed cloudwater flux. Plot symbols are the
alphanumeric event labels (from Tables 2 and 3).

Even the simplest model did nearly as well as the most sophisticated model tested

in predicting the surface flux. It should be noted that the ability to estimate friction

velocity as one-tenth of the mean windspeed at 10-rn agl is probably site-specific.

Nevertheless, this indicates that with appropriate measures of the LWC and droplet size,

a velocity scale representative of in-canopy windspeeds, and some knowledge of the
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canopy physical structure (as LAI and needle dimensions), predictions for water fluxes

via occult deposition are within the capabilities of many investigators.
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Chapter 8 Summary and Conclusions

Occult deposition is accomplished by inertial impaction when cloud droplets are

driven by the wind into vegetative elements. This is a major pathway for uptake of

water and chemicals by coastal and montane ecosystems which are frequently exposed

to wind-driven cloud. Examination of the assumptions and methods used by previous

investigators of occult deposition has revealed shortcomings, errors and uncertainties,

leading to the conclusion that the eddy correlation (EC) micrometeorological technique

is the only reliable means of measuring surface fluxes of cloudwater.

Theoretical considerations for measurements of surface layer liquid water fluxes in

cloud flowing over complex terrain indicated a number of intricacies particular to this

application of EC. Most importantly, it was shown that production of cloud liquid water

in the updraft of an orographically influenced cloud leads to the prediction of a changing

flux with height, such that the micrometeorologically-determined atmospheric flux may

not be representative of the surface flux. Adaptation of the budget equation for a scalar

in the turbulent surface layer created a quantitative context for analyzing this change in

flux with height.

CACHE represents the largest field program yet launched addressing the phenom-

enon of occult deposition. The experimental conditions for this program (particularly

CACHE-3) were detailed in this thesis, including the forest, topography, towers, instru-

ment mounting and calibration. A number of instrument mounting configurations were

defined for purposes of intercomparison and spatially separated measurements. Compli-

mentary data on atmospheric structure from soundings launched nearby were folded in

to the dataset; this provided a context for larger-scale processes and lent credibility to

the analysis and interpretation.
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Climatological estimates were defined based on ninety-one days of sampling in

spring and summer at the site. Thick cloud (LWC > 0.1 g m3) was present approximately

one quarter of the time, more likely at night than during the day. The characteristic LWC

for the site was found to be 0.4 g m3, with an above-canopy wind speed of about 3.5

m s*

Twenty-one cloud events sampled in the "default" sampling configuration (address-

ing spatial changes in LW fluxes) were summarized for basic meteorological conditions.

Six events representing the majority of "steady cloud" data were presented as time series

of LW fluxes and related variables.

Aerodynamic properties of the forested surface were found to be similar to those

published for similar sites and to properties calculated from the measured physical

characteristics of the canopy. Logarithmic wind profiles were seen above the canopy

below the height of 10 m, and sometimes extending above. During some periods, a

low-level jet manifested itself as a reversal in the wind profile above 10 m, consistent

with previous measurements of hilltop wind profiles and predictions from numerical and

boundary layer modelling.

Among results of this experiment were the first estimates of error bounds for

cloudwater fluxes measured directly by eddy correlation, thanks to strict attention to

instrument performances via calibration, collocated sensor intercomparison, and data

processing. In every case, the OSU PVM was considered the standard and the other

two microphysical instruments were compared to it. The error for LWC measured by a

PVM was found to be <0.01 g m3 and the error bound for the PVM-based surface-normal

LW flux was < 2 mg m2 s1. For the FSSP, the LWC error was found to be <0.035

g m3 with an estimated LW flux error of < 3.5 mg m2 s. Although larger errors are

possible at high wind speeds due to wind ramming of the aspirated instrument (FSSP),
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such errors were not evident in the intercomparison data set, perhaps due to a small

range of windspeeds. These errors are conservative estimates in that they include the

effects of imperfect collocation of instruments, particularly in the case of the FSSP-PVM

intercomparison. Errors in FSSP LWC were seen to be related to "activity" when droplet

concentrations exceeded 600 cm3; thus, this FSSP appears to have overestimated the

LWC when activity exceeded 35%.

Coordinate rotations are important for measurement of fluxes in complex terrain

but the sensitivity of the measured fluxes to three different methods of rotation was shown

to be negligible. A maximum uncertainty ("error") of 1 mg m2 s in the surface-normal

LW flux was found based on uncertainty in the direction of rotation, but a smaller value

(at most, Ca. 0.7 mg m2 i) is relevant to interpreting differences in fluxes between

different stations.

Consistent with the findings of Vong and Kowalski (1995), LW fluxes were found

to be insensitive to the use of a high-pass filter to remove synoptic or mesoscale trends

in the time series used to compute the fluxes.

Fluxes of LW were found to be unrelated to the consistent gradient of LWC,

but more closely tied to the gradient in LW variance. This led to the conclusion that

entrainment only sometimes was important to the measured surface layer LW fluxes.

The precision defined by the intercomparison studies allowed detection of a newly

recognized phenomenon: the divergence of cloud liquid water fluxes in the surface layer

of orographic cloud flowing over a ridge. The 10rn and 15rn fluxes were seen to differ

typically by 10 mg m2 s, sometimes more, with a consistent sign of the difference

(15rn flux exceeding the 10rn flux). Conversely, two 10m fluxes separated by 28 m

in the transverse direction were shown to agree with each other, generally to within ±

5 mg m2 s-i.
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Five candidate processes were identified as possible explanations for the measured

vertical flux divergence: (1) the effects of flux footprints, (2) streamline curvature, (3)

convergence of the droplet sedimentation flux, (4) phase change as a body source term

for LWC, and (5) entrainment. A scale analysis, including examination of the budget

equation for cloud liquid water, compared the magnitudes and signs of these contributing

processes. The flux divergence was determined to be largely due to the source of cloud

liquid water (condensation) in the updrafts that drive orographic cloud. Accounting for

the effects of LW advection, which counteracted the source term, resulted in a better

prediction for the flux divergence. Reasonable closure of the LW budget equation was

achieved via measurements, calculations, and scale analyses; the scaled budget equation

was shown to include the LW flux divergence, LW advection, and the source term due

to condensation. Entrainment was found to be important at times, but did not change

conclusions about the magnitude of surface deposition.

The importance of the flux divergence is universal for conclusions about cloudwater

deposition in complex terrain. The flux measured in the atmosphere was predicted to be

different from the surface flux, with greater differences for higher measurements heights.

It was seen that the 10rn LW flux represented an underestimate of the surface flux

by as much as 50%. This means that the traditional interpretation of eddy correlation

measurements of surface layer fluxes (assumed constant with height) is insufficient to

describe the surface flux. This is also important for accurate estimation of chemical

fluxes due to occult deposition, which are computed as the product of the cloudwater

chemical concentration and the surface cloudwater flux.

Surface fluxes of liquid water were estimated from eddy correlation (and accounting

for the change in flux with height) to range from 5 to 50 mg m2 s during CACHE-3.

In hydrological units, these fluxes are of order 0.5 to 5 mm day1 during periods of cloud
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immersion, greater than those reported from previous micrometeorological estimates

which did not take into account the changing flux with height. However, these estimates

are still small compared to those from modelling efforts (Miller et al., 1993; Elias et al.,

1995), some of which have estimated liquid water fluxes at a millimeter per hour or more

(Lovett, 1984; Mueller, 1991; Mueller et al., 1991). Taken in conjunction with the cloud

climatology results (above), these fluxes lead to an estimated cloudwater hydrological

input of Ca. 14.6 cm per year for the forest canopy studied.

Chemical fluxes due to occult deposition were measured and found to be similar

to those due to wet deposition (by precipitation) for the same region. Although these

estimates are biased high due to preferential operation of the cloudwater chemical sampler

during the thickest and steadiest clouds, this demonstrates the importance of occult

deposition, clearly a significant pathway for chemical transport from the atmosphere

to forest ecosystems which are frequently impacted by wind-driven clouds.

A simple model of cloudwater deposition was developed and exercised based

on the assumption that inertial impaction efficiencies for the droplets limit the rate

of deposition. The model predicted fluxes of the same order of magnitude as those

determined from the measurements, and explained about one third of the variance

in the EC results. Furthermore, the model performed nearly as well when using

volumeweighted mean diameter to summarize the droplet size distribution as with the

full distribution measured by the FSSP. This suggests that an impaction model accounting

for variations in windspeed, droplet size and number, and canopy impaction area can do

a good job of modelling occult deposition fluxes.

More definitive studies of forest uptake by occult deposition, beyond the capabilities

of current technology, would include fast response measurement of in-cloud water vapor

density and accurate determination of the height of the capping inversion. This would



allow computation of the flux of (conservative) total water and, thus, closure of the total

water budget absent the effects of entrainment.
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